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Duxbury Flays Rolvaag
Tax Plan as Hogwash'

LBJ Urges
Home Rule
For D. of C

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Johnson urged Congress
today to give the citizens of the
District of Columbia home rule.
He proposed legislation to
create the office of mayor and
a 15-member City Council , with
a nonvoting delegate in the
House of Representatives.
Similar pleas for home rale
by former Presidents Harry S.
Truman, Dwight D. Eisenhower
and John F. Kennedy have gone
unheeded by the House. The
Senate has approved home rule
legislation four times.
Most of the opposition in the
House has come from Southerners. Negroes outnumber
whites in the District by a substantial margin.
Congress now has the main
voice in District of Columbia
affairs. Administrative details
are handled by a three-member
board of commissioners appointed by the president.

HE SAW HIS SHADOW . . . Using a stuffed groundhog,
complete with earmuffs, to go through their annual ritual on
Groundhog Day, two night-shirted members of the Slumbering Groundhog Lodge of Quarryville.Pa., check on the shadow
cast by the furry weather forecaster . The shadow means
you're going to have six more weeks of wintry weather. The
lodge members, who do this business every year, are Kenneth
Herr, left, and Bob Frey. (AP Photofax )

Bitter Cold Drives
Into Southern States

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Bitter cold drove into the
Deep South today and much of
the country shivered through a
night of subzero temperatures,
rain, snow and strong winds.
Even the groundhog refused
to emerge to check on his shadow in some areas.
In Chicago, Lincoln Park Zoo
officials refused to allow their
two groundhogs outdoors on
Groundhog Day because of bad
weather.
Folklore has It that if the
groundhog sees his shadow ,

there will be six more weeks of 3 above at Crossville, Tenn.
Schools were closed in 29 Kenwinter.
tucky counties because of snow
Arctic air over the North Cen- and cold.
tral states pushed south through
the lower Mississippi Valley and Rain fell over the central Gulf
southern Texas and east over Coast states and a belt of snow
the Tennessee and Ohio valleys. whitened an area from TennesCold-wave warnings were is- see to the Carolina mountains
sued for Arkansas, northern north to southern New England
Mississippi and sections of Ten- and the eastern Great Lakes.
Five inches of snow fell in
nessee and Kentucky.
Temperatures edged near Kttoxville, Tenn., and 4 inches
zero in parts of Kentucky and were measured in Crossville
Tennessee , with 4 above at Lou- and Bristol.
isville, 6 above at Nashville and Four-inch snowfalls also were
reported in London, Ky.; Beckley, W.Va.; Binghamton, N.Y.;
and Muskegon, Mich.
Several school systems were
closed today in North Carolina
mountain areas because of
snow.

Senate Passes
Appalachia Bill

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate has passed the Appalachia aid bill,- and prompt House
action is scheduled on the $1.09billion measure drawn up as an
economic pep pill lor depressed
regions of an 11-state area.
House Speaker John W. McCormack said it was likely the
measure would be the first ma-

Legislature
Deemed J udge
Of Elections

MADISON , Wis. Ifl - The
Wisconsin Supreme Court ruled
today that the state Legislature
is the sole and proper judge of
contested elections affecting its
membership.
The unanimous decision held
Russell Olson , a Republican
from Bassctt , had been legally
installed as a member of the
1963 State Assembly and ruled
invalid the claim of Earl H.
Elfers, a Democrat from
Trevor.
The Board of Canvassers declared Elfers the 1962 election
winner of Kenosha County 's 2nd
District Assembly race . The
board set Elfers ' margin at 13
votes.
The Elections Committee of
the Republican controlled Assembly did its own recount of
the 10,460 ballots involved and
three months after the election
awarded the Assembly seat to
Olson on the strength of a single vote.

Milwaukee
Freight in
Derailment

WISCONSIN DELLS , WIS. Wl
—One car was derailed on a
Milwaukee Road Freight train
about three miles south of Wisconsin Dells early today but no
one was injured. Work crews
got the car back on the rails
and tho train continued on its
way. Cause of the derailment
was not determined immediately.
It was the fourth derailment
of a freight car In Wisconsin
since Saturday.

Says Even
[he DFL Is
Embarrassed

Johnson Sends
Bundy to Talk
With Taylor

WASHINGTON (AP ) — President Johnson is dispatching Mc<5eorge~Bundy to Saigon to confer with Ambassador Maxwell
D. Taylor on South Viet Nam's
political turmoil and anti-Communist war.
Bundy, top White House foreign policy adviser, leaves late
today and will return sometime
next weekend .
A White House announcement
late Monday on Bundy's trip
followed a high-level meeting
held by Johnson , one of the
President's first activities in the
foreign policy field since he recovered from his illness. The
President also held a 45-minute
National Security Council meeting on the Vietnamese situation.
In sending Bundy to Saigon,
Johnson is understood to want a
detailed , first-hand report on
the prospects for developing
political stability in the South
Vietnamese government which
only last week suffered another
in a long series of overturns.
Bundy also may discuss with
Taylor whether his own ability
to carry out U.S. policy has
been impaired by his disputes
with Lt. Gen. Nguyen Khanh ,
South Vietnamese strongman
who engineered last week's
coup. The White House and
State Department have declared
Johnson's "full confidence" in
Taylor and his intention to keep
Taylor in Saigon.
The third topic likely to figure
in the Bundy-Taylor talks is the
scheduled visit of Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygkn to Communist North Viet Nam in a few
days at the head of a delegation
of military, economic and aviation experts.

Barge operators tried to drum
up business in Cairo, 111., after
the Weather Bureau said movejor p iece of legislation from the ment of vessels could help pre89th Congress to reach Presi- vent ice floes from coagulating
dent Johnson's desk. Johnson on the Mississippi River.
was
has been pressing for quick ac- The Detroit River
clogged from shore to shore. An
tion .
auto ferry became trapped
The Senate cleared the legis- Monday in an ice field outside
lation Monday on a 62-22 roll- tbe Muskegon harbor.
call vote after two days ' debate. The East Coast from New
The bill's managers succeeded England to Florida had poor
in fighting off all amendments weather.
to weaken the measure or to
add development programs for Roads were slicked across
New York State as snow fell .
other regions.
Last year the Senate passed a New Hampshire and Vermont
similar measure 45-13, But this ski areas got a snowfall meas- UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(AP) — Apparently abandoning
died in the House after clearing ured from 2 to 4 inches.
its Public Works and Rules Connecticut had up to 4 inch- hope of breaking the deadlock
es.
Committees.
over assessments, delegates
A Public Works subcommittee Florida warmed a bit Monday worked today to wind up housewill open hearings on the legis- after frost and freezing temper- keeping details ' and bring the
lation Wednesday. House spon- atures.
most fruitless General Assemsors predict that with a bigger
bly in U.Nf . history to an end.
Democratic majority in this The flood threats eased off ln The assembly won another
the Northwest.
delay Monday in the threatened
Temperatures dropped in Ore- U.S.-Soviet showdown over votgon , stopping the melting of ing rights by agreeing to anothTwo-State Vote
mountain snows. Rain also er week's recess while new efThe votes of Minnesota ceased. Residents moved back forts are made to negotiate a
and Wisconsin senators fol- into their homes in Tillamook. solution to the U.N. financial
lows:
crisis.
Minnesota: Mondale for , "Wisconsin Grain
Some delegates expressed
McCarth y not registered as
doubt , however, th at another
Commissioner Named week would bring negotiators
voting.
Wisconsin: Nelson for ,
any nearer a solution than they
MADISON , Wis. (fl - Harvey were two months ago.
Proxrnire against .
Buchanan of Superior was ap- Ambass ador B. N. ChakravarCongress, there will be relative- pointed Monday to a three-year ty of India said he saw no hope
term on the Wisconsin Grain for a solution in the next few
ly smooth sailing this year.
and Warehouse Commission , days.
In the Senate, Democratic Gov. Warren P. Knowles anMember nations agreed to
leaders kept amendments for nounced.
Assembly President Alex Quaiother regions off the bill with a
Buchanan , who served on the son-Sackey's call for adjournpledge that planning funds for commission from 19M-60, in- ment until Monday, Earlier ,
development programs in these cluding one year as chairman , Secretary General U Thant said
areas would be considered later succeeds John M. Murovich , al- everyone agreed it was to the
this session.
so of Superior. Murkovich's United Nations ' interest to avert
The leaders said that Johnson term expired Monday.
a showdown at this session.
had approved this course.
The new commissioner was a The United States and the SoThe bill' s managers did go member of the State Athletic viet Union were guarded as to
along with a surprise amend- Commission for 21 years, serv- the prospects of achieving anyment by Sen. Robert F. Kenne- ing as Its chairman five times. thing during the latest recess.
dy, D-N.Y., to keep the door
open for a possible later addition of 13 New York counties to
the Appalachia program. They
emphasized these counties are
considered a part of Appalachia
but were kept out of the legislation originally by decision of
New York itself. The Senate and
KNOXVILLE , Tenn. (AP) - Homicide Capt. Fred Scruggs
the
Appalachian
Regional
Council set up by the bill would A University of Tennessee stu- said Willett told him lie fired a
have to agree to the 13-counly dent was shot to death Monday 22-coIibe-r pistol after students
by a truck drive r who had been hit him with snowballs when his
addition .
pelted with snowballs, police truck stopped.
Appalachia as defined in (lie said.
"I didn 't mean to do it . They
bill includes 355 counties in 11
Dead is Marnell Goodman, 18, threw snow in my eyes and I
states, a 165,000-square mile of Swampscott, Mass., a fresh- fired a shot to scare the gang
region with more than 15 million man. He was a nephew of Fred away as they closed in on me. I
residents.
Blumberg, a professor of Eng- was afraid ," Scruggs quoted
The federal aid is designed to lish at the university.
Willett as saying.
boost job opportunities and llvCharged with itecond - degree Goodman was the son of Mr.
Inc standards for those persona
v. hosc per capita income of $1,~ murder in the shooting is Wil- and Mrs. Samuel Goodman of
4.3 Is about $500 below the na- liam Douglas Wlllett Jr., 27 , a Swampscott , about 15 miles
Greenvillo, Tenn., truck driver. north of Boston.
imnal average.
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ST. PAUL
- Gov.
Rolvaag's budget proposals to
raise money for financing fiscal
operations got a going-over in
both houses of the Minnesota
legislature Monday.
Liberal leaders in the House
and Senate asked that the
majority produce an alternative
tax program to the one Rolvaag
suggested.
The governor's message last
week proposed an across - the board hike in state income taxes, a 3 per cent excise tax on
new cars and trucks, and a
speedup in the reporting ot corporate taxes to help finance his
$810 million budget.

King Remains in Jail ,
A/ew Protests Planned
SELMA, Ala. (AP ) - Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr., remained in jail to dramatize his
civil rights struggle today while
his followers got ready for new
demonstrations to protest his
arrest.
Most of the 250 Negroes and
half a dozen white civil rights
volunteers jailed with King during a massive right - to - vote
march Monday went free on
bonds of $200 each.
A member of King's staff said
Negroes would renew demonstrations in Selma today to

"protest the arrest of the Nobel has already begun in Perry
Peace Prize winner."
County, birthplace of King's
wife, Coretta. An estimated 300
The spokesman, the Rev. Ro- Negroes lined up to seek regissea Williams of Atlanta , said tration as voters Monday while
simultaneous marches were be- others penetrated the racial
ing organized in the neighbor- barrier at eating places in the
ing counties of Perry and Mar- county seat of Marion , 30 miles
engo and possibly also in west of SeLma. There were no
Lowndes.
arrests and no disorders .
Those rural south Alabama
While King spent the night In
counties already are marked for jail , Williams and other civil
voter registration campaigns rights leaders kept the campatterned after the three-week- paign going at another night
old drive in Selma.
mass meeting.
The right-to-vote movement
Sheriffs deputies took 474
teen-agers, mostly high school
students absent from class, into
custody while picketing the
courthouse Monday. Many of
them complied with a request
from Juvenile Court Judge Bernard Reynolds and filled out
blanks giving their names , addresses and school so they could
tract settlements have been be released.
King, who along wilh the othreached,
Johnson , who relayed his re- er Negro marchers was charged
quest through Secretary of La- with parading without a permit ,
bor W. "Willard Wirtz , also urged almost escraped arrest because
early settlements in the other Selma's public safet y director ,
ports,
Wilson Baker , said King "wantThe situation in Philadelphia , ed to go to jail. " Baker told the
where negotiations resume to- civil rights leader at one point
day after an overnight recess, that he and his close friend , the
has been named as a major fac- Rev. Ralph Abernathy , could
tor in charting the union 's leave but then reconsidered and
course.
ordered them back into line
Asst . Secretary of Labor with the others.
James J. Reynolds conferred
here Monday with leaders of the
AFL-CIO International Longshoremen 's Association.
Reynolds, with ILA President
Thomas W. Gleason at his side,
later told newsmen that union
officials would make no decision
on the White House request until
it was certain that ILA locals in
Baltimore and Philadelphia had
accepted contract terms.
WILLMAR , Minn. < AP ) —
A short time later , word carno Three farm families in west
that ILA members in Baltimore central Minnesota were homehad approved a four-yearcon- less today after fires destroyed
tract by a vote of 1,879 to 468. their dwellings .
The contract is n revision of the
Fire swept the home today
one defeated last Wednesday 1 ,- of Mr. and Mrs . Arthur Bohlsen
Baltimore
has
4,500
371 to 1,016.
six miles east of Clara City.
dock workers.
Mr. nnd !Mrs. Bohlsen nnd their
For many years the ILA has eight children escaped injury
not allowed its men to work in and mnnaged lo save some of
any port until locals in all ports their furniture. Firemen from
reached agreements. Locals in Raymond! and darn City foupht
a number of South Atlantic and the blaze in 24-below temperaGulf Coast ports still have not ture but were unable to save t he
reach ed settlements. Pac ific house. The fire was believed to
Const longshoremen belong to u have started from trouble in an
different union.
electric .switch.

U.S.-Russian
Showdown in
U.N. Avoided Strike Continues

Trucker Ki lls Youth
Throwing Snowball

Desp ite LBJ Plea

NEW YORK (AP) - Top officials of the striking longshoremen 's union have declined to
comply immediately with President Johnson 's request that the
men return to work in the ports
from Maine to Texas where con-

Indonesia
Working on
Atomic Bomb

JAKARTA , Indonesia (AP ~ > The director of Indonesia 's
army arsenal said today about
200 scientists are working to
make the country 's first atomic
bomb. He promised a "surprise ' ' at the Armed Forces Day
celebration in October .
The officer , Brig. Gen. Hartono , also said Indonesia this year
will produce guided missiles
"whose damaging abilities are
superior to those of other countries. " His statements were distributed without elaboration by
the official Antara News Agency.
llarlono snid lust November
that Indonesia would explod e an
atomic bomb in 1%5 and that it
had begun surv eying the possibility of producing intercontinental ballistic missiles. His
statements last year came
shortly after a reported suc cessful launching of Indonesianmade rockets for artillery and
infantry use .
Antar.i also carried nn announcement that the Indonesian
army later this year plans to
build a plant to produce explosive materials. The ngency said
it would bo located In Java ,
Sumatra or in tho Celebes but
gave no details.

Fire Destroys
Homes of Three
Farm Families

WEATHER
FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINlTy Occasional cloudiness and continued cold tonight with low of
1R-25 below. Continued cold Wednesday, high 5 above to 5 below.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. today:
Maximum , fi; minimum , -21 ;
noon , -1; precipitation , none.

Flume* J>lumod on u chimney
destroyed the home of Mr. nnd
Mrs . Henry Iloekstra and their
baby son near Ro.seland, about
lfi miles south of Willmar late
Sunday nltf ht.
A few hours earlier fire destroyed tSie Dunne Meyers ' farm
home, three miles west of Clara
City. The couple wns away at
the time and a passing motorist
saw flames shooting through tho
house roof.

House Speaker Lloyd TJuibury
of Caledonia termed the Liberals' request "hogwash." He said
the Liberals are "embarrassed
by the governor's proposals'" but
haven't "brought in a single
bill" to implement the proposals.
Rep. Fred Cina of Aurora and
Sen. Paul Timet of South St
Paul said in a joint statement
that the Conservatives — who
hold majorities in both houses
— "owe it to the people of Minnesota to come forth with a con*
structive counter - proposal to
the governor's..suggestions." '
They said the governor presented "a sound and balanced
budget....based on sound thinking " and that the Conservatives
should "face up to the problem"
of state financing.
Sen. John Zwach of Walnnt
Grove, Senate majority leader,
said his body had received the
budget only a few days ago and
will "scrutinize every dollar ol
request" to learn the "bottom
needs" before there is any talk
of financing.
Zwach added that I'm sure
we don't need to increase tha
budget one-third over two years
ago."
The Senate approved a resolution, earlier passed by the
House, giving legislators a costof-living raise, in addition to the

Duxb ury s Birthday
ST. PAUL UPl
— Rep. Lloyd
Duxbury of Caledonia celebrated h i s 43rd
birthday Monday. Duxbury
is speaker of
the House.

year-around $200 a month salary. Legislators now will get $21
a day If they live out-state and
$14 a day for those living at
home in the Twin Cities area.
The previous extra money they
voted themselves was $18 for
those out-state , and $12 for the
close-to-home lawmakers.
The House gave pre liminary
approval to a Senate - passed
bill changing the dates of the
state primary election to the
first Tuesday after the second
Monday in September. The bill
eliminates the day-after-Labor
Day problem as existed last
year.
Three Senate - passed bills
were sent to the House. Ono
adopts the proced ures of the
l%:i governor recount , among
them use of a three-judge pan«l
to hear arguments in n contest.
O. Meredith Wilson , University of Minnesota president , appeared before the House Appropriations Committee to plead for
a pay raise for his faculty. W ilson said salaries would have to
be raised 16 per cent in the next
two years to meet "fierce competition " from othe r schools, colleges and industry because
teachers are leaving his campus
for bigger money offers.
The Senate General Legislation Committee set a hearing for
Thursday on the controversial
bill to extend daylight savings
lime.
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Presidential
Succession
Plan Approved

WASHINGTON (AP) - A
Senate subcommittee has approved
an
administrationbacked constitutional amendment which would fill vice-presidential vacancies and ins% -e
leadership if a president becomes disabled.
The measure now goes to the
Senate Judiciary Committee. If
that body acts soon enough ,
Senate Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield says he 'll try to get a
full Senate vote late this week.
The proposal would fill vicepresidential vacancies by presidential appointment , subject-to
approval by majority vote of
Congress.
Tbe vice president could become acting president either
through a written declaration by
the president , or through a majority vote of the Cabinet.

Census Bureau
Chief Quitting

WASHINGTON (AP) - Richard Scammon is quitting as
director of (he Census Bureau
after nearly four years on the
job.
White House press secretary
George E. Reedy said Scammon
had resigned to return to private research.
Secretary of Commerce John
T. Connor named Deputy
Director A. Ross Eckler of New
York City as acting director.

Snow-Shoveling
Fata ! to Five

i
I

Tossy

LOTION

MILWAUKEE iff) - At
least five persons died of
apparent heart attacks in
Wisconsin while clearing
snow from Sunday 's storm.
The victims were Frank
Earwalker , 73, Joseph H.
Deem , 74, and Ralph Schubert , 59, all of Milwaukee ;
Leo G. Leiting Sr., 81, Kenosha , and Walter E. Pagel, 53, Stevens Point.
All had shoveled snow except Deem , who was using
a snow blower.
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FORT PIERCE , Fla. (AP ) Geologists and oceanographers
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One Brother
Pleads Guilty
In Deer Case

Richard Meyers, 35, 1652 W.
6th St., pleaded guilty today in
municipal court to a charge of
having a protected deer in his
possession Jan . 19 at his home.
Special Municipal Judge Loren W. Torgerson fined Meyers
$100 — the maximum possible
— with the alternative of 60
days in county jail. The fine
¦was satisfied out of Meyers'
$200 posted bail.
THE DEFENDANT'S attorney, Dennis A. Challeen , told
Judge Torgerson after Meyers
changed his plea to guilty that
bis client owned the premises
on which the deer was found.
However, in requesting that
a jail sentence not be imposed,
Challeen said that Meyers had
not taken the deer himself. Meyers was asleep at the time people who frequent his house were
taking the deer, Challeen said.
His client was pleading guilty,
Challeen said, to avoid being
asked just who did take the
tame deer from the Izaak Walton League deer park . Meyers
has "a pretty good idea" who
did it, Challeen said, but
doesn't want to testify to it
without being sure.
COUNTY Attorney S. A. Sawyer, noting that the "disagreeable" incident had aroused the
community as if every window
in town had been broken at
once, said that he couldn't understand why Meyers would refrain horn disclosing the f acts
that he knows.
Sawyer said that he hoped
Meyers' conscience would urge
him to see that the culprits in
the deer-slaying case a r e
brought to justice. "The person who did slaughter the deer
6hould be brought to justice;
and , with the defendant's help,
possibly they could be," Sawyer said.
MEYERS* brother, David, 25,
still is in county jail awaiting
trial on a charge similar to the
one against Richard. David
Meyers is scheduled to be tried
Thursday at 9:30 a.m. before
Judge Torgerson.
The brothers pleaded n o t
guilty to the deer possession
charge Jan. 20 in municipal
court.

He 'd Better
Send Dam
Thank You

A traffic accident on a snowy
Pickwick street Monday put a
Lamoille driver in a dam situation , according to Sheriff
George Fort.
Harry E. Smith , 24, Lamoille,
was driving north on CSA 7
through Pickwick when his accelerator stuck . Trying to pull
the pedal back with his toe,
Smith was helpless to prevent
his car sliding off the road to
the left .
He was stopped by a dam ,
fhe Pickwick darn. Damage
was $50 to the bumper and left
fender of Smith's car. The dam
was not damaged. The accident occurred at 2:15 p.m.

Voters
or
Quarter
Housing Code Appeal 2 City Firms
Low on County Decide 3 Contests
Procedure Outlined

PERSONNEL ASSIGNED

Assurance that housing code
implementation will not mean
drastic upheavals was given
once again by the City Council
Monday night.
The council adopted a resolution outlining methods and objectives and emphasizing that
ample rights of appeal would be
available to those who desire
them.

ACCORDING to the resolution,
inspections will be made by
present city personnel . The city
engineer's office, which is responsible for
some inspec*¦• ¦
.
,
tion at presCity
¦
>
ent, will fur¦_ ..-.-Il
nisb part-time /¦
help. Three of |V-OUnUI
its inspectors
are directed to work with the
city health officer for periods
of 2% hours or more each day.
An amendment to the code,
setting up a board of appeals,
will be drawn by the city attorney, George* M. Robertson Jr.
The amendment also will give

the board power to order stays
of execution in most cases.
This, said Robertson, provides
an element of time which would
relieve possible hardship that
might be imposed. In addition,
the health officer will have considerable latitude in setting time
limits for compliance with
change orders, he observed.
Cooperation of the city relief
administration will be enlisted.
Its observations, coupled with
the implementation . program,
will help assure that housing for
relief clients meets minimum
standards of the code, the resolution states.
ALD. James Stoltman said he
"doesn't like the code" very
much but did not propose outright repeal or- amendment of
the ordinance. Council President Harold Briesath pointed
out that some homes in the city
have been condemned as unfit
for occupancy — prior to passage of the housing code — by
the state fire marshal and the
department of health.

Had the groundhog ventured
from his warm burrow today he
would have seen his shadow,
scurried back in and made
plans for another six weeks of
winter.
But Mr. Groundhog, possessed with plenty of natural knowhow, remained safe and warm,
evidently deciding Winona's
21-degree below zero weather
and nearly a foot of snow was
too much to cope with, legend
or not.
AND ALTHOUGH the groundhog forgot his usual role as
weather forecaster, the U. S.
Weather Bureau was not so considerate and blatantly predicted occasional cloudiness and
continued cold tonight and Wednesday with a low of 18 to 25
below tonight and a high of 5
above to 5 below Wednesday
afternoon.
And as an afterthought it added , "Little change Thursday. "
The temperature rose to 6
above Monday afternoon and
was —1 at noon today.
A year ago today the Winona high was 39 and the low
21 with only a trace of precipitation on fhe ground. All-time
high for Feb. 2 was 45 in 1914
and the low for the day —32 in
1873. Mean temperature for the
past 24 hours was —7 contrasted with a normal of 17.
The temperature dropped to
—32 at Bemidji and Brainerd
for the state's and nation 's coldest mark while International
Falls reported —30. It was —28
at St. Cloud, —23 at Duluth and
—25 at Rochester.
In North Dakota , Fargo had
a low of —27.
Minnesota a n d Wisconsin
highways, although slippery in
spots, were reported in generally good winter driving condition
today.
The sun was shining brightly

have been made on some equipment , Lindquist maintained .
And he added that rust was so
prev alent on the equipment
that it had frozen moving parts
on some machinery .
Lindquist called his client as
the first witness. Bohr told how
he started the fertilizer business
in 1954 and , by the April through
July "season" of 1955, had a
complete set of equipment.
A fertilizer business requires
storage tanks , tank trucks,
compressors and applicators
with pumps , Bohr said , naming
the principal items of equipment. The former Lewiston man
said that he received $5,000 per
year rent for the fertilizer con-

Road Projects

Jim Mohan
Barry Nelson
For Alderman -at-Large

Clarence Tribell
Don Klagge
For 3rd Ward Alderman

Virtue of Profit
To Be Discussed
Before Chamber

NOT AFRAID OF SHADOW . . . Shadows may scare
groundhogs but they held no threat for Mrs. Ralph Moravec, 377 E. Broadway, as she ventured out this morning
despite the 21 below weather. And shadow or not, Mrs. Moravec expects six weeks more of winter, anyway. (Daily News
photo)
in most of WISCONSIN today
but the state's residents could
get little comfort from it.
The coldest city in Wisconsin
Monday night was La Crosse
where it was 31 below zero. It
was 13 below at Milwaukee.
Other low readings included

Equipment Now Rusted

Till'. LKARH wan signed June
17, lf>55), and took effect Jan. 1,
11)00 , lo run for five years . The
leas* having expired. Lindquist
snid that Bohr now finds parts
misnlng from some equipment.
Crude , homemade repairs

ROBERTSON recommended
the Planning Commission and
the department of health, charged generally with enforcement,
be kept fully informed on all activities. Implementation is fundamental to the city's eligibility
for urban renewal assistance, he
pointed out, and the code should
be given time for a reasonable
tryout.
Appeals boards are generally
liberal in their decisions, he contended, and the code therefore
is not expected to create any
more hardship than other ordinances relating to fire, electricity or sanitation.

It 's Too Cold Out to Check ,
Says Grounded Groundhog

DISTRICT COURT CHARGE

Testimony moved slowly forward in the Bohr-King Gas case
this morning in District Court .
Plaintiff V. A. Bohr , Scottsdale , Ariz., resumed testifying
to a lease agreement he reached
in 1959 with King Gas & Fertilizer Co., Lewiston. B o h r
charges that fertilizer equipment he leased to King Gas was
returned in poor condition at.
expiration of the agreement last
month.
Twenty-one pictures showing
some of the disputed equipment
ns it was in July 1954 was introduced in evidence. A recess
was called as Bohr identified
several pieces of rusted and mutilated equipment as pieces he
leased to King Gas in 1959.
THE TRIAf- began Monday
afternoon with nn 6pening statement of the plaintiff 's case by
Bohr 's attorney, William A.
Lindquist.
Lindquist told the jur y how
Bohr started his Minnesota Butane & Equipment Co. at Lewiston in 1046. In 1954, Bohr added
a fertilizer business to his other
interests, Lindquist snid.
The fertilizer business was
leused to King Gas in 1959 at the
same time the fuel gas business
WHS sold to them , uccording to
Lindquist. Quoting from the
lense agreement, Lindquist said
it required King Gas to keep
fertilizer equipment in "good
and substantial repair " and "In
as good order and condition " as
when il was turned over to King
CJns.

Aid. James Mohan commented that much opposition to the
code is based on misinformation
and misunderstanding. Some
persons think they will be
thrown out of their houses, others think government inspectors
will enter, some persons think
brick homes must be covered
with siding or be condemned, he
said. All these impressions are
wrong, he said.

By FRANK UHUG
Daily News Staff Writer
A minority of Winona voters
— 26.7 percent of the 12,505
Two Winona firms were ap- registrants — braved subzero
parent low bidders on three weather to pick the semifinal
highway projects as bids were winners for three City Council
opened this morning by the Wi- races.
nona County Board of Commis- The two incumbents involved,
sioners.
Jim Mohan, aJderman-at-large,
N. A. Roverud Co. submitted and Clarence Tribell, 3rd Ward,
the apparent low bids on two survived the first test In the
surfacing proj4th Ward, where Aid. Daniel
ects, while H. !" /¦,
.
Bambenek was not seeking reS. Dresser & LOUllTy election, voters crossed off a
S o n entered
former alderman, Joseph Karthe apparent
D
A -.••*>]
sina, leaving two candidates
low bid for | poara without previous experience to
construction of
fight for the final prize.
a bridge.
All voting results were in
THE surfacing projects In- from city precincts by 9 p.m.,
volve County State Aid Highway according to City Recorder
18 from a point half a mile John Carter. Canvassing of the
south of the east limits of Utica returns at the recorder's office
to CSAH 29 south of Lewiston, was finished 15 minutes later.
a distance of 3.5 miles, and Carter said these operations
CSAH 5 from the south county would not have been completed
line northeast a distance of 1.8 until after midnight had paper
miles, ending nine miles south ballots-been used.
Mohan , challenged by Barry
of New Hartford.
Nelson and David Kouba , ran
The bridge will carry CSAH 37 176 -votes ahead of Nelson, whom
over the south branch of the he will face again April 5. KouWhitewater River, 2.5 miles ba's 636 votes, added to Nelson's
east and 2.75 miles north of St.
1,24-4, made a total of 1,980, or
Charles.
Roverud bid a low of $84,567.92 560 more than Mohan's 1,420.
for the CSAH 18 project , taking Mohan led in every Ward but
the option of substituting a mod- did not have the majority in
ified crushed rock base for the any.
standard specifications. T h e In the 3rd Ward, Don Klagfirm's bid for using the stand- ge, challenging Aid. Clarence
ard crushed rock — which is a Tribell, outpolled the field.
slightly finer gradation — was Klagge had 508, 196 more than
Tribell and 31 more than the
$86,867.52.
On the CSAH 5 project , Rov- number rung up both by Tribell
erud's bid using the modified and M. F. Sweeney, who polled
base was $47,988.69. Using the 165- to run in third place. It
standard base, the firm 's bid was Klagge's first try f or public office.
was $49,781.85.
Dresser's price for construc- Stanley Stolpa, with 425
tion of the 110-foot bridge was votes, will run against Jerry
Borzyskowski, who had 332, for
$37,928.
No contracts were awarded the 4th Ward position. Karsina ,
this morning. The action - was the former alderman, received
delayed to give Gordon M. Fay, 266 votes.
county highway engineer, an There were no primary conopportunity to check bids re- tests for 1st and 2nd wards, for
ceived.
mayor, treasurer, municipal
judge, special municipal judge
OTHER BIDDERS were :
CSAH 18 — Hector Construc- or Board of Education posts.
tion Co., Caledonia, $91,681.52;
Patterson Quarries, Inc., St.
Charles, $85,094.22, and Dunn
Blacktop Co., Winona, $88,240.52.
CSAH 5 — Hector, $50,380.92;
Patterson, $48,934.27, and Dunn ,
$55,693.97.
Bridge - G. H. Griffith Construction Co., Caledonia, $40,050; Tri-State Construction Co.,
Inc., Alma , $42,392.98, and Leon "The Virtue of Profit" will
Joyce Blacktop Co., Rochester, be the topic discussed by a
$37,928.
Milwaukee businessman at the
Roads were the topic of dis- Winona Chamber of Commerce
cussion earlier in this morning's annual dinner at 7 p.m. Wednessession when James Baird , Wi- day at the Oaks.
nona city engineer, and George The speaker will be William
Robertson Jr., city attorney, ap- J. Grede, chairman of Grede
peared before the board to pre- Foundries, Inc. He has served
sent plans for reconstruction of as president of the Employers'
West 5th Street from Goodview Association of Milwaukee, t h e
to Broadway.
Wisconsin Manufacturers AssoThe street itself is a county ciation and the National Associstate aid highway, and the cost ation of Manufacturers.
of work on it would be paid by Dr. M. L. De Bolt will be
the county. The city would pay master of ceremonies, and the
for other work, such as curb Rt. Rev. Msgr. Richard Feiten
and gutter installation and will give the invocation .
storm sewers.
New officers and directors
will be installed during the proBAIRD explained that what gram.
the city wanted today was ap- Tickets are still available, a'c
proval of the plans his depart- cording to Donald Stone, cham
ment had prepared .
ber manager.
The engineer said that original cost estimates had placed
the city's share at $70,000 and
that of the county at $40,000. These estimates have been
changed , however, he said , and
the city 's share is now estimated to be $44 ,000, while that of
the county has climbed to $64,- The City Council was inform0O0.
ed Monday night that Dr. E.
The city's share is lower, he Clayton
Burgess,
Methsaid , because the City Council odist Church , has Central
withdrawn his
decided not to provide sidewalks support for the proposal
to erect
along the reconstructed streets, a Christ statue on Sugar Loaf.
and some changes in storm sewDr. Burgess, in a letter read
ers were found to be possible.
at
meeting, said he
The county 's share is higher , hadthenotcouncil
understood that any
Baird went on, because more commercial
were involvexcavation work was found to ed when he aspects
tentatively approvbe needed , about 600 feet of coned t h e idea
crete would have „to be taken proposed
by I
-,.
up and more bituminous surfac- Will Kohner,
ClTV
ing would be needed.
Chicago, at a
•!
COMMISSIONERS Leo R. council meet- f >
Borkowski and Len J. Merchle- ing two weeks V.OUnCII
witz, however , objected to the ago.
Since the land originally was
elimination of sidewalks from
the project. Borkowski pointed deeded to the city on condition
out that many school children that it be used for non-comwalk along the street in that mercial purposes, Dr. Burgess
wrote , the project would "break
area.
Two schools — Jefferson and a public trust," which he opposes.
St. . Mary 's — are nearby.
The board pointed out that the The proposal has merit , Dr.
county 's policy in projects such Burgess wrote, but the statue
as this, in which it and a mu- should be in another location
nici pality cooperate on a proj- if it is erected.
ect , is to require the municipal- Council President Harold Brleity to build sidewalks nlong both snth suggested Garvin Heights
as an alternate site. He said
sides of the rebuilt roadway,
The board informally approv- the impression that the statue 's
ed the plans for the road , but purpose was primarily commernoted thnt it would insist that cial is a mistaken one. He noted that Kohner was to meet tothe city build sidewalks.
day with members of the WinoIN OTHER action this morn- na Ministerial Association to
ing, the board :
discuss the project further. The
• Approved one-half home- association has publicly expressstead classification for Gertrude ed opposition to the proposal
F. Studt , 114 Franklin St., thus nfter discussing it at a recent
lowering the taxable value of meeting.
her property from $590 to $485. City Attorney George M. RobThe action was recommended ertson Jr. said terms of the
by David V. Sauer, county sup- deed specified (hut the Sugar
ervisor nf assessm ents.
Loaf area be used for park
• Granted two reductions tn purposes for 25 years but did
tho assessed valuation of per- not refer to its non-commercialsonal property , both of which ization .
were recommended by Saner.
The area was purchased from
Tho first lowered the assessed its owner, Robert Ix^icht , by the
valuation of properly owned by Daughters of the American
( Continued on Tag* 11, Col . 4) Revolution and deeded to the
TWO CITY
city in 1949.

THEN, answering questions
put by Lindquist , Bohr went
through a list,of equipment attached to the lease agreement,
which was received in evidence.
Bohr said that at his property
outside Rochester, he had four
15,000-gallon storage tanks with
pumps and hoses. These were
in need of painting but otherwise in good condition when
turned over to King Gas, Bohr
said.
He also leased out a 10,000gallon , an (1,000-gallon and a
30,000-gallon tank , all of which
were in good condition , Bohr
said. Six ammonia applicators

Eau Claire 26 below, Lone Rock
24 below, Duluth-Superior 23 below, Madison and Wausau 21 below, Pewaukee 18 below, Racine, Beloit and Green Bay 15
below.
THE NATION'S high Monday
was 84 at McAllen, Texas.

Shivering
Jury Gets
Early Lunch

"Are you l adies cold back
there?" Judge Arnold Hatfield
asked severaL women in the
jury box .
"YES!" they emphatically replied.
So Judge Hatfield suggested
an early noon recess today in
the Bohr vs. King Gas trial
in process at District Court
since Monday morning. Defendant's attorney William E. Crowder readily assented , as did
other shiverers in the courtroom.
Crowder said , "I'm cold just
where 1 am." He eyed the jur (Continued on Page 11. Col. 2) ors, ensconced in a corner of
the courtroom surrounded by
JURY SEES
drafty windows , with unprofessional pity.
Temperatu res in the highceilinged roo m stood at 61 —
above zero — as the court dispersed for nn enrly lunch at 11
a.m. today.
It was found that the courtroom is on a heating line separate from the one which warms
second-floor offices in the courthouse. Someone neglected to
turn the courtroom heat on this
morning. Heat was to be restored by the 12:30 p.m . reconvening.
Bad weather Monday had led
Judge Hatfield to give jury
members n break In the afternoon. He recessed enrly — at 4
p.m. — as opposing lawyers examined a series of some 50 pictures that were to bo offered in
evidence.
The judge found that some
jury members had bad roads
to truvel before getting home
Monday evening nnd decided to
RUST FROZEN . . . Jurors found themselves confronted
give them an early start.
with a pump "frozen" by rust in a breach of warranty suit
¦
today in District Court. Plaintiff V. A. Bohr claims he leased
To cut foie Rrns that comes In
the pump to King Gas and Fertilizer Co. in good condition in
lonf shape , (lip the knife in hot
1959. (Daily News photo)
water.

Pastor Decides
Against Statue

Stanley Stolpa
Jerry Borzyskowski
For 4th V/ard Alderman
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Voting machine
Well Received
m,

mi

_

m.

m,

Public reaction to new voting
machines , used Monday for the
firs t time here , ranged from
satisfaction to outright enthusiasm,
Judges report ed that the misgivings felt by some persons
were invariably replaced by
surprise and pleasure ns voters
found the machines simple and
easy to use.
Following nre comments received today ir« a random sampling of voter sentiment by the
Dally News:
• "I think (hey are excellent;
a big help to everyone in Winona , We're from New York and
are used to machines. We were
not accustomed to pnper ballots and we didn 't think they
were as secretive us they should
be. We like machines very
much ." — M rs. James Richards, 128 E. Mark St.
¦
"They worked very nicely,
very fast , and I'm sure they
aru efficient -and convenient . I
rend tho instructions in tho

ma

M

mt

Dnisy News and this simplified
the operation. " — Mrs. Allyn
Abraham , 660 E. Howard St.
• "They are fine. I know
about voting machines as x I
hav e used them at Luverne. I
think it's great that Winona has
put them in. " — Miss Inei
Adams . 76 E. Wabasha St.
• "It was simpler than paper
baUots , and faster. " — Carl
flnrnbenek , 446 High Forest St.
• "Some people were able to
hnndlo them better than voting
on paper. It's much easier than
I thought it would be." — Mrs.
Floyd Carney, 130 Fairfax St.,
an election judge.
• "I liked them very much.
It' s easier to use them then I
thought. " — Miss Catharine
Martin , 103 W. Wabasha St.,
election judge.
* "I enjoyed voting ihat way.
I think machines will bring
more people out to vote. You
can see better , for one thing;
unci it was quick. " — Mrs. W.
V, Conrad. 502 Grand St.

(f t df appsmd,Jk&L Wight

i They'll Do It Every Time
"
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Binns Says Name
less Forgettable

By EARL WILSON
Edward
Binns is very glad that people are
NEW YORK —
finally getting it straight who Ed Binns is.
"But they haven 't all got it straight," Binns just told me.
"There was a fellow who said, 'I know who you are! Don't
tell me! You 're . . . uh . . . Fr ank Lovejoy ! You are, aren't
you?'
"I had to tell him , Frank Lovejoy has been dead a couple of
years. "
Binns ' face became known to millions through the "Brenner" and "The Nurses '* TV series — and to many more through
"The Americanization of £,mily" and "Fail-Safe " . . . nevertheless. . .
"I can still see people snapping their fingers, trying to
think of the name.
"They used to say I was a
young Richard Dix. Now you
come on the set and some nice
youngster jumps up and says,
'Here, Mr. Binns, have a
LA CROSSE, Wis., w» — Con- chair. . .' "
His wife Marcia spoke up:
tinental Can Co. announced "Now you 're Eddie Binns at
Monday that it would build a last!"
48,000 square foot plant in La
And because the f ace and the
Crosse to make beer cans for voice are important , his agent
the G. Heileman Brewing Co, tells him , "Don't you ever put
your face in one of those TV
Cost of the plant was not an- commercials!"
nounced. It is expected to hire
"It's a legitimate thing, plen40 persons and provide a pay- ty of actors do it, it's kind of
roll of $300,000 a year.
like an annuity, " Binns said.
Roy Kumm , president of
"So I had a meeting at a big
Heileman, said, "While La agency.
Crosse has gained added pay"A man explains what I'm to
roll dollars from existing em- do. 'You're dressed like a very
ployers the Continental Can ad- kindly doctor , and you're talkdition brings to this area one ing to young girls. You're sayof the most important new plant ing that you can guarantee that
iacilities and employment op. this soap absolutely will not
portunities in our city's his- cause a rash under the armtory."
pits.'
Attending the La Crosse press
"I "said, 'Thank you very
conference, in addition to more much ,' and left. "
than 50 business and civic leadPRETTY little Joey Heatherers, was Wisconsin Gov. Warton tells me that the wild "Hulran P. Knowles.
labaloo" dance she did on TV
"It u a genuine pleasure to> (subsequently banned by the
welcome Continental Can Co. producers ) was attacked \in a
to La Crosse as the first new classroom by a professor who
industrial plant to be announced said ""What did you notice about
during our administration," it?" . . . "I noticed ," one girl
Gov. Knowles said. "Vf e certain- said, "Joey had got her hair
ly are getting off on the right cut. " . . . The professor said it
foot here today as we help was a disgrace and another girl
move our state off dead center said, "I think you 're an evil
in the area of industrial expan- man. "
Secret Stuff; The Stanhope
sion."
on the 5th Av. Gold
The new one-story building Hotel
Coast
finally
a $1,000
will include manufacturing , check from a cashed
Great Star (fetruck and rail loading, office male) that has been bouncing
and service facilities.
for four years. Moral: Never
give up the chips . . . Henny
Youngman says Zero Mostel 's
doing so well, he's being promoted to One Mostel. . .At a
soiree given by Julie Wilson and
Mike McAloney, Henny revived
this: "My mother-in-law 's been
called to Viet Nam to teach
them to fight dirty ."
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presi- TODAY'S BEST L A U G H :
dent and Mrs. Johnson launch A H'wood star 's child got a
the 1965 White House social sea- Rolls Royce for her 15th birthson tonight with a state dinner day, and some one shrugged :
honoring Vice President Hubert "Well , why not ? She 's really too
H. Humphrey, Chief Justice old for a bicycle. "
Earl Warren and House Speaker
WISH I'D SAID THAT: Jack
John W. McCormack.
Albertson described the N.Y.
About 175 persons were invit- weather : "It' s been colder than
ed to the black tie dinner at the a chorus girl after a $3 dinner. "
executive mansion — the first
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
public social event for the John- "Mankind should take a lesson
sons since they were hospi- from the snowflakes. No two of
talized with colds on Jan. 23.
them are alike , yet observe how
well they cooperate on major
projects , such as tying up traffic. " — Lee Call. Afton (Wyo.)
Independent.
EARL'S PEARLS: "EducaENDS TONITE
tion " is what you get from read*
•
I
I
.
ing the small print in a con"GOLDFINGER"
trac t. "Experience " is what you
get from not reading it. — Bill
7:15-9:50 • 3Se.7Se-J1.00
Gold.
A lush walked into Steuben 's
Tavern carry ing <in auto spat
'
//¦ - " \tlm^c&6r&Aegt belt. He exp lained, "I don 't
' krs. ) Countiy *** wanna forget , where I parked
my car. " . . . That 's earl ,
1S1 ;; J Mt/SfcMan,
brother.
t <© h t thepnmoHal

La Crosse Gelling
Can Factory With
$300,000 Payroll

White House
Dinner Tonight
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Man Who Died at
Wedding Had
Case of Pneumonia
RT. PAUL (AP I — A contributing factor to the death of a
young man who collapsed as be
walked down tbe aisle in churc h
(o his wedding ceremony was a
cusp of bronchial pneumonia ,
\) r . Thomas Vol el , Die Ramsey County coroner, said Monday Bruce Stanton. 22 , was su ffering from pneumonia when he
collapsed in church Jan . Ifi , Void .snid as Stanton collapsed ,
his bead struck the floor and he
suffered a hemorrhage , which
was the direct cause of death
several hours later.
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ABBY:

More Beautiful
Capital Drive
To Be Launched

Teaching Child
To Be Honest

WASHINGTON (AP) - Mrs
Lyndon B. Johnson announcer,
today a personal project to helf
beautify America. She will star!
with the nation's capital.
The First Lady said she hop*
others will follow with project!
to make cities across the coun
try better places in which U
live.
She sent letters last -weekenc
asking 20 Americans to meet a
the White House Feb. 11 wit!
her and Secretary of the Interi
or Stewart L. Udall to form "J
committee for a more beautifu
capital."
The aim is to start by fixinf
up neighborhoods, public hous
ing areas and streets.

By ABIGAIL VAX BUREN
DEAR ABBY: I believe in teaching children to be honest,
but what do you do when a child is TOO honest? I am a
working mother (not by choice) so I frequently leave my
four-year-old son, Peter, at the home of a friend , who is a
competent older woman. The other evening after work I
stopped to pick up Peter and , as we were leaving, I said ,
"Peter , give Mrs, Hansen a big hug and kiss for looking
after you all day." Imagine my embarrassment when he said,
"I DON'T KISS OLD LADIES!" Mrs. Hansen looked so
hurt. I was struck speechless for a moment, then I tried to
apologize to Mrs. Hansen and I told Peter that I was ashamed
of him. What should a mother do in a situation like this?
PERPLEXED
DEAR PERPLEXED : Accept it.
The Child's "crime" was 1 in being honest, and to punish a child for being
honest will only confuse him. Few
youngsters are born with a sense of
tact. Teach him truth first , and when
he has learned it well, teach him tha
wisdom of keeping his mouth shut at
certain times and why.

BILL MERRILLS

%$7

Voice of the Outdoors \

People-watching—that's what
I want to write about today.
Just plain people-watching.
The next time you attend a
public meeting, may I suggest
you make a few observations.
They will season the event with
a study of human nature that
will prove as interesting as the
meeting itself.
First, watch people in general, and before you know it, some
will begin to stand out in particular. Wherever a large group
of people gather , there's a feeling of uncertainty, to say the
Least, on the part of the individual where the majority of those
about him are strangers. This
Is usually counteracted by three
different actions , two of which
are your own doing.
You first look to see if there
is someone you know that appears to be alone, or, if you go
as a couple , you look for another couple. By attaching yourself to someone, small talk will
get you over the otherwise uneasy waiting period between
when you get there and the
meeting starts.
2
Ma>^) Lftf-3l m\ *
THE OTHER thing yon do Is
Feeder Cleaned and
to seek a seat toward the back,
Feed the Birds
feeling you don 't wish to be too
obvious. The next time you at"It is time to feed pheasants
tend a meeting among folks you and quail when there is three
really don 't know, and you can't inches of snow on the ground
find someone to latch on to for and it is bitter cold" Raymond
small talk, sit in your seat to- E. Kyre, game manager of the
ward the back and watch Wisconsin Conservation, Departothers as they first come in , ment, stationed at La Crosse,
look around , and either choose declared today in urging a gena seat next to a friend , or go eral feeding program for Westto the rear of the room.
The third effort makes for in- ern Wisconsin.
teresting people-watching. It's
S i m i l a r conditions , of
the individual that is somehow a
course, prevail in Minnesota
part of the program and feels a
and wardens as usual will
responsibility of making people provide grain for emergency
welcome. He may hate every
feeding. The policy of Minminute of it , but he tries. And
nesota Conservation Departhis efforts will do much to help
ment in the past has been
you pass away the weight of
to discourage pheasant feedtime as you sit and observe.
ing although sportsmen 's
It's not easy to quit observing
clubs
in the pheasant counonce you train your mind to it.
try have carried on extenThe program begins and the
chairman is always an interest- sive bird feeding campaigns.
ing study , I observed one just
last night . It was a PTA meet- Locally in Minnesota , except
ing. The people left a great gulf where pheasant planting is carbetween the platform and them- ried on by clubs , there is little
selves as they took the seats need for pheasant feeding. The
to the rear of the - auditorium. few pheasants around will be
The chairman I believe was the taken care of by 4-H club memhard-working , unassuming kind
of person who probably said , bers. Often these birds , when
upon accepting the job , some- the weather is cold and stormy,
thing about being unaccustomed will move into farm yards. The
to this kind of thing and that few quail that remain in the
he would do the best he could to area will dig into a snow bank
fulfill this responsibility. He al- and ride out the storm.
so is nervous , but finds consolaOut at the Whitewater
tion in fondling the mike, havWildlife Refuge , an extening first blown in it. Why, I' m sive wild turkey feeding
not sure. The stagehand could
program is underway. Shellhave tol d him the mike not
ed corn is dumped on the
only was on tho platform , it was
, covered by a light
ground
ready to go. Or , he could have
lapped it , but .somehow, 1 gue.s.s blanket of hay, in spots
where turkey tracks indipeople feel better if they can
cate the birds are gathering.
blow in at . Then he bends down
to the mike to talk in it , and
The refuge deer herd has been
to maintain any kind of eye con- feeding heavily on thi* standing
l.'U 'l , makes him to appear n bit coi n and .soybean patches mainof a contort ionist. The fellow I tained by the refuge. These
was observing actually managed patches , scattered over the reto get the mike off the stand , fuge , also provide food for racholding it like an ice cream
t one , while leaning on the stand coon , pheasants and other wildlife . Kvt- n the rabbits make
itself as if it were a cane.
good use of these retuge feed\<HV TIIKSIC w f re jn.it can- ing areas.
did observations , remember.
Song Birds N«ceJ Food
The meeting was a success, and
City residents who have
as long; as people will keep
been maintaining song bird
meeting in public , in spite of
any strangeness they may feol , feeders know that there is
n real need right , now for
much will he done to keep this
rich heritag e of ours. I am only
.suggesting people -watching can
be fun . and it does help one lake
his mind off of self.
Hy Ihe way . take part in the
hie of your community .so that
your community will radiate
wilh life.
¦
Ancie nt Jerusalem has become
one of the HIOK I polyglot cities
on earth People Irom 70 different nations now live in the
large new .sector lying within
Israel

DRY SKIN

DEAR ABBY: I am a 16-year-boy who is just average
in looks. A girl (she is only a friend) asked if she could
borrow my I.D. bracelet for a few days. I said, "Sure.
What for?"
She said she wanted to get rid of a kid who had been
asking her to go steady, and if she had somebody 's I.D.
bracelet it would be easier. I gave her my bracelet and now
she's going around telling everyone that We are going
steady. Abby, there is a girl I started to like a lot and I
¦was planning on giving HER my I.D. bracelet , but she heard
the rumor about me and this other girl going steady , and
now she wouldn 't accept my I.D. if it -was solid gold and
covered with diamonds. How do I get my bracelet back
from the first girl? And how do I get the girl I like to believe my story?
ON THE SPOT

S o l d in Oru^ilmti Ev e j ry w U e s r a

I

I and Dumplings
I
(Breast* and Ltot Only)

I SERVED EVERY
I WEDNESDAY
¦J Served with i
¦
wonderful variety a\ m ¦
¦
ol dallcloui trim- Ski / ¦
«
¦
mlngs. All you earn***" *»»
H elf for only

¦

CONFIDENTIAL TO "CARRIED AWAY" IN LAGUNA:
Don 't tell too many people your side of it. "Repetition is
the secret of monotony." (Arthur Groman )
Heady for the Birds
supplying even the sparrow
and starlings with something to eat. As soon as
the snow is removed and the
feeder restocked , a flock of
mixed birds comes swarming down on it. Th^re are
the usual battles but all the
birds eventually get a meal.

When the weather is below
zero, all birds require a lot
ST. PAUL (AP) - A 35-year
of food to keep from freezing.
employ
Carl W. Schelander of
Pood is the fuel that holds up
the Minnesota State Prison at
their body temperature.
Stillwater has been suspended
Wisconsin Bow License
pending an investigation into reMinnesot a bowhuj iters will
ports of unauthomed purchases
pay $2.^ for their Wisconsin
non-resident license this
of prescription - type drugs for
fall , if a bill now pending
employes of the prison .
in the legislature at MadiThe drugs did not reach inson becomes a law. The premates.
sent license is $10. It is SenCorrections Commissioner Will
ate Bill No. 9. Here is what
Turnbladh said Schelander 's
Senator Robert P. Knowles ,
"actions were particularly sewho introduced the mearious because of the unauthorsure , had to say about it.
ised introduction into the prison
"Sportsrnens clubs in my dis- of drugs characterized by the
trict have convinced me that public examiner as dangerous. "
this increase is necessary. II is He added that "it is fortunate
apparent that non-resident hunt- none of these drugs were introers are abusing the bow and ar- duced into the inmate popularow hunting privileges by hunt- tion ."
The drugs reportedly were of
ing in large gangs and drivin g
a
kind used to cut down weiRht,
deer in an unsportsmanlike faTurnbladh said he ordered the
shion . There is also some evidence that these non-resident suspension after receiving a rebow hunters are purchasing the port from the state public exlow-priced licenses for other aminer.
members of their families , and
are becoming 'meat hunters ' 4 ,045 ,000 Births
instead of sportsmen. "
Iowa s >cur Around Stocking
Real trout fishing opportunities were pro-vided Minnesota trout fishermen who
purchased a non-resident
Iowa license last year and
fished northeastern s( reams
of thai state. Her* is the report on trout stocking:
One hundred and sixty-six
thousand trout were released for
Iowa trout fishermen in 1064 ,
according to figure-s released by
the State Conservation Commission. The trout , averaging
one-half pound apiece, were released in 8.11 separate stockings
in Northeast Iowa st reams tha t
provide suitable trout habitat .

In U.S. Last Year

WASHINGTON W - Statistics
made public Monday by the
Public Henlth Service indicate
that about 4 ,045,000 babies were
born in this country during 1%4.
That would represent a decline from the 4,01) 1,000 born 1

Notewo rthy —

(Children tl.ft»)

¦
tervK) 5:39 p.m. to »>» ».l»,
¦ MISSISSIPPI ROOM m

¦ coFPie

IL
iHoM I
¦tt ^ (Obwna.

during 1963, and would be the
smallest annual total since 1954.
A spokesman said the estimate of 4,045,000 births was a
projection of figures available
through November .
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Troubled? Write to ABBY , Box 6970O-, Los Angeles , Calif .
For a personal reply, enclose a stamped , self-addressed
envelope.

35-Year Employe
Af State Prison
Out in Drug Quiz

FAMILY STYll

I CHICKEN

DEAR ON: Demand the return of your bracelet from
the girl who "borrowed" it. If she refuses, you are out
of luck . Then try to persuade the girl you like to believe your story. If she refuses, you are out of luck again.
It's unjust. But consider yourself lucky to have learned
a valuable lesson at age 16. The fair sex will sometimes
prove to be anything but.

C FREE
Ul

HAMBURGER
50c
Steak Shop

DEAR MOTHER: Yes. An unannounced entrance
could be frightening. Tell him.

(&>\
WJ WEDNESDAY J. THURSDAY ONLY
^-^
f c\
mmW
soothing, lanolin-rich
MCbownbawj L.
f ouniru J(itdvin.
^
^\
,
RESINOL^;.H kW
^
Third and Huff Stroat - Winona
VI
Gor you do wn? Try

JUMBO

DEAR ABB"Y: Our son has been married for the past 19 years. Before his marrige, he lived at home with us, but now
of course, he has his own home. Please
ABBY
don 't think I am being petty, but our son still carries a key
to our front door , and when he comes to our home he does
not ring the bell, but lets himself in with his own key. 1
do not have a key to HIS house, and if I did I would not
use it to let myself in. I would ring the bell. Don 't you
think that even though he has a key he should ring our bell?
SONNY'S MOTHER

City Delegation
Asks Change
In Vets Center City Truck Bidders ClassSuggested

Work Program Gem Radio Gels
95 Cents Separates
For Special 3rd Station OK

Two Purchased

A plan IOT raising the budget
limit for the Veterans Service
Center here was heard by the
Winona County Board of Commissioners Monday , but the
group took no action on it.
Appearing before the board
was a delegation comprising
Phillip Kaczorowski, veterans
service ofiicer here ; Harold
Libera, a member of the center 's board : Mayor R. K. Ellings, and Aid. James Stoltman ,
Harold Briesath and Harold
Thiewes.
THEY ASKED the commissioners to agree to a plan
whereby the city would pay onethird of the
« e n ter's ex- HS
7
penditures in \-OUnTV
excess of $12,O00, and the
D-is,r/4
county would | POai Q
p a y t w othirds.
Implicit in this plan would
be an agreement to ask the
current Legislature for a statutory change allowing the
center to spend more than $12,000 a year, its present limit.
The commissioners had been
asked at their last meeting to
agree to raising the limit to
$15,000, but they placed the request on file without taking any
other action.
Present law stipulates that the
city cannot spend more than
$4,000 for operation of the center, a joint city-county unit. The
county's share is not to exceed

trade-in, for a net of $1,549.05.
Next low was the bid of Winona
Truck Service for an International, at $2,253, less $803, net
$1,550. A Chevrolet was bid by
Quality Chevrolet at $2,298.75,
less $515.90, net $1,782.85.
The same three bidders made
proposals on the large truck,
with Winona Truck Service winning the purchase order. Bids
were:
W i n o n a Truck, $7,252.10
Council gross , less $2,302.10 trade-in, net
prices. *
"
$4,950; Owl Motor, $6,998.15, less
The successful pickup bid, submitted by $1,800, net $5,198.15, and Quality
Owl Motor Co. on a Ford, was Chevrolet, $7,504 less $2,144.22,
$2,371.09, less $822.04 taxes and net $5,359.78.

Only 95 cents separated the
low bidder from his nearest
competitor as the City Council
acted on proposals for a street
department pickup truck Monday night.
Also purchased was a dump
truck, rated at 25,500 pounds
gross vehicle
weight, f o r I "T7
which b i d s
CltV
covered a wid-

pendent School District 858 at
St. Charles, while two persons
voted for attachment to ISD
857,'Lewiston.
• CSD 2629, Felscb School, in
Mount Vernon Township. The
vote for dissolution was 19 to
nothing, and all 19 voted for attachment to CSD 2565 at Minnesota City.
• CSD 2587, Summit School,
where the vote for dissolution
was 19 to 1. Seventeen persons
favored attachment to ISD 858
at St. Charles, while three voted
for attachment to ISD 857, Lewiston .
The public hearing on the CSD
2590 dissolution was set for 2
p.m. March 1. The hearing on
CSD 2629's request will begin
at 2:30, and that on the dissolution of CSD 2587 will begin
at 2:45.
A $5,000 bond for David V.
, county supervisor of asSauer
.$8,000.
sessments, was accepted and
THE BOARD approved thre e placed on file.
transfers of funds Monday, and
it authorized payment of two
Chinese New
poor relief bills for 1964.
The fund transfers reimbursed
the incidental fund $1,180.68 Year Welcomed
from the road and bridge fund
for bills paid during 1964, re- NEW YORK (AP) - The
turned $173.60 to the road and Chinese New Year, No. 4663,
bridge fund from the ditch fund was welcomed in during celefor labor and equipment rental brations in New York's Chinaduring 1964 and reimbursed the town starting at midnight.
road and bridge fund $1,597.59 It is the Year of the Snake,
from the revenue fund for labor, but none of the serpents was
equipment rental , material and evident among some 2,000 persons who jumped as firecrackinsurance paid during 1964.
The poor relief bills were ers exploded at their heels.
Homer Township's, amounting There were a half-dozen paper
to $1,054.95, and St. Charles mache dragons, however.
A light snowfall did not disTownship's, totaling $174.60.
Set for March 1, the opening turb the happy gathering for the
day of the board's meeting that start of the week-long celebramonth , were three public hear- tions. During the week there
ings on requests for dissolution will be dances, acrobatics and
on Saturday a parade featuring
of common school districts.
Miss Chinatown and a Chinese
THE REQUESTS came from: beauty float.
• CSD 2590, the Vowel School To the Chinese, the snake repdistrict , in St. Charles Town- resents subtlety and longevity.
ship. Residents of the district And. as the Chinese would
voted 20 to 4 for dissolution ; 20 say, "Hung Hay Fat Choy " voted for attachment to Inde- or Happy New Year.

THANK YOU...
for the vote and support given ms
in the City Primary Election.

STANLEY STOLPA
PAI D ADV. - Prepared by Stan Stolpa, 727 E. King SI. in his own behalf
end Inserted at (tie regular General advertising rate.

Kies New Chief
At La Crescent

LA CRESCENT, Minn. ( Special) — A new chief of the La
Crescent volunteer fire department was telect«d at the annual
meeting at the Commodore
Club.
Robert Kies succeeds Donald Loechler, who resigned because of out-of-town business
commitments. Loechler had succeeded Arthur Gittens, who resigned after serving many
years.
Under Loechler 's direction the
department started the annual
firemen's 4th of July family picnic and firemen's ball. The departmen t increased its firefighting equipment , and a new fire
truck was purchased by the village.
Other officers elected l a s t
week: Clarence Vetsch , president; Leonard Palubicki , vice
president, and John Stejskal,
secretary-treasurer.
Kies, who has been assistant
chief , read the annual report in
Loechler's absence. There were
34 fire runs last year, 22 in the
village and 12 in rural area.
Property loss was about $2,000.
The department held 17 drills.
Additional equipment was
purchased for $1,050 last year,
according to Norris Johnson,
secretary-treasurer. Proceeds of
two dances were used. A portable pumper , 10 pair of firemen's boots, fire masks and a
fog nozzle were added. The department now has modern
boots, helmets and fire coats for
15 men.
A representative of Ace Telephone Co. asked the department's cooperation in bringing
house and rural numbers up to
date.
Refreshments were served.
Chief Kies announced a fire drill
Feb. 16.

13 Miners Killed
In Frenc h Blast
LENS, France (AP ) — Thirteen coal miners were killed
today and eight others are missing in a black-damp blast in a
mine near here, mine officials
said.
Rescue workers quickly recovered the bodies of six miners. Then another seven bodies
were found in debris.
The search was pressed for
eight others .

Establishment of a work program for offering to students in
the special education class at
Washington-Kosciusko S c h o o l
was suggested to the Board of
Education Monday night by Superintendent of Schools A. L.
Nelson.
Nelson explained that the educable mentally retarded students at W-K are in the older
age bracket and his thought
would be that ,—
they might be c L
provided op- OCllOOlI
portunities for
j o b training ' B -^-J
BOaTQ
within t h e
public school '—
'
system in the school lunch program or with the custodial
staff .
"IF THESE people are going
to be self-supporting," Nelson
explained, "it is important that
they be taught proper work
habits and an understanding of
what it means to hold a job. "
A number of other school systems in Minnesota have had organized work programs within
the schools as a part of the
over-all training program , he
said, and one of the better ones
is now conducted at Rochester.
Nelson said that the administration would like to institute
a job program on an experimental basis during the current
school year with the intention
of expanding it at the beginning
of the fall term.
THE PROGRAM outlined by
the superintendent and taken
under consideration by the
board for possible action at next
Monday 's meeting would allow
students at W-K to be hired as
workers in the cafeteria program at Senior High School.
These boys and girls would
replace students now employed and would be paid at
the present rate of 75 cents an
hour. He said that some students might also be used on
a limited basis to assist members of the custodial staff.
"We think it would be practical to give these people work
experience ," Nelson commented, "and afford them the opportunity to earn money on a
job. It would seem to me that
if they have training such as
this in our system now it would
be easier for them to obtain employment in industry later. "

¦
m

INCLUDES FRAMES, LENSES
AND METAL CLIP OR SLIDH CASE

Choos e From 1000' s of Sty les
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

"
""

*FW»ILY PLAN

Plymouth optical otters you a
full 10% discount on more thin

7SL:22 ST- *or

REPLACED

<Kryp, Corva, Flattop, Ultex — Your Choica)

J%

Houston Co. Leg ion
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special ) — The Houston County
Council of the American Legion
and Auxiliary will meet in the
Caledonia clubrooms Feb. 10 at
8 p.m. Colored slides of Legionville will be shown.

Is to set up a joint meeting of i
the council with the La Cres- I
cent Town Board on use and i
maintenance of the dump.
I
The council ordered proper i
procedure for annexation of J
land purchased by Crucifixion i1
parish for construction of a

'

¦

i

building for religious education.
It will be across from tht new
high school. The Rev. Richard
Speltz, pastor, presented tfat
petition.
A special deputy was appointed Monday to check custoraer
age at the Twilight Zone.

©196* BMW OISTIIUIS CO., NW Y0«. ».Y. tlCHIY WW

LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special) — Three ordinances, water problems, and new village
officials were subjects of the
La Crescent Village Council
Monday night.
Copies of the dog ordinance
will be distributed to dog owners. Mayor William Mishler
and members «f the council
said they have received numerous complaints about dogs
running at large , and they are
a problem in the vicinity of
both schools.
Richard Balduan was hired
as part-time dog catcher at $2
an hour.
GENE SILBERBERG , 717 S.
2nd St., complained about the
frequency with which his home
is without water . Mishler said
the council is aware of the
problem, and with the new
high school under construction
and the proposed nursing home , i
it will be more acute.
I
The council ordered the village engineer to study future
:
water needs.
The water biller is to submit ¦'
a report each month to all delinquent water accounts. Copies
of the water ordinance will be
sent to delinquents and it will
be enforced . The council asked
the village attorney to draft a
new water ordinance and a
civil defense emergency plan to
present at the March 1 meeting.
Badger Meter Manufpcturing
Co. will be awarded the 1965
contract if prices are the same
'
as last year.
F. H. Edminster was appointed assessor starting Monday.
THE ATTORNEY will advertise for bids on a new and
used front-end loader . Bids for
this equipment, needed for the
dump, will be opened March 1
at 8 p.m . Clerk Robert Kies
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you now. Ever/ hearing lost Is
different. We have a hearing aid
to help every corrective loss. See
If the Miracle Bar will help you.
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Versatile Coronet VSQ makes 32 different
mixed drinks—and improves every one of
them ! It' s specially smoothened. Always
gentle. And how it brightens the flavor! For
new enjoyment, mix with Coronet VSQ—
only the taste is costly.' C46*
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A most unique free offer ot spe- !
clal Interest to those who hear but ¦
do not understand words, has lust ;
been announced by Motorola Dahl- >
berg. A true life non-operating '
model, actual size replica of the •
smallest Dahlberg ever made, will •
be given away free to anyone S
answering
this
advertisement. \
Wear-test I) In the privacy of your ; ——
; own home without cost or oblfga- ¦ CITY
tlon of any kind.
!
| "IT'S.YOURS FREE TO KEEP" !
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NERVE DEAFNESS

Post Commander, Hugh Fay
deflated rumors that the car
used in the "Dunk the Clunk"
contest will have to be removed.

I

BIFOCAIS IF DESIRED — $3.95 ADDITIONAL
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BROKEN FRAMES
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The Winona County Historical
Society plans to employ a fulltime director, Dr . Lewis I.
Younger, president, said today.
He commented, "The society
has now expanded to a place
where the potentials of volunteer assistance, or wider community participation and of
expanded activities cannot be
realized unless properly coordinated by a trained director.
The growing operations of the
museum , the Steamer Wilkie
and the Bunnell House will more
and more require such trained
supervision."
The society will meet Sunday
at 2:30 p.m. at the museum.
125 W. 5th St., to hear Mrs .
Ruth Girod's discussion of "Dr.
Lafayette Bunnell and the Discovery of the Yosemite."

8:30 p.m.
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Historical Unit
Plans to Name
Full-time Director

LA CRESCENT LEGION
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special) — Ralph Hughes, St. Charles, district commander, will
initiate new members at a meeting of Cittens-Leidel Post 595,
American Legion, Friday at

FOLLOW THE LEADER ™
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Gem Radio Stations has been
granted a construction permit
for its third radio station, James
B. Goetz, president, announced
today.
It will be at Pontiac, HI., 90
miles southwest of Chicago. It
does not. now have a station.
S.ation WJBG will have 1,000
watts at 1080 kilocycles,
Gem Radio, which operates
Station KAGE here, now is
building 5,000-watt KLOL at Lincoln , Neb. It is to go into
operation next summer.

Dog Catcher
Appointed at
La Crescent
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Here's another
good reason why
you should get your wife an
antiseptically clean gas clothes dryer.
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OPTICIANS
GROUND FLOOR - 78 WEST THIRD STREET — PHONE 6J3I
» A M TO $ P.M. INCLUDING SATURDAY — ¥ A.M. TO 1 P.M. FRIDAY*
All Eyeg laswet M/ide In Minnesota by Minnesota Technician*

"Safe Eyes Save Lives "
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Tho cleanest wash In town deserve s a better fate. Like a gas clothes dryer. Clothes ISBSJ . J
dried in a gas dryer smell good and sweet and fresh. That's because a gas clothes dryer has
the clean blue flame. It keeps the Inside of the dryer fresh ,clea n and [iSj^t [
¥
wtm ) k INorih»m
moisture-free ,always. You'll be glad your dryer's gas when the monthly bill com es in,
\
| cSmpany **
too; only a gas dryer costs so much less in the long run. See your gas company
^ |
or appliance dealer. Live modem for less . . . with gas. LMMHMM IV.:.';J'J.T,:.
'~£
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District Economic
Performance Stable
THE NINTH district '* •conomic pa rformance in 1964 was, on the whole, a subdued replica of major national patterns of
growth , the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis reported today in a review of 1964.
During the year many district production
measures continued to expand, although
none spectacularly, and most at less than
national rates. The Ninth Federal Reserve
district includes all of Minnesota , North
Dakota , South Dakota , and Montana , as
well as Upper Michigan and northwestern
Wisconsin.
In the district , the important agricultural sector fell short of its previous year 's
performance as a generator of district income — by about 5 percent. (Agriculture
normally accounts for about one-tenth of
the district's total personal income). A manor factor contributing to the drop was lower farm prices, although decli nes in crop
production records also figured in the
showings.
Desp ite lower prices, dollar receipts
from marketings of livestock during 1964
remained at about the level achieved in
1963. Reduced receipts from crops, however, served to puLl total cash from marketings below the $3.3 billion level. The impact of the estimated drop was softened
somewhat because government payments
to district farmers were up 24 percent.
. IN THE NONFARM sector of tht district economy, 1964 improvements—though
at less than national rates—were registered in employment totals, unemployment
rates, production and shipments of raw
materials and products, and construction.
Balancing the performances in agriculture and in the nonfarm sector, it appears
to Bank economic researchers that total
district personal income rose in 1964 by
about 4 percent. Some of the increased
earnings presumably went into expanded
buying by consumers, although the fragmentary sales data available suggest that
the over-all rise in consumption purchases
was rather small.
District automobile buying shared
some of the surge that output the sales
boosts caused nationwide in 1964 — and
this seems to have helped shape the expansion in installment credit that took place at
some Ninth district banks.
THE FEDERAL Resarvt. Bank's data
indicate that consumers apparently chose
to add some of their increased incomes directly to thei r savings balances: They continued the rather substantial savings buildup at the district's commercial banks that
has persisted since 1961. In fact, the expansion in savings deposits absorbed more
than half of the indicated ?500 million increase in personal income.

State Clearly Needs
Tax Reform
MINNESOTA'S tax cornmiwioner, Rolland Hatfield , has made some excellent
suggestions to the legislature for equalizing propert y taxes throughout the state.
He would set on e-third of the market value
as the standard rate., for assessments,
make county assessors" - mandatory, establish a centralized office for industrial property, and authorize an interim commission
to study the property tax system.
A Duluth district court decision had ordered equitable assessments within a taxing district. But that obviously isn 't enough
—as long as there are statewide levies on
property, assessments should be the same
everywhere in Minnesota.
IN DULUTH and Minneapolis and many
other places, assessments long hav e been
higher on business property, lower on resident ial property. Minneapolis has been
correcting the situation graduall y in recent
years , leading to protests by home owners.
Tho D u l u t h ruling will help correct the inequities. That means home owners generally can expect to pay an increasing part
of t h e propert y t ;ix.
So more and more prolesls are likel y lo
t h e local governments which rely upon
property taxes for most of (heir revenue.
And then will come a search for other
sources of funds. Indeed , this is one of
(he main reasons there is so much interest
in a state sales tax with some local
shilling.
MINNESOTA clearl y need* the *ort oF
reforms Hatfield suggests. II also needs
o t h e r measures which will revamp the
whole taxing s t r u c t u r e in line with present
(l.i\ r e a l i t i e s - - measures more conducive
to economic growth than those suggested
by (low Holvaag in his budget message.
- Minneapolis Star.
¦
,
Deal c oin ;i|i <'<uisly, ami tlir Lord shall be
with von.- -K. C'lii-oii. 18.11.
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How Long Will
Business Boom?

m *t\~

By DAVID LAWRENCE
"WASHINGTON — Kow long will the business boom last? While President Johnson, in
his latest economic report to Congress, points
to certain weaknesses, he nevertheless believes that these can be overcome and that
prosperity will continue for a long time.
But an examination ot the President's words
reveals that he is relying on unions to keep
wages from rising too rapidly and on business
not to increase prices too sharply. Mr. Johnson notes the upward trend in the economy,
and then warns:
"But high levels of employment, production ,
and purchasing power cannot rest on a sound
base if we are plagued by slow growth, inflation , or a lack of confidence in the dollar."
Mr. Johnson stresses the need for "price
stability," and adds:
"Federal budgetary and monetary policies
must not permit a generalized excess of demand over supply to pull up prices. But , equally, private price and wage decisions must not
push up costs and prices. I count on the sense
of public responsibility of our labor leaders
and our industrial-leaders to do their full part
to protect and extend our price stability."
UNFORTUNATELY , HOWEVER , these are
exhortations which are being disregarded at
the present time , because in industry after
industry wage levels are going up, and there
are also threats of price increases on a "selective" basis. This instability inevitably moves
the economy toward inflation .
While the President outlined in detail what
ought to be done , the administration is not applying pressure on the labor unions, though it
is publicly giving intimations to business that
price increases must be avoided.
Perhap s the most significant step taken by
the Presiden t to attain a financial equilibrium
is in the monetary field. He has asked Congress to repeal the law which at present requires 25 percent ot federal reserve bank
deposits to be backed by gold. It is stated
positively that no devaluation of the gold price
is being planned. If , however, devaluation
should later be necessary, it will not be entirely because of domestic conditions in this
country, but because of the impact of foreign
factors, especially ii some important country
like Great Britain should devaluate its currency.
MR. JOHNSON says that his request for removal of the restrictions "does not arise from
any sudden emergency." But it is apparent
the administration believes the constant outflow of gold is already causing apprehension
and might later force the repeal anyhow of
the 25 percent gold-reserve requirement.
Mr . Johnson meanwhile makes the flat statement that no devaluation of the gold content
of the dollars is intended . He says:
"There /a n be no question of our capacity
and determination to maintain the gold value
of the dollar at $35 an ounce. The full resources
of this nation are pledged to that end. "
Devaluation nevertheless can be forced upon the United States by external developments,
just as it was in the 1930s when the gold content of the dollar was cut hy 59 percent and
the price of gold went up from $20.67 an ounce
to $35 an ounce , an increase of nearly 70 percent.
One of the principal reasons why the United
States has been experiencing a considerable
outflow o£ gold is the foreign-aid program . Although the President has asked f or only $3.4
billion for the corning fiscal year for foreign
.aid , there is an estimated $6.5 billion in unexpended balances from previous years. So almost $10 billion would be available for spending in 1966 and later years. It is the presence
of this unexpended balance which may be having a psychological effect on those who speculate in the gold market.
SEN. A. WILLIS ROBERTSON, Democrat
of Virginia , chairman of the Senate Banking
and Currency Committee, says that removal of
the gold-reserve requirement "will be in the
nature of an aspirin tablet to deaden pain
rather than a permanen t solution ," and points
out that "we have the most favorable balance
of trade of any nation in the world , but it is
more than wiped out by the lavish program of
lending and giving dollars throughout the
world. "

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1955

Dr. Robert 11. Tweedy lias been elected president of the Winona Rod and Gun Club succccd" ^ '
ing Cluuiticey Safranek.
I)ep ;u Iment ;i nil general store sales in Winona during 1!)51 were 2 per cent hig her than
in l!lf>:i.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1 940
Subnormal temperatures and less than onefourth the normal precipitation marked the
month of January. The minimum was 111 below zero and the high mark r>2 above.
A special commencement convocation was
held al Ihe College of Saint Teresa to confer
degrees on two students from Denmark , Miss
Ellen Ib-Ilanscn and Miss Emmy Tilli.sch, who
completed their studies in nursing.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1915

Otto Troosl , Jr. and F. .1. Kticker nre representing the Winona Automobile Association
at (he annual meeting of I lie state association
being belli at Minneapolis .
The latest (lung in irioluui p ictures , (lie animated song, will he offered al the Colonial
Theater . This will be the l u s t appearance of
Ihe song pictures ,

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1 890

Secretary H. C. Wade of the YMCA went to
.Si. Paul to attend a meeting of the .secretarie.s
of t h e association from Minnesota and (he
Dnkotas .
The two new hose wagons which have been
built for use of th e fire department , will bu
ready next week.
The electric light company is making «
new magnet which it is said will lake '.Hi miles
of c opper wire.

One Hundred Years A go . .. 1865
Prof . Youniutis gave a lecture u( the eourthou.se on (he celestial origin of forces upon
the globe; or sis he himself terms it , "Tho
Chemistry of the Sunbeam. "

Uncle s Bequest
Lost at Crap
LONDON — I had an uncle na med James Fletcher Ruark
Uncle Fletcher, who was a poet, and vegetarian, and also In
the whisky business in Canada , although he didn't drink ,
wore white spats.
He also left me a piece-of rnc)ney after all these years,
and I lost the whole check in a crap game. I thought it
would give Uncle Fletcher a little pleasure, retroactively,
to know that his nephew blew the lot with one roll, because
Uncle Fletcher never had
any fun out of his money.
The only fun he ever had
was wearing spats and
working for Hiram Walker ,
after a standing start from
the J. W. Brooks Co. in
(Editor 's Note: LetWilmington, N.C.
ters must be temperate,
Well, Ontario is^ a\ long
o/ reasonable length and
call from the fb^stcrapshootsigned by the writer.
ing joint in ^ondon , whreh
Bona jide names of all
has just been opened across"
letter-writers will be
the street from the Hilton
published. No religious,
by a fine friend of mine
medical or persona l connamed Erik Steiner. It is
troversies are acceptcalled "The Pair of Shoes,"
able.}
dating back to what baby
needs.
Dog Sled Owner
It's a square game, and
Enjoyed Carnival
you get three sets of dice
To the Editor:
from which to choose. I hit

Letters to The
Editor

the house for quite a sum
on a single evening , because
Erik will clear the table if
you want to throw high. One
roll , and that's all, Dad.
But I took a pretty lady
back for a second evening,
and between the blackjack
— that' s reasonably new in
London, too — and a little
roulette, I am not doing so
handsome , so I go back to
the dice.

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Missis sippi Vice Holes
Should Be Cleaned Out

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - Some of
the worst dens of iniquity
near any American military
base await American soldiers as they leave Keesler
Air Force Base near Gulfport and Biloxi , Miss.
Though a few gambling
joints and houses of prostitution immediately adjacent
to Keesler have been decla red off limits, the rest of the
area is wide open. Here
every weekend soldiers g-et
rolled , knocked in the head
in alleys, or their money
taken away through onearm bandits or crap tables.
Not far from the gates of
Keesler, one gambling joint
rakes in between $15,000 to
$20,000 a month. One dryc l e a n i n g ' establishment
which has changed hands
four times in the last year
has suddenly become prosperous. It " handles more
than drycleaning, howeve r.

THE RACKETEERS, especially the dope peddlers ,
whose lives have been difficult of late in New Orleans
and Mobile , have moved
over to Keesler.
About 12 years ago the
late Sen. Lester Hunt of
Wyoming, chairman of a
Senate Preparedness Subcommittee, came to the
Gulfport-Biloxi area , conducted an investigation, and
warned Mississippi authorities that Keesler would be
closed down unless vice conditions were cleaned up.
Gov. Hugh White of Mississippi acted on the warning.
Vice was cleaned up.
Since then the racketeers
have moved back and are
now more flagrant than
ever.
The Kennedy-Johnson administrations in Washington
have followed a complacent
policy regarding the Gulf
area. Hep. William Colmer ,
the Democrat who represents (he district , for four
years has blocked the Kennedy aid to education bill
in Ihe rules committee, lie
worked in cooperation with
Hep. Jim Delaney of New
York , the friend of Card inal
•Spellmnn. Meanwhile he got
$89:1 .800 of federal funds annually for Biloxi and "Gulfport schools because this is
an impacted area. Meanwhile also . President Johnson has howed to the blocking tactics and submit! ed a
revampe d education hilC giving aid lo Catholic school
students.
llOWI.Vl.'li , Till.; Ih-fmsc
Departm ent has no excuso
for being complacent regarding the
vice lords
who prey on American sol-

THE WIZARD OF ID %

diers.
Nikita Khrushchev, the
man whom the Chinese
Communists c a l l e d
a
"psalm-singing stooge for
American i m p e r i a l ism ," was chucked out of
the Kremlin parly to build
better relations b e t w e e n
Moscow and Peking. However , his exit hasn't improved relations much.
A recent report from the
American embassy in Moscow reveals that the Communist world is drastically
divided regarding the Russian-Chinese feud.
All the leaders of the socialist world , except Tudor
Zhivkov of Bulgaria and
Walter Ulbreeht of East
Germany, have protested
against the Communist summit conference which the
Kremlin wants to hold in
March.
Chief purpose of the meeting is to form a solid European front against Red
China. The socialist leaders are not for Red China.
Most of them support Moscow. But they just don't belive in having a showdown
conference because t h e y
figure it won 't get anywhere.
THE NEW HOUSE Republican leader , Rep. Gerald Ford of Michigan , had
pentagon experts puzzled
when he belittled the new

Poseidon missile as merely
a remodeled polar is.
Real fact is that the Poseidon , named after the mythical Greek god of the sea, is
an amazing underwater missile that can unleash a terrific shortgun blast equal to
several nuclear warheads.
The P oseidon is far more
accurate than the Polaris
and packs a much more
powerful punch.
For the first time in history, a permanent armed
guard has been stationed at
entrances to the doors of
the House and Senate to
protect members from intruders. Capitol Police Chief
Schamp has assigned ten of
his top men, all armed , to
guard entrances to the
House '"'floor so no more
Americ an Nazis , in black
face, can get in . . . Capitol
police have one less headache since the swanky, new
Rayburn office building was
opened - It has eliminated
the double-parking of Cong.
Adam Clayton Powell's jaguar. Powell was one of the
worst double parkers on
Capitol Hill , but he now has
a priv ate parking slot for
his Jaguar just under his office . . . Hubert Humphrey
confided to friends that he
has had only one bad day
since he was elected vice
president. This was on the
day he resigned from the
Senate.

JPUL $VJA.

SO WE CLEAR fhe table
and state the sum , and I
come in good with . a hard
five. I sevened out , and
there went Uncle Fletcher 's legacy, all in one hunk.
There is no moral to this
part of the tale , because the
pretty lady with me made a
packet betting the black
against the red on the roulette.
The purpose of this piece
is to say that I don't understand gamblers, and I
bet I had more fun out of
losing Uncle Fletcher 's money than he achieved making
it. It wasn't anything but
paper , anyhow, and Uncle
Fletcher , who got caught in
the stock market crash ,
the rest of his life trying to
get even with Wall Street
on the margin kick.
MONEY AIN'T worth a
tinker 's dam ' unless you
earn it with your hands, and
I was real pleased to lose
Uncle Fletcher 's dough on
one big roll at a clean table. I am neither a vegetarian nor a spats-wearer nor
a poet nor treasurer of a
booze firm , so m o n e y
doesn't furnish that big jazz
for me. Also, I never spent
20 years pay ing back Wall
Street for money I never
owned anyhow .
Paper has its uses, such
as blowing your nose in it.
But translated into money
it's only worth what you can
buy with it.
I bought som e superior
false teeth — including four
gold ones , as a status symbol — for the gardener the
other day. Once I bought a
kidney operation for the
cook , and some major surgery for the gardener's wife.
I have bought a wedding
not my own — and , thank
God , a funeral not my own .
1 bought a wall, once, and
some television sets, none of
which belonged to me. I had
a beloved aunt , named May,
to whom I off ered enough
money to keep her in whisky
until she died , rest her soul.

I would like to take this
opportunity and thank the
many who made my appearance at your Jack Frost Ice
Festival so enjoyable.
My sledge dogs and I have
appeared at many civic programs, and were more than
welcomed. Yet , the Winon a
committee, the group responsible, was more than I
have ever encountered in
my travels.
First I want to thank Bob
Warren of KWNO and
Yvonne Lindquist of KAGE
radio for their friendly interviews. To the Royalty of
Jack Frost Festival who
greeted me so warmly while
in their presence. It is a
must to thank Mr. Breitlow
for inviting me to his Kiwanis luncheon . Not to forget the well-mannered children- of the Gilmore Valley
School when I presented my
program in their classrooms.
There were many more
too numerous to mention
here, but I do want your
paper to bring to your readers that we enjoyed Winona
hospitality . I would like to
separately thank M i l t o n
Knutson of Winona Activity
Group because he did an
outstanding job of making
strangers feel so welcome.
He gave me the red carpet
treatment when I entered
the gates of your city. He
made the visitors so comfortable that it was enjoyable to work and be part of
Winona.
Secondly, I just hope that
Winona enjoyed my dog
team as well.
George Esslinger
Ray, Minn.

THREE IN ONE
NEW YORK on - Sheldon Harnick and Jerry Bock ,
who wrote the score for
"Fiddler on the Roof ," are
planning a program of three
short musical plays as their
next Broadway exhibit.
"Too many musicals run
out of steam by the time
the second act curtain goes
up, " says Stuart Ostrow ,
who will produce the bill.
"By using the shorter form ,
Harnick and Bock are able
to use dramatic situations
previously not considered
practical. "
A single cast is to preform the separate pieces.
ANOTHER MUSICAL ,
NEW YORK Gfl - Another
musical com edy workout is
coming up for Cyril Ritchard The Australian star ,
who^ was Captain Hook for
Mary Martin ' s "Peter Pan "
and a Roman emperor in
"Romulus ," teams w i t h
Anthony Newley in "The
Roar of the Greasepaint —
The Smell of the Crowd."
The show arrives from London in March.

THIS IS what money is
worth. Uncle Fletcher never
knew what money was
worth , although he was an
accountant and a treasurer.
He was also a lousy poet.
IL took his lawyers years
to find me and the other
heirs. I'm glad I lost it all
in one roll in a crap game.
At least Uncle Fletcher 's
ghost mi ght have had a little fun — which is more
than Uncle Fletcher had.
I knew his wife and daughter very well, and the fact
that they 're all dead doesn't
make them any duller.
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TITLE TUNE

"I hope y o u r husband isn 't the jealous t ype , Mrs.
Watson. "

NEW YORK (/Ft - Although "The Family Way "
is a straight play, a little
tune has been written for
lt by Eddy Manson and AI
Sttllman.
The comedy , is a first
Broadway exhibit for Ben
SUrr , n TV writer, and
stars Jack Kelly and Collin Wilcox.

DUANE RIHGLER

P.O. Box 46.5
Dial 72*1
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SERVING IN THE ARMED FORCES

In Exercise in Germany
Army 1ST LT. THOMAS J.
SLAGGIE , 28, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard A. Slaggie, 100 E.
Wabasha St., is participating in
a three-week field training exercise in Germany ending Feb.
18. During the maneuvers the
3d Armored Division is receiving extensive training in tactical range firing. Lt. Slaggie,
executive officer of Headquarters Battery, 2d Battalion of the
division's 6th Artillery near
Gelnhausen, Germany, arrived
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overseas in November 1964. He
was graduated from Cotter High
School in 1954 and from the
U.S. Military Academy, West
Point, N.Y., in 1962. His wife,
Mary, is living in Germany.
•
Young men interested in the
NAVAL RESERVE now ' may
enlist on a temporarily inactive
status but receive full longevity
credits, according to Robert M.
Winters, Navy recruiter here.
Men who enlist will go into the

inactive reserve for 120 days
and will not have to attend
drill or the two-week training
phase during that time.
When he reports for active
duty, each man may select regular Navy service and , if qualified , one of a variety of advanced technical training programs.
•
Special opportunities exist for
high school graduates in the
ARMY, recruiters announced
this week, and an Air Force
program for youths unable to
finish high school was unveiled.
Sgt. Patrick Mahoney, Army
recruiter, said graduates may
have one of 107 various training courses guaranteed in writing before enlistment. The sergeant is in Room 105, Exchange
Building, Wednesday afternoons
and Saturday mornings.
The Air Force program recognizes that some youths cannot
finish high school for good reason, says Sgt. Darrell Harmon,
and these may be accepted if
they get recommendations from
school officials . Sgt. Harmon is
at the Selective Service office
on Wednesdays.

•

..

RUSHFORD, Minn . - Army
Pfc. Joseph S. Barry has been
assigned to border patrol duty
with the 14th Armored Cavalry
Regiment in West Germany.
Barry will be taking part in
continuous surveillance missions
designed to give quick notice of
any aggressive activities along
the border . The regimen* uses
mobile patrols, observation and
listening posts and surveillance
EITZEN , Minn. (Special) - secretary; Warren Deters, treas- flights by Army aircraft in carA new fire district was organ- urer, and Arlin Feil, Arthur rying out its responsibilities in
ized at the annual meeting of Burmester, Irwin Rober and Ted the border area. The 18-year-old
soldier entered the Army in Septhe Eitzen Volunteer Fire Com- Kruse, directors.
Reorganization brings to a tember . 1963. He attended Rushpany at the Eitzen Community
close an era of fire fighting go- ford High School. His parents
Center.
are Mr. and Mrs. Ernest D.
Consisting of the village and ing back to 1908, when shares Blair.
were
sold
to
buy
the
first
horseparts of Winnebago and WilAmong seven seniors sworn
mington townships, Minn., and drawn fire engine. This had a into the inactive Air Force Reconvertible
chassis
so
when
Union City and Waterloo townserve at St. Olaf College, Northships and Dorchester, Iowa, the snow began to fall , the wheels
field, was Rollie
runners
inwere
removed
and
district will be financed on a
Jaastad , son of
stalled.
There
were
no
snow
tax basis as provided by state
Mr. and Mrs.
plows at that time.
law in both states.
Karrol L JaasA firehouse was built for that
stad, Rushford.
The fire company here origin- equipment, the material costing
He is a member
ally was financed at $1 a year $47.28. Lumber was selling then
of the Air Force
dues paid by those who pur- for $35 per thousand.
ROTC, and is a
chased shares at $25 each .
In 1946 the old pumper was
cadet captain.
AH assets, debts and credits discarded and a new truck
Upon satisfacof the Eitzen company were purchased. A new building was
tory completion
turned over to the new depart- erected.
lof the program ,
ment. Current officers were re- With continued demand for
r\r% 11rill l\ni nnm
"c. "•'" ~c """
tained until the books are clos- more fire protection for everJaastad
missioned
a seced. New officers will be appoint- increasing property values, a ond lieutenant.
ed to give each township and new truck was purchased last
*
village representation.
year and the old one was con- TAYLOR, Wis. - Lynn H.
Officers now are: Milton Stag verted into a tanker. A new fire Becker, son of Mr. and Mrs.
gemeyer, chief; Paul Meiners station was built last year.
Virgil E. Becker , Taylor Rt 1,
been commissioned a sechas
lun
ivn
¦
—¦"
^w
¦
¦ ^urcn
i MMM ^^B^Hn^MMH ^^^H
ond lieutenant in the Air Force
Reserve officer training program at the University of Wisconsin. Lt. Becker also receivDaddy's a DOLL
ed his bachelor degree Ln business administration from the
university. He is a graduate of
Since He Went
Taylor High School.
EITZEN PROTECTION . . . Fire Chief Milton Staggemeyer stands beside the new fire truck and new fire house
at Eitzen , Minn.

2-State Fire Company
Organ ized at Eitzen
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DRESBACH , Minn. (Special)
— Dennis S. Moore, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Allan W. Moore, has
enlisted in the Air Force. His
address : 3702B MTS, Box 1502,
Fit. 58, Lackland AFB, Tex.
T. Sgt. Donald D. Shippee,
who was stationed three years
at Yakota , Japan , has been
transferred to Kelly AFB, San
Antonio , Tex. He was a ccompanied by his wife and four children , who arrived with him here
in December. They spent a few
weeks in this area visiting relatives. Sgt. Shippee is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Shippee,
Dakota. Mrs . Shippee is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Baker. Dresbneh.

Class at Plainview
PLAINVIEW , Minn. - An offcampus course in mathematics
will be conducted here beginning Feb. 8 and extending over
a period of 14 weeks lhy Winona
State College.
-""
The course, entitled "Modern
j Math for Elementa ry School
j Teachers , " will be taught by Dr.
1 Carroll Hopf , director of ele| mentary education at Winona
I Public schools.
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Primary Set
March 9
In Wisconsin

Wisconsin will have a primary
election March 9 to select two
of three candidates for justice
of the Supreme Court.
Three candidates filed, making the primary necessary.
They are Howard H. Boyle Jr.,
Beaver Dam; Nathan S. Heffernan , Madison, and Joseph W.
Willcus, Sheboygan. The two receiving the highest number of
votes will go on the April 6
ballot.
Two filed for state Superintendent of Public Instruction :
Angus B. Rothwell, incumbent,
ana Arlyn F. Wollenburg, Oshkosh . Wollenburg, former high
school principal at Whitehall,
ran against Rothwell four years
ago, and has twice run unsuccessfully for U.S. senator.
These are the only state offices for which elections will be
held. A justice be selected for
the Supreme Court to succeed
Horace W. Wilkie, who has been
serving by appointment since
1962 and is not a candidate.
Some circuit judges will be
elected in the state but none in
this area. Judge Gary B. Schlosstein, Alma, is the only county
judge whose term expires in
this area . He is a candidate for
re-election.
AU cities in this area will
have elections April 6 except
Whitehall , terms of officers
there not expiring until next
year. All villages and towns in
Wisconsin will have elections,
with nominating caucuses in
March. Some school boards will
elect at the nonpartisan spring
election, including CochraneFountain City, Durand and Mondovi. Filing deadline for school
elections is Feb. 20.

Free Boating
Course Offered

An eight-lesson course in basic seamanship will be offered
by the Winona Coast Guard
Auxiliary Tuesdays at 7 p.m. in
Room 323, Somsen Hall, Winona
State College, starting Feb. 9.
This course is offered as a
community service to enable
the amateur boatman, his family and his friends to get more
pleasure from boating with
more safety . Tuition is free.
There is a minimum charge for
the lesson text; Phone or come
into the park-recreation office
in City Hall to register or visit
tbe first class.
Chief W. M. Twiford, of the
Coast Guard boarding crew, will
help conduct some of the classes. Instruction films will be
furnished by the U.S. Coast
Guard , St. Louis, Mo., and members of the local flotilla will
help conduct the classes.
Al Abrams, division training
officer , and Vera Smelser, flotilla training officer , urged all
boat owners who have not taken
the lessons to attend. Certificates will be presented at the
completion of the course.
The auxiliary is the only boating organization authorized by
Congress to help the regular
Coast Guard to promote water
safety.

Minneapolis
Woman Slain

Man Shooting
At Police Slain
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - A In Minneapolis
woman, was wounded fatally
Monday night in the hallway of
an apartment house in which
she lived.
Minutes after police found Dolores Pochardt, 34, bleeding profusely from three wounds in the
upper body, she died.
Residents of the building reported the woman apparently
had been quarreling with a man
shortly before several shots
were fired, police said.
Police picked up for questioning Henry Godek, 48, who had
been living in the building until
recently. He was held without
charge for further questioning.
¦
IN HOSPITAL
Mrs. John C. Fair, 921 W.
King St., is at St. Mary's Hospital , Rochester.

SPEAKING WINNER . . . Karen VanAuken, left , won the
extemporaneous speaking contest for women at Winona State
College Monday. Center is Dr. Lyman Judson, chairman of
the Round Table Speech Programs at the college, and at right
Gary Mayer, Minneapolis, contest manager for the Society for
the Advancement of Management. (Daily News photo)

Speech Winners
Selected at WSC

La Crosse and Winona students took first place in the extemporaneous speaking congest
at Winona State College Monday night.
They are William Langenberg, La Crosse, and Karen
VanAuken, Winona.
The extemporaneous speaking
contests for men and women
were the first of a series in the
Round Table Speech Programs
conducted in the winter and
spring quarters by Dr. Lyman
Judson of the speech department.
Last night's contest was in
Pasteur Hall auditorium.
Other winners in order: Men ,
Dennis Baran , Winona; Robert
Fockens, Alma , Wis., and Charles Amoldt, Winona ; women —
Sandra Kerrins, Grand Meadow; Joan Vanderau , Winona ,
and Diane Thaldorf , Winona.
Thomas Stoltman, Winona
Senior High School, was judge.

Hiawatha Birders
To See Film on
Old Frontenac
Dr. George Rysgaard , Northfield , Minn., will present his
film, "Old Frontenac," at the
February meeting of the Hiawatha Valley Bird Club of Winona Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.
at Lake Park Lodge.
The site of a traditional
spring warbler migration weekend held each year by the Minneapolis Bird Club, Old Frontenac along the Mississippi
River north of here has a setting which is naturally attractive to birds all season and it
is this aspect of the river community which is emphasized in
the film.
The Winona Flower & Garden
Club has been invited to meet
with the bird club at this meeting since the film also shows
some of the historic old residences in Frontenac and their
gardens .

Ettrick School
Site Expansion
OKed by Voters

Nice for Friday supper: Fish
fillets skillet-cooked in butter
until golden brown and served
with mashed potatoes and stewed tomatoes. Add a crisp green
salad to the menu for texture
contrast.

ETTRICK, Wis. (Special ) —
Gale-Ettrick school district residents, meeting at Ettrick Elementary School Monday night,
voted unanimously to purchase
four extra lots for the school
grounds.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Callahan , Milwaukee, are owners
of lots 5, 6, 12 and 14 in block
24 on the east side of the school.
Agreed price is $400.
SUPT. Robert Howard explained that the lots have been
used as part of the playgrounds .
The board wishes to fence in
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Two City Sta ffers
To Plan Conference

Old Thompson will always meet you with quiet good taste.
Mixed or straight—surprisingly light, satisfyingly smooth I

I
i

Two staff members of the '
park-recreation department will j
help plan an institute program
for the Southern Minnesota Rec- 1
reation and Park Association j
planned for next summer.
The institute is to be at Man- j
kato June 18. M. J. Bambenek , i
director of parks and recreation j
for the Winona department , and
Vernon Smelser, program director, will draft the institute
schedule. Its purpose, says Bambenek, is to "provide program
ideas and methods to playground
leaders of southern Minnesota
for use in their communities."
Other cities represented will
include Faribault, New Ulm
and Austin.
¦
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Get-Acquainted Offer

FREE LUBRICATION

Cochrane Firemen to
Serve Smorgasbord

— AT—

COCHRANE, Wis. (Special )A smorgasbord will be served
at the Mississippian, Buffalo
City, Thursday from 5 to 10 p.m.
for the benefit of the CochraneBelvidere volunteer fire department. The menu will include
Typ ograp hical
spare ribs , sauerkraut , roast
beef , chicken , homemade bread ,
Local Re-elects
and all the trimmings.
The department has discontin^/a#j a f\f f^i f f i r c i r c ued its annual dances and is
Third and Market
using the dinner to raise monTypographical Union Local 246 ey for extra equipment for fire
CHARLES SPRINGER, PROP.
re-elected all officers at a meet- fighting not furnished by the
ing at the Labor Temple Tues- village and town , including
day evening.
Get Your Certificate For FREE Lubrication
such things as oxygen masks.
Former Resident
They are : Robert Ckmun,
With 8 Gallons or More Gasoline Purchase!
Serving a lobster cocktail for
president; Donald Schaefer , vice
Elected President president; Kenneth McCrcady, a company dinner? Top it with
secretary - treasurer; Tom De- capers.
Of Platemakers
Grood , recording secretary, and
A former Winonan whose Richard Mueller , sergeant at
drawing, "Fatal Armistice ," arms .
¦
memorialized the 1940 Armistice Day storm in which a number of hunters froze to death in St. Charles Art Class
the Mississippi River bottom- ST. CHARLES , Minn. (Spelands in this area , has been cial) — A demonstration on the
elected president of a national use of water colors will be preprinting industry organization. sented
to the St. Charles Art
He is Ernest Baudhuin who is Group from
J! to 10 p.m. Wedpresident of the Lithographic
by Ralph Rydman , an
Trade Platemakers Section of nesday
art instructor from Winona. It
Printing Industries of America , will
be held in the new meeting
Inc.
in the basement of the
Bauduin , whose brother , E. J. room
Bergh
& King law ofifce. MemBauduin , is a resident of Winowere urged to attend and
na , is executive vice president bers
of Mueller Color Plate Co., a visitors nre welcome.
Milwaukee producer of litho- RIDGKWAY PATIENTS
graphic plates, rotogravure pos- RIDGEWAY , Minn . ( Special)
itives and cylinders nnd letter- —HW rs. Amelia Henderson and
set plates.
Sumner Henderson are in LuOperations of the firm were theran Hospital , La Crosse, the
described recently in a supple- latter as a heart patient .
ment of the Milwaukee Sentinel.
¦
Al the time of the Nov. 11 EOUITABLE RESERV E
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Never before in King '* Oplicol History have we offered st>
x£
storm 24 years ago Baudhuin
CIRCE
Equitable Reserve Associamuch for so little. Think of it, American made National
was employed at Lcicht Press tion , Assembly 241 , will meet
Branded framei , complete with Single Vision top quality
here and did the drawing for at the Glenn II. Whct.stone
'
American leniei thot you need, at tha one low price of
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the Daily News (then Republi- home, Minnesota Cily, Wednesor desired , then for only
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$9.98
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Later reproduced for distribu^
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PRICE
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MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) — A
man identified by detectives as
Wayne Cavender , 38. Minneapolis, was shot and killed early
today by police in a private garage after he fired a shot from
a rifle as officers sought to
question him.
Police «aid four officers responded to a call about a man ,
reportedly carrying a knife and
a gun, around the garage. When
officers started to question a
man they found handling soma
tires in an alley beside the garage, the man went into tht
building.
Police said when Patrolman
Francis Haukom entered the garage, the man, who had grabbed
up a rifle in the building, fired
a shot. Haukom dropped to tha
floor to avoid being hit. As he
did so, the three other officers
opened fire, two with pistols and
one with a shotgun. The man
collapsed and was dead when
examined by a physician a few
minutes later.
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Judy Haugen
Honored Queen
Of Bethel 83

Indian History Traced for
Chautauquans by Mrs. Indall
"Indian Education and Religion" was the topic given by
Mrs. N. E. Indall at the Monday afternoon meeting of the
Chautauqua Club at the home of
Mrs. A. E. Stoa.
MRS. INDALL traced the history of the American Indian ,
pointing out that the Indians,
who are a branch of the Mongolian race, came across Eastern Siberia through Alaska into
the two Americas. She said it is
estimated that their first arrival was from 10,000 to 25,000
years ago.
"The 'vanishing American ' is
far from vanishing," she said.
"Today there are more than
half a million Indians in the
United States, who speak more
than LOO different languages.

OES OFFICERS . . . Milo Johnson, worthy patron of the
Osseo, Wis., Order of Eastern Star, looks on while Mrs.
Richard Galstad, right, outgoing matron , hands the gavel
to Mrs. Ralph Oftedahl , newly-elected worthy matron. (Mrs.
Jann Peterson Photo)

Osseo Eastern Star Installs
Mrs. Oftedahl Worthy Matron New Math
OSSEO, Wis. (Special)—Mrs. MRS. OFTEDAHL, past worRalph Oftedahl was installed as thy matron , was the installing Made Clear
worthy matron of the Order of officer. She was assisted by
Eastern Star, Chapter 265, Mrs. Galstad. Mrs. Kendall Ol- At PTA
Thursday at the Masonic Tem- son was installing conductress;

ple.
Milo Johnson was installed as
worthy patron at the open installation service. Others installed were: Mrs. Harold Seiler, associate matron ; J. Reider Oftedahl, associate patron; Mrs.
S y l v i a Matchette, secretary;
Mrs. Ing Kittleson, treasurer ;
Mrs. Carl Foss, conductress ;
Mrs. Royce Olson, associate
conductress; Mrs. Richard Galstad, chaplain; Mrs. Park Ross,
marshall; Mrs. Leonard Gilbert, organist; Miss Lottie Werden. Adah; Mrs. Una Klundby,
Ruth; Mrs. John Leadholm, Esther; Mrs. Charles Rongstad ,
Martha; Mrs. Oftedahl, electra;
Mrs. Robert Nelson, warder and
Alvln Dunn, sentinel.

Mrs. Edward Barber Jr., installing chaplain , and Mrs. Park
Rose, installing marshal .
Peter and Caryn Oftedahl
sang a duet. Mrs. Peter Johnson was a soloist and Mrs. Galstad read a verse. Officers
presented the new worthy matron with gifts which will be used
during her year in office. Mrs.
Galstad was presented a past
worthy matron's pin.
Royal blue and white decorations were used in the dining
room where a reception was
held. Each officer received a
blue carnation corsage. Serving
committee was comprised of the
Mmes. Robert Leasum, Stan
Sorenson, Willie Sieg, Tony Larson and Peter Johnson.

Bride-to-Be
Honored at
Three Showers

THE ENGAGEMENT of
Miss VernNell Alice Stephan to Allyn Millard
Glende, Minneapolis, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Millard
Glende, Altura , Minn., is
announced by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. William Stephan , Altura. An April 24
wedding is planned. Miss
Shephan is a graduate of
Lewiston High School and
the Daniel O'Brien School
of Cosmetology and Hair
Design, Rochester. She is
employed as a hair stylist
in Minneapolis. Her fiance
is a graduate of Lewiston
High School and the Dunwoody Industrial Institute ,
Minneapolis . He is employed
as a draftsman in Wayzata ,
Minn. (Camera Art Photo)
¦

LAKE CITY, Minn . (Special )
—Miss Cheryl Ann .Siewert, Rochester, was honored at three
prenuptial showers recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Sauter,
Frontenac, Minn., were hosts at
a shower held at their home.
Mrs. William Trautner was assistant hostess. Miss Nancy Van
Proosdy, Rochester, was hostess at her home. Guests were
girls who work with Miss Siewert at the Reynolds Wholesale
Co., Rochester.
Miss Siewert was honored at
a shower held at her apartment
in Rochester. Hostesses were
the Misses Carol Siewert, Diane Steffenhagen and Barbara
Greer.
She will marry Larry Johnson
Saturday at St. John 's Lutheran Church here.
¦

Don Redlich , N.Y.
Choreographer ,
Visits Relatives

Don Redlich , New York City,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Redlich, 312 Harriet St., visited
his parents , relatives an d
friends last week.
Mr. Redlich will be the choreographer for a dance concert at
the University of Wisconsin at
Madison for two weeks. He will
appear in a dance concert Feb.
14, along with his students from
the University of Wisconsin and
New York City, at the Henry
Street Playhouse , New York
Gittens-Leidel Unit City.
After graduate studies at the
Sets Meeting Date University of Wisconsin , he joined the faculty at . the Hanya
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Spe- Holm Dancing School, New York
cial) — Gittens-Leidel Unit 595, City . Mr. Redlich is presently
American Legion Auxiliary, will teaching at the Adelphl School
meet Feb. 9, at 8 p.m. in the in New York. He has appeared
clubrooms. An Americanism as a soloist in a number of
month program will be present- I dance concerts and has been a
| frequent performer on televied.
Final plans will be made for sion .
Mr. Redlich , who attended
the annual spaghetti dinner
Feb . 13. Serving will be from Winona State College, has taught
the American Theater Wing
5:30 to 8:30 p.m . Advance sale at
in New York and has performonly.
d in a number of Broadway
Committees are now planning e
musicals. The last three sumfor the pop concert to be pre- mers he has lectured and done
sented by the Unit , April 3, in choreography at the University
the Crucifixion Audit orium.
I of Wisconsin.

Sister M. Leontius of the College of Saint Teresa was guest
speaker at the Monday evening
meeting of Madison PTA. She
talked on the subject, "Mathematics Then a'nd Now. "
Richard Falb, president , who
conducted the meeting, announced that a state representative of the PTA will speak at
Lincoln PTA March 15 and that
Founders Day will be observed Feb. 17. The financial report
was given by Miss Neva King.
Vice president Lars Granberg
introduced the Speaker.
In her lecture Sister Leontius
made clear the purposes of contemporary mathematics. She
helped the parents see the feasibility of the new method of
teaching mathematics in the elementary grades. She explained
the hows and whys of the methods, showing how the pupil has
a much greater knowledge of
his numbers and a better understanding of why he uses
them in certain ways.
She stressed the idea of parents . working problems with a
child , not for them , giving the
child the opportunity to find out
for himself and therefore better retaining what he has learned. She warned parents against
showing the child shortcuts in
solving problems until they had
thoroughly learned t h e long
way.
She also stressed practice of
using numbers but doing it in
an interesting way, rather than
in a drill. "She gave all parents
present a new incite on old
methods and cleared up a lot of
wondering about the 'new mathematics,' " Mr. Falb said.
Coffee was served after the
program by the third grade
mothers.

CALEDONIA , Minn. (Special)
—The Caledonia Deanery of the
Winona Council of Catholic
Women will meet Wednesday at
2 p.m. at St. Peter 's Hall , Hokah , Minn.
The guest speaker will be
Mrs. Fred Gracenesch , Austin ,
Minn., a member of the rural
life committee. Lunch will be
served following the meeting.

Husbands of members of the
Chicago and North Western
Railway Women 's Club were entertained at a potluck supper ;it
the home of Mrs. Fred Meshke
Monday evening. Mrs. George
O'Dell was eho-hostess.
Cards were played following
supper , with prizes in scliaf.skopf taken by Mrs. Fred Eastman and Mr. and Mrs . William
Roth and in f>0<) by Mrs . Helen
White and A. J. Kamrowski.
Mrs. Andrew Snyder w a s
awarded a special prize.
j

•Wedding Nap kins
• All-Occasion Nap kins
•Imprinted (Toasters

•Thank You Notes
• Imprinted Matches
•Playing Cards

24-Hour Service — Free Bride 's Book
«

Direct from tho Coait

MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY

•

,
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Miss Joyce Gabbert
To Be Summer Bride

TREMPEALEAU , Wis. - Mr.
and Mrs . William Swartling,
Trempealeau , announce the engagement of their daughter ,
Miss Marie Ann Swartling, to
Robert W. Thorson , son of Mr.
and Mrs . Carl Thorson, Nelson,
Wis.
The wedding will be in St.
Bartholomew 's Catholic Church,
Trempealeau , in May.
¦

Mr. and Mrs . Emil Gabbert ,
Howard Lake, Minn., announce
the engagement of their daughter , Miss Joyce Gabbert, 207
E. 4th St., to Helmuth Schmidt,
New Rockford , N.D.
A summer wedding is planned.
Miss Gabbert is a member
of the faculty at St. Martin's
Lutheran School. Mr. Schmidt
owns and operates the Silver
Crest Bakery in New Rockford.

NODINE LADIES AID
DAKOTA, Minn . ( Special ) —
Ladies Aid of St. John's Lutheran Church, Nodine, Minn., will
meet at 2 p.m. Thursday. Hostesses will be the Mmes. Hilman Hanson , Paul Larson and
Wilfred Linander.

THE ENGAGEMENT of
Miss Judith Kay Loken to
Donald G. Miller, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Donald A,
Miller, Blooming Prairie,
Minn., is announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oran
Loken, Houston, Minn. The
wedding will be Feb. 20 at
St. Joseph's C a t h o l i c
Church, Rushford, Minn.
Miss Loken and her fiance
both are employed in Minneapolis.
¦

ALMA, Wis. (Special ) — Miss
Dani Jo McCormick, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond D.
McCormick , Alma , and Valdis
Vavere, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Margers Vavere, Milltown, Wis.,
were married Jan. 16.
The Rev. C. Richard Johnson
performed the ceremony at
Grace Lutheran Church , Eau
Claire.
Miss Daiba Vavere , Eau
Claire, was maid of honor and
Chester Hermansen, Madison,
Wis. , best man. A reception was
held at Austin's White House,
Eau Claire. The couple will
live in Eau Claire.
Both are seniors at the Wisconsin State University , Eau
Claire. Mr. Vavere is employed
by Kinney Shoe Corp.

Faculty Wives to
Hea r Talk on Cuba
Faculty Wives of Winona
State College will hear a talk
on the general background of
the Cuban problem when they
meet Thursday evening.
Speaker will be Mrs. Luis
Galvez.
The group will meet at 8
&m. in the Smog of Somsen
all, WSC.
¦
ST. MARTIN'S LADIES AIO
St. Martin 's Lutheran Ladies
Aid Society will meet at 2:30
p.m. Wednesday in the Social
Room at the church. Hostesses
will be the Mmes. Anton Prigge, Harry Wachs , Elsie Hendrickson and Gertrude VanVranken. Members are to bring
their missionary mite boxes.
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MEETING 1'OSTI'ONKI)
EITZEN , Minn. (Special) - ;
The meeting of the Women 's
Fellowship of St. Luke 's United |
Church of Christ , has been
postponed from Thursday lo
Feb. 11 at 2 p.m. in the church
social rooms.

OilSisAA,

Vavere-McCormick
Vows Exchang ed

Marie Swartling
Engaged to Wed

Cnpate \

1&x

Prizes Won by
CNW Women

ST. MATTHEW'S LADIES All)
St. Matthew 's Ladles Aid will
meet at 2:30 p.m. Thursday in
the church basement. Hostesses
wi ll be Mrs. Louise Butke and
Mrs. Anna I-Vters.

\M
*^'

ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) Mill Creek Homemaker members are treating those who
guessed their unknown friends
this afternoon , at the Four Corners Cafe .
The Mill Creek group is joining a knitting class at the home
of Mrs. Harvey Patterson. It
was voted that each member
bring 25 cents for the sunshine
fund instead of exchanging valentines. Election of officers is
to be held next fall. Present officers are to hold over until
January, 1965.
Christmas goodies were delivered to 15 shut-ins in the Mill
Creek area. A gift was presented Mrs . Adolph Clark , and a
sum of money was voted for a
memorial for Mrs. Elizabeth
Clark .
Mrs. Carlyle Nordstrom will
be hostess at the February
meeting. Mrs. Archie Harper is
the reporter.

ST. CHARLES, Minn. ( Special) — Miss Judy H a u g e n ,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Haugen, St. Charles, was installed as honor queen of Bethel
Lodge 83, Job's Daughters.
Judy is a senior honor student at St. Charles High School,
and is active in many organizations.
Other new officers : Sherry
Dabelstein, s e n i o r princess ;
Sheri Smith , junior princess;
Patricia Fuller, guide; Linda
Haugen, marshal; Lynn Waldee,
chaplain ; Cynthia Schwager,
treasurer; Gay Dabelstein, recorder; Nancy Stevens, librarian; Sharon Anderson, musician ;
Alice Busian, Mary Scott, Gail
Scott, Pamela Allen and Brenda
Stevens, messengers; Janey
Henry and Jeri Fix, custodians,
and Sandra Fuller and Janette
Hurvey, inner and outer guard.
About 150 attended the ceremony, which was followed by a
reception.

MISS KAYE MARIE OLSON'S engagement to
Douglas W. Case, son of Mr. and Mrs. Willard Case,
St. Charles, Minn., is announced by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond J. Olson, St, Charles. The
date of the wedding has not been set- Both young
persons are students at Winona State College. Miss
Olson has a double major in physical education
and elementary education. Her fiance is majoring in
art.

Mill Creek Women
Are Meeting Todav

Caledonia Deanery
To Meet Wednesday

BETHANY WOMEN
BETHANY , Minn. (SpeciaDBethany Moravian Ladies Aid
will be entertained by Miss
Alrna Wollln at her home Thursday at 1 .:i0 p.m. The Hible study
will be based on "The Psalms
of Deliverance" and Ihe mission
topic will be "Africa 's Colonial
Past. " All women of the congregation arc; invited to attend.

ouncem its & Invitations
From S 00 Per 100

Economically they range from
paupers to millionaires."
Mrs. Indall said there are 25t
reservations, which vary in size
from the Arizona Navajo reservation of 25,000 square miles
to others of only a few acres in
California.
THE SPEAKER told about
the establishment of schools for
Indian children by the Indian
Bureau in the late 90s and stated that Minnesota was one of
the first to do this.
"Minnesota has made great
strides in Indian education ,"
said Mrs. Indall. "In 1336 there
were only eight high school
graduates and this last spring
there were 143 in the state.
Prayer is important in the life
of the Indian, Mrs. Indall said.
"Each morning he must meet
the morning sun and the Great
Silence alone. He recognizes the
Spirit in all creation."
"The red man prefers to believe that the Spirit of God is
not breathed on man alone, but
on fhe whole universe . . . that
after death it is freed from the
body and pervades all nature,"
Mrs. Indall concluded.
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Teachers Salary
Plan Discussed

salary schedule for the 1965-66
contract year.
M o n day's .
board discus- r l_
I
sion was con- *>CnOOl
cerned with a
proposal sub- D~-.--J
m i11 e d by POorO
teachers last
month calling for a general increase in the 13-step schedules
at both master and bachelor degree levels and the introduction
of intermediate schedules for
teachers with work completed
beyond these two degrees.

Public school teacher salary
matters claimed the attention
of members of the Board of
Education for a good portion of
their 3%-fcour meeting Monday
night as directors prepared for
another meeting — probably
sometime next week — with
faculty representatives on a

March of Dimes
Benefit Party
Set at Kellogg

THE TEACHERS proposal
calls for schedules which would
range from a minimum of
$5,015 for instructors with a
four-year degree and no previous teaching experience to
$9,150 for those "with master
degrees and 30 additional credit or more years experience .

KELLOGG, Minn. (Special )Kellogg American Legion Auxiliary will again sponsor the annual March of Dimes program
Sunday in the American Legion
Hall.
The benefit games party will
begin at 8 p.m. Mrs. Everett
Johnson, auxiliary community
service chairman, will be assisted by committee members, Mrs.
Victor Klein , Mrs. David Lamey, Mrs. Glen Snider, Mrs. Roy
Speedling and by Donald Peters
who is the village March of
Dimes chairman. An advance
sale of tickets is in progress.
The public is urged to attend.

The present range is $4,900 to
$8,525.

It has been estimated that
the additional cost of implementing the teachers proposal ,
over and above that for salaries under the current schedule, would be around $80,000.
A good deal of Monday's discussion was centered on the
teachers proposal that intermediate steps be provided beyond
the bachelor and master degree
levels.

Church Circles to
Sell Doughnuts
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special) — Our Mother of Perpetual
Help Circle will conduct a
doughnut sale each Sunday during the month of February, after the 8:30 and 10:30 a.m.
Masses.
The sale, to be held in the lobby of the Crucifixion auditorium ,
is open to the public.

THESE WOULD provide additional increments for teachers
with 15 credit hours work beyond both degrees . Differentials
now are paid after a teacher
has completed 30 credit hours
of approved study beyond the
bachelor and the master degrees.
Several director* felt that before any action could be taken
on the teachers proposal its cost
in future years should be proj ected.
Superintendent of Schools A.
L. Nelson was asked to prepare
a projection of the proposed
schedule to show its financial
impact over the next four or
five years so that directors
could tell how much additional
cost would be involved during
this period.
Also expected to be taken-under study by the board at its
meeting next Monday would be
cost figures on possible alternate schedules.

ALCW Plans Sunday
Noon Church Dinner
CEDAR VALLEY, Minn. (Special) — Members of the American Lutheran Church Women of
Cedar Valley congregation will
sponsor a cooperative fellowship dinner at the close of the
11 a.m. services Sunday .
Friends and all members of
the congregation are being invited to attend . The women are
reminded to bring worn sheets
and pillow cases to be used for
cancer bandages. ,

PREVIOUSLY , Representatives of the two teachers organizations — the Winona Education Association and the Winona Federation of Teachers —
had expressed hope that salary issues migJit be resolved
by the end of this month. Board
policy calls for amended teachers continuing contracts to be
signed and returned by April
1 each year.
After next Monday's meeting
on salaries directors plan to
meet with teachers later in
the week and , according to
prior arrangements, a. subsequent meeting might be scheduled if complete agreement on
the 1965-66 wage structure isn't
reached at this joint meeting.

Church Women
Officers Announced
EYOTA, Minn. (Special) —
Officers of the Women's Society
of Faith Lutheran Church are
announced.
Mrs . Elmer Randall is president; Mrs. Bryce Tottingham ,
first vice president; Mrs. Earl
Asher, second vice president;
Mrs. Lester Higgins, secretary;
Mrs. J. L. Jones, missionary
treasurer , and Mrs. Axel Boesen , local treasurer .
¦
LADIES AID MEETING
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
—Mrs. Harlan Siewert and Mrs.
Harold Schumacher will be
hostesses to the Ladies Aid of
Trinity Lutheran Church at 2
E.m. Thursday in the church
asement.

Intern Approved
MARDI GR/VS CHAIRMAN
LA CRESCENT , Minn . ( Spe- At Greenfield
cial) — Earl Welch will be

chairman of the annual Mardi HARMONY, Minn.-A budget
Gras March 1„ sponsored by of $35,955 was adopted at the
the Home School Association. annual meeting of Greenfield
Lutheran Church .
Co-chairman is Tom Ruhe.
The congregation voted to apply for an intern from the semST. JOHN'S All)
inary who would begin his duLAKE CITY , Minn. (Special) ties Sept. 1, 1965.
--Ladies Aid of St. John 's Lu- The congregation also authortheran Church will meet at 2 ized the church board to rent
p.m, Thursday in the church some of its educati on rooms, if
basement. Hostesses will be the and when needed , to the HarMmes. John Beck , Henry Breu- mony Public School.
er, John P. Bremer and William Four new board members
Breuer.
were elected. They are Lee Fishbaugher , Ed Harms, Ray Ewalt
and Dean Brunavold. Holdover
members Include Harold Ause,
Everett Anderson , Carl Bigalk ,
Roy Erickson , Carroll Evenson,
Ed Fishbaugher, Walter Matson, Norman Milne , Donald ,
Morem , Charl«s Safford , Myron
up to
Scheevel and Wnlly Storhof 'f.
Ause was elected board president; Scheevel, vice president ;
Milne, secretary and Storhoff ,
trensurer.
Named to the 1%5 nominating
committee were Mrs. Milford
Rostvold , Everett Quanrud and
Howard Stensrud. Alternates
# 21 Months
nre Robert Johnson nnd Elmo
to Repay
Dahl.

LOANS

600

Over 25,000 loam made
to satisfied clienti since' 1939

ED GRIESEL
LOAN CO.
170 E. 3rd St.

HAPPY HOMEMAKTCRS
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
—Mrs . Lawrence Miller will bo
hostess to the Happy Homemakers Sewing Club Feb. 9 at her
home.
¦
Plain but Rood for lunch or n
dinner appetizer: halves of hardcooked eggs topped with Russian dressing. Add n sprig or
two of parsle y or watercress for
pretty color contrast.

DR. C. R. KOLLOFSKI
DR. M A X L DEBOLT

» «m. through 5 p.m.
S.turd«y 0 to 12:30
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SchoolBuilding
Belmont Alley Evening Classes
'
t
Make
Mistake
Doesn
One
Program Gets
For High School
Decision
Asked
More Support Youth Juvenile Delinquent
Credit Starting
DEPUTY SHERIFF SAY?:

Three more letters supporting
the Board of Education in its
projected public school plant
improvement and expansion
program Monday night were
added to the growing file of
documents expressing public
endorsement of construction of
a new Senior High School and
a building to house the Winona
A r e a Vocational - Technical
School.
One was received from the
Winona Rotary Club which expressed individual support of
club members ^__
since by-laws r ¦ .
of the club bChOOl
don't permit
formal endorD-k _ .,J
POarCI
s e m e n t of
projects
by
the club as such. The Winona
Industrial Development Association sent a letter of endorsement of the building program
and another was received from
the Rev. William T. King, pastor of Grace Presbyterian
Church, expressing his support
for the program.
Board members noted that in
recent days several other organizations had gone on record
as supporting the program —
most recently the Winona Chamber of Commerce — but letters
of sentiment had not yet been
received.
The board is still awaiting
notification by education committees of the Minnesota State
Senate and House of Representatives as to when hearings will
be held by committees on the
Winona request for authorization for a $5.98 million bond issue to finance construction.
Representatives of the school
board , school administration,
city officials and others plan
to constitute a delegation which
will be present at the hearings
when the proposed bond authorization bill comes before the
committees.
Attending Monday 's meeting
were Board President Lawrence
Santelman, Frank J. Allen Jr.,
Dr. C. W. Rogers, Ray Gorsuch,
Dr. L. L. Korda , Franklin A .
Tillman and Daniel Sadowski.

City Buying
Ad for $350

City Council approval was given Monday night for purchase
of a $350 advertisement in a
forthcoming tourist guide to
the Hiawatha Valley.
The guide will be published by
petroleum industry Interests
which now are promoting a fourstate Hiawatha Pioneer Trail,
winding through Iowa , Illinois,
Minnesota and
~
"~
Wisconsin.
Money f o r
CltV
the advertise- •
merit
w i 11 #->
•i
come from the v-OUnCII
"
$2,500 appropriated annually by the city for
advertisement and promotion
and administered by the Chamber of Commerce. A request for
approval of the expenditure
came from the Chamber 's tourist committee, head by James
Sweazey.
A total of $1 million will be
spent by petrol eum interests in
promoting the area 's tourism,
Donald Stone, Chamber manager, told aldermen. A similar
project , the Lincoln Heritage
Trail in Illinois , has brought a
20 percent increase in tourist
business to communities on that
route, Stone said.
When the Hiawatha Trail
Guide is published , 100,000
copies will be furnished to the
state and an additional 500 to
each city in the booklet , Stone
said. Distribution of the booklets
would be made through stale
tournlst promotion offices which
routinely answer inquiries of potential visitors. The city of Winona would undertake no such
wholesale distribution , Stone
said , but could obtain more
booklets if the supply ran low.
Stone said the city would continue to rely primarily on its
distribution of about 32,000 city
brochures annually. These are
supplied in quantity to hotels ,
motels, service stations nnd
similar businesses which encounter large numbers ot travelers.

STOCKTON, Minn. (Special)
— "Most people think teenagers are juvenile delinquents,"
Helmer Weinmann, W i n o n a
County deputy sheriff, told Walther Leaguers attending the
Winona Zone winter rally at
Grace Lutheran Church here
Sunday.
"This is not true ," he said.
When teen-agers get into trouble
just once, they are not necessarily delinquents.
"A delinquent is one who refuses authority. He starts at an
early age by telling fibs."
Breaking windows is usually one
of the first offenses and then
pushing the blame on someone
else. Usually when this type of
youth gets older, he won't talk.
"IF THESE youngsters are
not caught and punished for
small pranks when they are
young, they are hauled into
court when they are older. Most
youngsters who are caught are

Council Hears Wesf 5th Street
Offer fo Buy Work Requested
40 City Acres

A proposal to purchase 40
acres of city land in the Wincrest area was laid over Monday night by the City Council
pending appraisers' reports and
a Planning Commission recommendation.
M. F. Sweeney, appearing for
an unnamed , client , said the purchaser wants to build a home
on the bluff area and perhaps
develop the balance later.
C i t y Attorn e y George J ~
M. Robertson
QjlV
Jr. citing previous troubles {*- *..--W
with downhill H--OUnC.ll
runoff of surface waters, said the proposal
should be more specific. Particular attention should be given
to proposed building locations
land clearance and other factors
in development, he said.
City Engmeer James Baird
said runoff can be calculated
accurately for a given area and
that experience had shown this
consideration could not be ignored safely. Aldermen expressed some misgivings about selling the land, which lies northeast of the present Wincrest
development, because of possible use as park area.
Aid. Daniel Bambenek moved
that two appraisers be appointed and that their data be turned
over to the Planning Commission. The commission will be
expected to review the situation
with respect to overall city development and make a recommendation to the council. Also
directed by Bambenek's motion
was a feasibility study of utility
and street provisions by the city
engineer.

Winona Teacher
Chairman for
MFA Committee
A member of the Winona public school faculty has been appointed to a committee chairmanship of the Minnesota Education Association by the MEA's
1965-66 president , Nicholas E.
Duff , Minnetonka.
Ernest O. Buhler , 60 E. Wabasha St., guidance counselor at
Central Junior High School , was
appointed chairman of the subcommittee on Student National
Education Association - Minnesota Education Association and
Future Teachers of America.
Buhler Is one of 17 appointees
to chairmanships of MEA standing committees and commissions and served in the same
capacity under the previous administration. His subcommittee
is within the structure of the
MEA' s Teacher Education &
Professional Standards Commission .
Advertltemenf
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The City Council Monday
But if they are repeaters, their night referred to its attorney
names should appear in tbe
and engineer the technical
paper.
points of whether to reopen or
"PARENTS WHO are too leni- vacate a Belmont Addition alent with their children may contribute to their delinquency. ley.
When the children are small, A petition , signed by 14 Fairthey give them everything. As fax Street property owners, askthey grow older and put up a ed that the alley either be refuss, the parents give into them.
In some instances, delinquents opened or given to adjoining
are brought up in too strict of property owners. T h e alley,
a household. They develop in- platted for 10 ____________
ferior complexes which they try feet instead of
f t.
V-lty
to overcome by lashing out in the usual 20f o o t width,
wrongdoing.
-..,_,-:|
"Teen-ager troubles f r o m runs n o r t h ^"
LOUnCII
ages 14 to 16 start with auto- a n d south, I
mobiles. They travel in them to parallel to and
obtain liquor, which is some- east of Fairfax Street. It extimes a false front for other of- tends north from West 5th Street
fenses. Usually they don't have to railroad right of way beyond
enough money to purchase gas, Monroe Street and is unimtires, etc. So they may steal proved.
the gas or take things to trade The portion of aUey in question is that between 5th and
for gas.
Hanover streets. It is sometimes
"The percentage of boy de- used as a service access road to
linquents to girl delinquents is Westfield Golf Course and protwo to one. There are just as vides access to one property
many delinquents in small owner's garage.
towns as in large towns, per- In other action the council
centage wise," said Deputy voted to vacate the east 50 feet
Weinmann.
of an east-west alley between
"Drinking youths is the po- 4th and 5th streets, opening on
lice force 's biggest problem. the west side of Zumbro Street.
They sometimes break into cot- The vacation, on which a previtages to obtain liquor. If they ous hearing was held , was at
are driving cars, they drive at the request of St. Stanislaus
high speeds and become in- Church. The rest of the alley
volved in hit and run accidents. has been closed for several
"High school youths should years. The vacation will permit
be home by midnight. All that is school construction.
good is done by this time," he
said. "Most of the pranks are
done after midnight."
_, THE REV. Clarence R. WHte ,
Silo and Grace Lutheran congregations, discussed the rally 's
theme, "Youth of the Church
are the Church."
He said that the old church
put the emphasis on the building
itself. Today the fact that the
people are the church is emphasized , for Jesus suffered and
died for people, Rev. Witte said.
"You are the church , remember this when you are tempted ,"
were his closing words.
Mrs. Leonard Prigge, St.
Charles, gave a chalk talk depicting the youth in the church.

Improvement of West 5th
Street, between Jackson and
Sioux streets, will be discussed
in detail by the City Council
next Monday night.
The date was set by aldermen
•
Monday
fol- i
lowing presenCitV
tation of a
'
•¦
p e t i t i o n by m,
property own- lOUNCIl
ers for street '
upgrading in that area.
Aid. Henry Parks and City
Engineer James Baird agreed
that substantial work may be
needed for the segment. Parks
said the portion between Jackson and Harvester streets
"should be widened because
that' s the busiest part."
Baird , noting the present
width of 40 feet , said this should
be increased to 48 feet . He added that he would also go over
other street projects he thinks
should be undertaken within the ABOUT 115 Walther Leaguers
next three years.
were present and one guest min¦
ister, the Rev. Armin Deye, St.
Martin's, Winona , Winona Zone
adviser.
Zone officers are: Carl Girtler, Winona , president ; Deborah
Riese, Plainview , vice president; Linda Reiter, Potsdam ,
ROCHESTER , Minn . — First secretary; Steve Lambrecht , ElDistrict Rep. Albert Quie met gin, treasurer, and Karen Kliewith his Labor Advisory Com- ber , Plainview , C h r i s t i a n
mittee here Saturday night to growth.
discuss matters pertaining to
Mrs. Theodore Benicke was
labor legislation pending in Con- chairman of the supper commitgress.
tee. Assisting her were the
Rex A. Johnson, Winona , Mmes. Leo Gaulke, Linda Ancommittee member , said the derson , Claude Kratz , Gene
advisory group was formed Schumacher, Hilary Jozwick,
when Quie was first elected to A1 v i n Burfiend and Walter
Congress in 1958 and has been Rehse.
The Ladies Aid will sponsor a
meeting every year since .
Valentine party for the Walther
Union leaders from Austin , Al- League and this year 's confirmbert Lea, Winona , Owatonna , ands Feb. U at 8 p.m. Each
Faribault , Red Wing, West St. youth may bring a friend. The
Paul and South St. Paul are on committee is comprised of the
the committee. Rochester la- Mmes. Kratz , Paul Gehres, Jozbor is not represented.
wick and Burfiend.

40 & 8 to Hold
Dinner Meeting
The Winon a County Voiture of
the 40 & 8 will hold a dinner
meeting Thursday at 6:45 p.m.
at the American Legion Memorial Club.
Reservations should be made
no latter than tonight , said Correspondent Howard W. Clark.
The dinner will be venison and
beef.

I OFlOOK!

THE WORLD IN

1964

BATTERY
CHARGERS
$8.99

in any bookstore, but you can order it through us for use*
in your private reference library, or as a gift , or for some
student of current history, or for your own enjoyment.
With maps, chronology and compendium of basic information , it has all the utilitarian value of a news annual
or almanac PLUS the fascination of dramatic recreations
of the year 's events that most interested you .
THE WORLD INT 1964 , which will go to press in
January, is being created for us and for you by top writers
and editors of 1"lie Associated Press, the world's largest
news gathering agency.

BROS.

STORE
V & S HARDWARE
574 E. 4rh St. Phone 4007

ARE YOU GETTING
All fhe Heat You Should From

YOUR FUEL?

Reserve Your Copy Today!
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Does Your Burner Perform

Fill out the order coupon below and mail it
with your check or money order remittance
to the addres' indicated. (Gift certifi cates
are available.)

PROPERLYarul SATISFACTORILY ?
Let Us Help You With
All Your Heating Problems

——

mmmu j

I __f«Wf -Ji^_iI
¦-__¦__¦—¦
TELL HIM YOU PONT CARE .POP/
YOU'RE INSURED WITH

WINONA
(g;;
INSURANCE
Center AGENCY
Phone 3366

^^

Never before has there been, a volume of current
history like this one. It's a splendid, 300-page book with
hundreds of striking news p ictures in color and black
and w^ite, and generous text recreating in depth ths
dramatic stones that made 1964 such a great news year.
A lavishly and colorfully illustrated king-size voluma
such as this one would ordinarily sell for three times out
special price of $3. You won't find

6- and 12-Vott

nnnn
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W i n t e r session evening
courses for high school credit
offered by the Winona Area Vocational-Teclmical School begin
tonight and will c o n t i n u e
through June 8.
The credit courses will be in
typing and modern problems
with class meetings for each
scheduled Tuesdays and Thursdays from 0:30 to 9:30 p.m. Students satisfactorily completing
either course will receive one
credit toward a high school diploma.
Miss Marie Kraus will be the
instructor for the typing course
and Mrs. Clarence Satka for
modern problems. A monthly
fee of $5 is charged for each
course.
Thomas W. Rauie, director of
the vocational-technical school,
said today that 42 students were
registered in the high school
credit section last fall and three)
people have received high school
diplomas since the beginning of
the course schedule a year ago.
No advance registration is
necessary and students may enroll in either course by attending the first class session tonight at Senior High School. Information may be obtained at
the vocational office in the high
school.
¦
The wings of a roast duck do
not make an adequate serving
portion. If you don 't serve them ,
let them enrich a poultry or
meat stock.

1 ArT$80MfALUE ¦
FOR ONLY $3°°... I

Labor Committee
Meets With Quie

!_¦_¦¦¦¦ ¦_¦¦-¦ BURN

Hixfon Farmer
Wins Soil Honor

HIXTON , Wis. _ A III x ton
farmer was named the loading
conservationist in Jackson County during 1904.
He was Hnldor Jacobson , who
wns honored at the county conservation banquet last week.
Mr. nnd Mrs. Gordon Sieg,
Osseo area , also were honored
for their conservation work during the past year.
Jacobson has engaged in conservation practices many years.
Siefl-s f arm 220 acres in the
Town of Garfield , They operate
a dairy farm which averages
better than 500 pounds of butterfat.

sorry for their misdoings," he
said.
Deputy Weinmann said that
there are about 25 known juvenile delinquents in Winona.
"Boys and girls who go to
church and truly believe are
s e l d o m juvenile delinquents.
Some who go to church do not
believe and use the church as
a cover up.
"Those who pull pranks or
commit traffic violations and
other minor offenses are not
delinquents.
"When children are fined and
their names appear in the paper, they think that this is a
terrible thing. But it is just a
temporary hurt ," said the officer.
Deputy Weinmann feels that
all offenders should have a
chance to repent. If they are
minors and say that they are
sorry for their deeds, their
names should not be published.

Kiu'losi'il is $ ..
.
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital

Wino na Deaths

TUESDAY
FEBRUARY 2, 1965

Two-State Deaths

Edward C. Tarras
Mrs. Anna Evenson
Edward C. Tarras, 77, 420 E. ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) Visiting houm Medical and surgical
patlantt: 2 to 4 arid 7 to 1:30 p.m. (No 3rd St., died at 2 a.m. today Mrs. Anna Evenson, 81, who
chlldrm under 1Z.)
M4t«rntty pitlenh: J to 1:30 and 7 to in Community Memorial Hospi- fell Sunday and broke her hip,
8:30 p.m. (Adulli only.)
tal after an illness of a month. died Monday at a La Crosse
He was engineer at the for- hospital .
MONDAY
mer Catholic Recreation Center.
She was born Oct. 12, 1883, in
ADMISSIONS
Born here Sec. 23, 1887, he
the Town of Gale to Mr. and
Miss Janet Ollom, 1714 Gil- was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs.
Hans Ekern.
Charles Tarras. He was a lifemore Ave.
She was married to Emil EvJixs. Felix Bambenek, 267 E. time resident.
He married Celia Ramczik enson Feb. 7 1907. For a time
Howard St.
Miss Viva Tansey, 473 W. Wa- Jan. 22, 1912, in St. Stanislaus the Evensons operated a store
Church and was a member of in Ettrick. She spent her entire
basha St.
Delo Buady, 1379 W . 5th St. that church and its Holy Name life in Ettrick and area.
Vincent Glomski, 811 E. 5th Society.
Survivors are: Two sons,
<¦
Survivors are: His wife; Pyrl, La Crosse, and Elmer,
St.
Hugh Miller, 419 Harriet St. three daughters, Mrs. Hugh at home; one daughter, Mrs.
Mrs. Herbert Koeller, Dako- ( Ruth) Bell, La Crosse; Mrs. Leslie (Hattie)
Wellman, Port
Roy (Connie) Vining, Minneapta , Minn.
Mrs. Fred Denzer, Minnesota olis, and Mrs. Harold (Gerald- Edwards; three grandchildren,
ine) Hanson, La Crosse; f ive Edward, Mary snd Thomas
City.
James Bell, 707 E. Broadway, grandchildren; one great-grand- Wellman ; one sister, Mrs. AlJeffrey Woodard, Winona Rt, child; two brothers, Fred, WL fred W . Mahlum , and two brothnona, and Harry, Ratine, Wis., ers, Selmer and Harry, all of
DISCHARGES
and one sister, Mrs. George Ettrick. Her husband died in
1950.
Mrs. Stanislaus Seebold and (Elsie ) Walthers, Wiiona .
Funeral services will be The funeral service will be
baby, Minnesota City, Minn.
Cheryl Kulas, 480% E. Mark Thursday at 8:30 a.m, at Wat- Thursday at 2 p.m. at Living
kowski Funeral Home and at Hope Lutheran Church, the Rev.
St.
Mrs. Irvin Gappa , 512 Grand 9 at St. Stanislaus, the Rt . Rev. Mark M. Romting officiating.
Msgr. N. F. Grulkowski officiat- Burial will be in, the Ettrick
St.
Edward Ross, Wbiona State ing. Burial will be in St. Mary's Cemetery.
Cemetery. Friends may call A devotional service will be
College.
Mrs. Robert Smith, and baby, after 2 p.m. Wednesday. The held at Runnestrand Funeral
Rosary will be said at 7:30 by Cb&pel Wednesday at 8 p.m.
825 47th A-ve., Goodview.
Mrs. Wilbur Van Thomma, Msgr. Grulkowski and the Holy Friends may call at the chapel
Name Society.
456 E. 4th St.
Wednesday from 2 to 6 p.m.
Mrs. Harold Guthrie , 955 43rd
and after 7 p.m., and at the
Ave., Goodview.
Winona Funerals
church
Thursday after 12:30
Mrs. Louis Mueller, Lewisp.m.
ton, Minn .
Theodore Wiczek
Garhart L. Schew e, 1825 Gil- FuneraL services far Theodore William Schuttemeier Sr.
more Ave.
Wiczek, Chicago, former Wino(
Hugo Trester , 721 W. 5th St. nan , were held today at Bor- EITZEN, Minn. Special) —
William Schuttemeier Sr., 92,
zyskowski Mortuary, the Rev. died Monday morning at CaleBIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs . Jay Ganz, Milo Ernster, St. Stanislaus donai Community H o s p i t a l ,
Catholic Church, officiating.
Alma , Wis., a son.
where he had been a patient
Burial was in St. Mary 's Ceme- since Sunday afternoon. He had
tery.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
been ill several years.
He was born Dec. 11, 1872, in
RIDGEWAY, Minn. (Special)
Germany to Mr. and Mrs. Wil—Mr. and Mrs. David Vanderliam Schuttemeier . He came to
zee, a daughter Thursday at St.
tlie U.S. in 1876. He lived and
Francis Hospital, La Crosse,
farmed in Union City Township,
Iowa, until 1961, when he moved
to Eitzen.
Municipal Court
He married Caroline Meier
WINONA
May 3, 1911, at St. John's Unit3)
(Continued
From
Page
Gus A. Chafos, 24, Rochester,
ed Church of Christ in Wheatpleaded guilty to a careless were turned over to King Gas land . He was a member of St.
driving charge and paid a fine in good operating condition , he Luke's United Church of Christ,
of $30 as the alternative to 10 added.
Eitzen.
days in jail. Chafos was arrest- Finally, Bohr said he had Survivors are : His wife; five
ed today at 2:30 a.m. after driv- outside Rochester seven 1,000- sons, Armin and William, Jr.,
ing on Main Street between 2nd gallon tank trucks and 13 1,000- Spring Grove; Walter, Caledoand 4th streets.
gallon liquid fertilizer sto: :ge nia ; Fremont, Eitzen, and ElDaniel A. Scrabeck, 19, 225
mer, Cashton , Wis.; one daughWashington St., pleaded guilty tanks. IMost of the equipment ter, Mrs. Guy (Clara) Headingat
the
Olmsted
County
location
to a charge of speeding 40
ton ; 27 grandchildren ; one
m.p.h. in a 30 zone on Broad- was bought second-hand in 1958 great-grandchild ; one brother,
Bohr
to
$25,000,
for
from
$24,000
way from Chestnut to Carimona
Otto, New Albin, Iowa, and two
streets Sunday at 10:45 p.m, He told the court.
paid a $25 fine as the alternative Bohr said that the tank trucks sisters, Mrs. Louis (Ida) Weber,
had been in excellent condition Dorchester, Iowa, and Anna,
to eight days in jail.
Jon Lillehaugen , St. Paul , in 1959, and the five second- Rochester. One daughter , Edna,
pleaded guilty to a charge of hand 1.000-gallon storage tanks has died,
parking in a snow removal zone were in "good to fair " condition. The funeral service will be
on Main Street today at 2 a.m. AT HIS Lewiston property Thursday at 2 p.m. at St. Luke's
He was making arrangements were three 4,000-gallon storage United Church of Christ, the
this morning to pay tbe $5 ranks bought new in 1955 or Rev. Mel Graupmann officiatfine rather than spend two days '56, Bohr said. These were in ing. Burial will be in the church
in jail. His car was not toived. place on cement footings and cemetery.
Friends may call Wednesday
Forfeiture: Merlin C. Johnson , in good condition , he added.
154V4 High Forest St., $10 on a
Twelve 1,000-gallon, four- afternoon and evening at Pottercharge of going through a stop wheel trailers bought between Haugen Funeral Home, Caledosign at 3rd and Washington 1954 and 1955 were in excellent nia.
streets Monday at 4 p.m,
condition in 1959, Bohr said.
Nine applicators «f various de- Mrs. Henry MeDonough
MONDOVI, Wis. (Special) signs were all in good condition
Mrs.
Henry MeDonough, 71,
WEATHER
at the time of the lease, Bohr
Mondovi, died early Monday
said.
OTHER TEMPERATURES
morning at Sacred Heart HosHigh Low Pr. The applicators were, for the pital, Eau Claire, where she
bought
new
about
most
part,
Albany , cloudy . . . . 22 11 .07
1955, he said. A compressor, in had been a patient four days.
Albuquerque, clear . 61 28
The former Ella Nelson, she
good
condition in 1959, was the
Atlanta, clear
52 22 .38
was born July 22, 1893, at Molast
item
of
leased
equipment
Bismarck , snow
-3 -19 T
at the Lewiston site, Bohr testi- dena to Mr. and Mrs. James
Boise, clear
•.. 40 28
Nelson.
Boston, cloudy
31 27 .08 fied.
She was married Jan. 20, 1912,
During a long interval while
Chicago, clear
19 -9
at Minneapolis. She and her
pictures
were
being
introduced
Cincinnati , clear ... 29 -4 19
husband farmed in Modena unClevel and , snow ... 25 B .16 in evidence to show the equip- til eight years ago when they
ment's condition after expiration
Denver, clear
28 1
of the lease, Bee. 31, 1964, moved to Mondovi.
Des Moines , clear .. 6 -1?.
She was a member of the
Detroit, cloudy .... 24 16 .03 Judge Hatfield recessed the
Modena
Lutheran Church. She
Fairbanks , clear .. -11 -27
court to this morning.
and
her
husband were recogFort 'Worth , clear .. 53 24
nized during World War II for
Helen a, snow
. .. . 19 15 T
having six sons in the service
Durand Physician
Honolulu , cloudy ... 77 65
at the same time.
Indianapolis , clear . 25 -7 .09 Exp
ected
I CV. 20
Feb.
XV
LApGWICU
Survivors are : Six sons , MarKansas City, cl oudy 20 a
Louisville , clear ... 30 1 .13
DURAND , Wis. - Dr. Joe vin , Australia; Eldon, L o n g
Donald and
Memphis , clear . . . . 40 14 .09 Springer, Durand physician who Beach , Calif.;
72 69
Miami , cloudy
left in December to work on the •lames, Racine ; Vernon , WauMilwaukee , clear .. II -11
hospital ship SS Hope at Conak- kesha , and Sanford , Mondovi;
Mpls.-St.P., smrw .. -1 -27 T ry, Republic of Guinea , West one daughter , Mrs . D . E.
New Orleans , cloudy 70 39 .04 Africa , is expected back about (Orene) Manning, King of PrusNew York , clou dy .. 31 29 .03 Feb. 20. En route he will tour sia , Pa.; 14 grandchildren; one
Okla. City , clear ... 3Q 11
Rom e, M adrid , the Canary Is- great-grandchild; two brothers ,
Mclvin , La Crosse, and Jessie,
II -fi
Omaha , clear
lands and other areas.
Alma , and two sisters , Mrs.
Philadelphia , cloudy :i0 27 .01
Emma Larson , Durand , and
Ptlnd , Me., clear .. 25 18 .02 HOSPITAL PATIENT
Ptlnd , Ore , foR ... :«) 2!) ..
Mrs. Alfred Plank , 726 E. Wa- Mrs . Martin (Ida) Blager , MonSt . Louis , clear .. .. 211 -1
basha St., is hospitalized at St. dovi. One daughter hns died.
Salt Ik. City, c lear . 39 22 .. Olafs Hospital, Austin , Minn .
The funeral service will be
¦
55 47
San Fran., fog
Wednesday at 2 p.m. nt Modena
If you are browning chicken in Lutheran Church , Dr . J. C.
4(1 :i3
Seattle, clear
oil without coating the chicken Thompson officiatin g. Burinl
Washington , cloudy 36 '22
Winnipeg, snow ... -10 28 .01 pieces , be sure to dry them will be in the Modena Lutheran
thoroughly.
(T-Tracc)
Cemetery ,
Friends may call at Kjentvct
& Son Funeral Home this evening and until 11 a.m. Wednesday and at the church after
noon.

Jury Sees
Pictures

[WES TERN ]
BLUE BLAZE NO. 2

FUEL OIL
1C.5c Per Gal.

GASOLINE
26 9c Per Gal-

NO STAMPS—NOTHING FREE1
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AT THE END OF LAFAYETTE ST.

Mrs. Adolph Heck

MONDOVI , Wis. ( Special) Mrs. Adolph Heck , 78, died
Monday morning at Buffalo
Memorial Hospital , Mondovi ,
where she had been a patient
since Dec. 2.
The former Anna Bollinger ,
she was born Feb. 19, 1886, in
the Town of Pleasant Valley ,
Eau Claire County, to Mr . and
Mrs. Samuel Bollinger . She attended Eleva High School , Buffalo County Normal at Alma ,
taught school and also worked
as a bookkeeper .
She was married Sept . 22,
1909, in Pleasant Valley. The
couple farmed in the Town of
Canton , and moved to Mondovi
in 1951. She was a member of
St . Paul's Lutheran Church,
Town of Canton , rural Mondovi .
Survivors nre: Her husband;
two daughters , Mrs. Clarence
(Veronica) Wulstom , Anchorage, Alask a, and Mrs. Orvin

3 Candidates for
2 St Charles
Council Positions
ST. UHARLES , MUM. (Special ) — The only contest in the
St. Charles city election March
9 will be for aldermen.
Three candidates filed by the
deadline at noon today to fill
the positions on the council now
held by G. Newton Eckles and
John Logan, who are not seeking re-election.
Ralph Haugen, Melvin Brownell and Kenneth Millard filed
for alderman. Two will be elected.
Five other candidates are incumbents without opposition, including Donald Hankerson, mayor; Ray Wiskow, treasurer; Louis Wilkins, recorder; Archie
Cocker, assessor, and James
Hewitt, constable.
Oscar Hemming filed for justice of the peace to fill a vacancy. The law calls for two justice
of the peace, but the two highest write-ins last year failed to
qualify. Cases currently are being taken before Dennis Challeen, special municipal judge,
who also is judge of a small
claims court.

West Broadway
Storm Sewer Shorter Christmas
Work Planned Vacation Proposed
Easement for street and
storm sewer construction in the
Broadway - 5th - Junction Street
area were ordered secured by
the City Council Mfonday night.
The city will pay Fawcett Funeral Home, Inc., owner of the
land, a total of $729 for perpetual rights to use portions thereof.

TRACTS included a .0315-acre
parcel at the southeast corner
of 5th and Junction streets and
.09 acres just
.
west of Faw^». ,
cett's n e w
Llty
building f o r
storm sewer *'""„.,-,-JI
right of way. ( V-OUnCil
Amounts were
based on the appraisal of the
property's over-all value per
acre, mutually agreeable to
city and owner.
Additionally, the city will
grant Fawcett access to western
portions of its property by making a one-way service road of
now-unused concrete pavement
curving from Broadway north to
Junction Street. The entrance
will be opened at Broadway by
street department crews at
what aldermen said would be
PRESTON, Minn. — Dr. Mac- minimum expense.
laren E. Love retired from the
practice of dentistry here Mon- THE STORM sewer, which
day after 41 years in the pro- City Engineer James Baird said
fession : 10 years at Welcome, is urgently needed, will cross
Minn., and 31 years here. He Fawcett's property from north
was a son of Dr. G. A. Love, to south, a distance of 311 feet ,
cross Broadway (67 feet), turn
pioneer Preston physician.
west for 163 feet, then south
along Junction Street for 157
Car Which Struck
feet, emptying into County Ditch
No. 3.
Two Vehicles Was
Street construction will be in
Behind Tow Truck
connection with planned improvement by county and city
The car which struck two
West 5th Street from Junction
parked vehicles on 2nd Street, of
Street
to the city limits.
near Carimona Street, Thurs- Council
President Harold Brieday morning was being towed,
sath questioned whether elimiits "driver" has pointed out.
Police confirmed that Edwin nation of parking at the BroadP. Burke, a St. Mary's College way-Junction intersection would
student, was at the wheel of a put "too many cars on the
towed car when it struck two street." Junction will be widened to 44 feet between 5th and
others.
Broadway and lanes provided
for on-street parking, according
to present plans.

Preston DentistRetires After
41-Year Practice

TWO CITY

(Continued From Page 3)
Mrs. Josephine Paine, Minneiska, from $364 to $120. The
higher valuation resulted because market value of her property was mistakenly listed as
full and true value.
The second reduction lowered
from $1,388 to $1,032 the assessed valuation of property owned
by Paul Steinfeldt , Houston. An
error had been made in counting his milk cows, resulting in
the higher figure.
• Granted an on- and offsale beer license to Jerome
Majerus, proprietor of the Beaver Store in Whitewater Township.
• Placed monthly and annual
reports on file.
(Marcile) Knospe, Alma; five
grandchildren ; six brothers,
Otto, Mondovi; Leonard, Gilmanton; Oswald, Eau Claire;
Roland and Arno, Eleva, and
Albert, Columbia, Mo., and
three sisters, Leona, Mondovi ;
Mrs. Howard (Belva ) Rose,
Strum , and Mrs. Gordon (Ida)
Crawford, Janesville. T w o
sons, two sisters and three
brothers have died.
Funeral services will be Saturday at 2 p.m. at St. Paul 's
Lutheran Church , the Rev . Luther Bauer officiating. Burial
will be in the church cemetery.
Friends may call at Kjentvet
& Son Funeral Home after a
p.m. Friday and until 11 a.m.
Saturday, and at the church
after noon.

Two-State Funerals

CITY ATTORNEY George M.
Robertson Jr. said that, since
it is one of the city's major
intersections, it should be well
kept. Maintenance of the roadsides probably will be turned
over to the park-recreatoin department when construction is
finished, according to previous
discussions on the area.
The Master Plan designates
it as an interchange area, Robertson added, and control of all
comers should be established
and retained, so "you don't have
to buy it back some day when
you want it."
Parking is permitted at present on areas which at one time
were used as turning lanes for
intersection tr affic. Persons
working in the area and those
affiliated with the area vocational-technical school at Broadway and Junction Street park
in these areas at random.

Phone Company
Wars on Birds
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP)
— An armed guard, a roving
patrol of cleanup men and a
special poison are part of the
telephone company's war on
starlings in downtown Albuquerque.
The City Health Department
ordered Mountain State Telephone Co. to get rid of the starlings roosting on the telephone
building.
A diluted form of poison
which works on contact with the
birds' feet was applied to the
roosting spola. It was supposed
to kill them, but a telephone
company spokesman said results so far had been disappointing.
The armed guard was posted
near the roosting spots to keep
people from disturbing the flock
as it perche-d on the slow-acting
poison. A cruising patrol picks
up any dead birds which topple
into the street .

Mrs. Olga Huston
HARMONY , Minn. ( Special )
— Funeral Services for Mrs. Olga Huston will be conducted at
2 p.m. Wednesday at First Presbyterian Church , Canton, the
Rev . James Beatty officiating.
Burial will be in Elliotta Cemetery near Canton.
Pallbearers will be Clarence
McKay Jr., Eldon Sauer , Alden
Onstine, Merton McKay and Howard and Norman Coyle.
Friends may call at PetersonAbraham Funeral home here Mondovi Candidates
after 5 p.m. today and at the
MONDOVI Wis. (Special) church after 1 p.m , Wednesday. Ttecently a , list of candidates
Mrs. Herman P. Scherer ¦who filed for Mondovi city ofDOVER , Minn. — Funeral fice was carried in this newsservices for Mrs. Herman P. paper. In the second ward , Joe
Scherer, Rochester , f o r m e r Benning is the incumbent and
Dover area resident, will be Harold Zltttcl his opponent , inheld at 2 p.m. Wednesday at stead of vice versa as stated.
Redeemer Lutheran Church , Ro- Both filed and will be on the
chester, the Rev. Earl 0. April 6 cle-clion ballot.
¦
Schwerman officiating. Burial
will be in Grandview Memorial
Keep both red and white wine
Gardens , Rochester.
vinegar on your kitchen shelf.
Friends may call at Vine Fu- You 'll final the white variety is
neral Home, Rochester. There particularly good to use in mariwill be no visitation at the nades for cooked vegetables to
church.
be served as relishes or salads.
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NELSON SAID that thought
had been given to opening
school prior to Labor Day to
allow for an earlier spring dismissal but experience in past
years has indicated that most
people favored the resumption
of classes after Labor Day so
there would be no intrusion on
summer vacation plans.
The tentative schedule drafted by the administration called
for a teacher 's pre-school workshop Aug. 30-Sept. 3, opening of
school Sept. 7 and dismissal for
Christmas after classes Friday,
Dec. 17. School wculd be re-

THE TENTATIVE schedule
presented by the superintendent
provided for a two-week Christmas vacation and a three-diay
Easter recess.
Classes would hegin the day
after Labor Day and end June
Nelson explained that some
difficulties are experienced in
scheduling again this year be-

Crash Damage
Climbs on
St. Charles to Sell
Snowy Streets Sewer System Bonds

of Wilson facing north. When
he returned to the car, there
was a dent on the left front
door , which opened with difficulty. Damage was not estimated.

ST. CHARLES, Minn. — The
St. Charles City Council will
open bids Feb. 17 at 4 p.m. on
$105,000 in 15-year negotiable
coupon general obligation revenue bonds for improvement of
the sanitary sewer system.
Plans for enlarging the sewage
disposal plant have been drawn.
¦

Winona maintained a steady
output of traffic accidents Monday on streets that often looked
more like bobsled runs than
thoroughfares.
A minor injury was the result of the first of two accidents Monday at 5th and Huff
streets. Mrs. Hilda Falkenberg,
1009 W. Mark St., complained
of pain after a truck driven by
Milford C. Kaholin, Minnesota
City, slid into the rear of her
stopped car.
Both vehicles were going east
on 5th Street at Huff Street.
Damage was $200 to the front
of the truck. No estimate was
made on damage to the car.
The collision occurred at 8:50
a.m.

DIRECTORS WERE in gen*
eral agreement that classes
should start the day after Labor
Day but attention was drawn
first to the two-week Christmas
vacation stint
Several board members said
they thought that parents and
students alike would just as
soon have a shorter Christmas
"vacation and a longer spring
recess or an earlier dose of
school.
As far as school closing is
concerned it was mentioned
that a number of students at
the high school level are interested in obtaining summer employment and an earlier dismissal would be to their advantage.
Since Christmas Eve is on
Friday this year , thought was
given to the possibility of having classes in session through
Wednesday of that week.
THESE ADDITIONAL threa
days of sclool during the Christmas season would allow for
either an extension of the Easter
recess or a closing of school
the first week in June.
Board members decided to
give tbe schedule additional
study and will probably take
formal action on adoption of a
1955-66 calendar at next Monday's meeting.

Preston Bid Opening
PRESTON, Minn.—The Preston public utilities commission
will open bids Feb. 10 at 7:30
p.m. on purchase of a new onehalf ton truck. The successful
bidder will be required to take
in trade a 1949 half-ton truck
now owned by the commission,
of which Chuck Utley is superintendent.

A COLLISION at the same
site at 3:29 p.m. occurred when
Hollis W. Laxsen, 678 Uelleview St., driving north oa Huff
Street, was unable to stop for
Alex C. Trussing, Fountain
City, Wis., who, police said,
drove through a red light west
on 5th Street.
Damage was $175 to the front
of the Larsen car and about
$75 to the left front of the Prusslng vehicle. Patrolman John A.
Erickson investigated.
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A COLLISION at 3:43 p.m.
caused $150 damage to both cars
on 3rd Street just east of Washington Street. Albert I. Severson, 25, Lamoille, was driving
east on 3rd Street and swerved
to the south to avoid a -vehicle
moving south on Washington
Street.
Severson's swerve caused him
to hit a car p arked at the southeast corner «f the intersection
and belonging to Cyril M. Mullen, 1740 TN. Wabastoa St.
Damage was to the right rear
of the Severson car and the
left rear of the Mullen "vehicle .
Patrolman George M. Liebsch
investigated.
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PAYMENT-EASE
BUDGET LOAN
$100 to $2,500 or More

When your family needs a personal loan,obtain on* large enough
to solve your money problem , not add to it. With a Larger

A COLLISION at 3:24 p.m.
at Sanborn and Hamilton streets
rounded out a trio within 20
minutes of one another.
Tracy C Allen, 16, 328 Wilson St., was driving north on
Hamilton and Gertrude E.
Haase , 162Vi Franklin Street ,
was driving east on Sanborn.
Damage was $150 to the left
side of the Allen vehicLe and a
like amount to the right front
of the Haase car. Patrolman
Liebsch investigated.
A HIT-RUN accident occurred
Monday between 9 and 11:10
p.m. on Wilson Street between
2nd and 3rd streets.
Martin Wnuk , 310 E. 4th St.,
parked his car at the -east side

sumed Jan. 3 after a two-wees
vacation period, the Easter re*
cess would begin after classes
Wednesday, April 6, and students would return to school
Tuesday, April 12. The last day
of tbe 1965-66 school year would
be June 8. Such a schedule
would provide 179 days of classroom instruction, one more than
in the current year.

Payment-Ease Budget Loan Irom Minnesota Loan and Thrift ,
you can cover all your bills . . .pay them off "In Full" at one
time with one loan and cut your total monthly outlay as much
as 50% or more.

What could be more practical?

Minnesota Loan and Thrift.

You'
l

save more money each pay-

day to jingle in your pocket.

MINNESOTA LOAN
AND THRIFT COMPANY
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j
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cause Labor Day is at a com
paratively late date — Sept. 6.
This also was the case in the
preparation of a calendar for
the current school year with
Labor Day last fall on Sept. 7.
A calendar setting up a
school year with a traditional
day after Labor Day opening
and providing for the desired
number of school days and
usual vacation periods pushes
the closing date of the school
year past the first week in June.

The advisability of shortening
somewhat next year's Christmas vacation period for students in Winona's public schools
to allow for a longer Easter recess in 1966 or an earlier end
of the school year was studied
Monday night by the Board of
Education.
The discussion was prompted
by presentation by Superintendent of Schools A. L. Nelson ot
a p r o p o s e d i-^
d r a f t of a < L
i
school calen- OCnOOl
dar for t h e
1965-66 school
R/N -kfJ
y e a r calling |. poarq
for 179 days of
classroom work.
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Maloney Counts 33, Redmen Rally Past Macalester
Final Garni
On Heffron
Hall Court

By ROLLIE WUSSOW
Daily News Sports Writer

•
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The Gym ? It Was Classiest Around
Forty-five years ago, a
Loras College freshman
came to town with the Duhawk cage team. Traveling
by rail , the team was to
help St . Mary 's inaugurate
a new gymnasium in the
college 's Heffron Hall .
Forty-five years later ,
that same Loras College
eager , now out of freshman
status, returned to the site
to help close the place up.
"When we came up here
in 1920-21, " reminisced former Arcadia High School
Coach Bill Cashen , "this
gym was about the classiest around.
"It was real modern , had

the balcony all the way
around the playing area ,
and had enough seating
capacity for almost anyone.
Times have necessitated
a . change on the St . Mary 's
campus, however, so much
that the college was in dire
need of a new athletic
structure .
They 've got it now, a
$750,000 ultra-modern fieldhouse on the west side of
the Terrace Heights campus. The new structure
will be tested Feb. 11 when
St. Thomas comes to town
for an MIAC battle with the
Redmen.

So Bill Cashen made the
30 mile drive from his Arcadia home Monday night
to say goodbye and be honored in pre-game ceremonies in the old Heffron Hall
gym.
Cashen , a f t e r opening
comments by St. Mary 's
President Brother Gregory,
was introduced by Max Molock, himself an athletic
institution around the campus , and received a thunderous ovation after Molock
explained to the crowd that
he had played in that Heffron inaugural in 1920-21.
After t h e introduction.

C ashen went to center court
and tossed the ball between
Redmen center George Hoder and Macalester center
Bill Mullen.
Who won that first game
in the Heffron gym?
"We (Loras ) did," quipped Cashen . "By quite a
substantial margin, I think ."
The score? "Somewhere
around 24-14," said Cashen .
Is St. Mary 's Coach Ken
Wiltgen glad to be out of
Heffron Hall , even after the
Redmen had been so successful in its friendly surroundings over the years.
"You bet!" was the re-

ply, "Now we'll be able to
play some faster ball with
some room. We would have
liked to run with these guys
tonight, but with their zone ,
we couldn't. With more
room on the court , we'll be
happier.
"The only things we'll
miss," said Wiltgen, gazing
at the subterranean surroundings in the locker
room for the last time,
"will be the closeness of
the fans. They won't be able
to make so much noise in
the new fieldhouse, with all
that room."
It was a fitting goodbye.

It was right that the old structure should bow out that way.
It had seen so many basketball wars similar to the one
played between St. Mary 's and
Macalester Monday^iig ht , that
retirement in any .Jmer manner
would have been sad.
The reference is to the final
St. Mary 's Redmen game in the
old Heffron Hall "pillbox " Monday at Terrace Heights.
It was there that the Redmen
utilized a brilliant come-frombehind rally to subdue the
Scots 75-69 before a standin g
room only crowd gathered to
pay tribute to the "Grand Old
Hall" of city basketball .
THE GAME was typical of
the knock 'em down , drag " em
out struggles native to the small
structure for 45 years.
The Scots came to town prepared to give the Redmen a
rough time, and did just that.
There was one man that they
forgot to pay much attention
to. however.
He was the Marians ' Mike
Maloney, 6-4 senior guard who
was all over the court and
NEW YORK (AP ) - Jubilant thumping wallops to the ribs >
broke the Scots ' back with a
AWAY FOR TWO . . . St. Mary 's guard Jerry Sauser
Floyd
Patterson , aiming for a and belly. It seemed that the |
brilliant 33-point performance,
)
(34
drives past Macalester 's Harland Holte (41) for two
record
third
heavyweight
!
208-pound
Chuvalo
had
to
topple
high for his career.
points. The action came during St. Mary 's last game in the
To give you an idea just how crown, had a promise of a title his smaller, 197' 4-pound foe beHeffron Hall Gymnasium and helped the Redmen to a 75close the contest was, the score fight from king Cassius Clay fore the 12th , but grimly, deterBill Cashen See Redmen Win in Gym Finale
69 victory over the Scots. (Dail y News Sports Photos)
was knotted nine times in the today following his rousing vic- mined Patterson refused to fall.
first half , before the Scots tory over George Chuvalo in 12
took a 38-35 halftime lead. Sev- bruising rounds.
"You 've got the title fight ,
WHIPS GUS TAVUS BY 77-64
en ties graced the board in
Floyd ," Clay shouted, "you 've
the second 20 minutes.
earned it. "
"I DON'T KNOW why it is," But first the 30-year-old Patsaid Coach Ken Wiltgen after terson , seemingly relegated to
the game, "but they 're the
Doxing s scraptoughest team in the world for
|
heap after his
us to beat . Other teams will
|
two first-round
clcbber them, but for us, they 're
[¦k n o c k o u t deBy THE ASSOCIATED PRESS I6-3, left Concordia still in fifth i a 9-8 lead. But Augsburg went
always up. "
feats to Sonny
I
The top six teams in the Min- \ . at 4-5, and slipped MacalefTer I ahead at the half , 41-34. Steve
¦
"Up" was the word for it.
L i s t o n , will
nesota
Intercollegiate Athletic i into a sixth place tie with St. I Strommen added 19 to Ander"have to wait
Tbe smaller Scots, now 3-5 in
Conference
waged basketball ; 'Thomas, with 3-5 records. •
'
j son 's game-high 32, and for the
MIAC play as compared to tfc*
out the Listonwar
on
one
another
Monday
I Gusties , Bill Laumann scored
Augsburg
had
trouble
early
in
's
Clay return in
ftedmen 7-2, used a tantilizin g
21.
night
and
juggled
the
standings
as
the
Gusties
ran
up
the
game,
Boston in May
zone defense against the locals.
a bit — but Augsburg went on
1or J u n e . He
To go along with that, a zone
Duluth overpowered Concordia
its undefeated way and repress was used periodically by
on the Bulldogs' home court as
mained atop the standings.
|
Coach Doug Bolstorff's crew .
Bruce Ackland scored 19 and
The Auggies, who squeaked j
Chuvalo while
This defensive setup in the !
Patterson
! Nike Patterson 14. Concordia
by
C
o
n
c
o
r
d
i
a
Saturday,
first half forced St. Mary 's to | he 's marking time.
couldn 't get going at any stage
drubbed Gustavus Adolphus 77Clay, who had disdainfully
pump away from outside and
of the game, as its top scorer,
64, as Dan Anderson scored 32
Bob Laney, managed only 12.
scrap for follow-up shots under- ( called the former two-time
for the winners. That gave the
Duluth led at the half , 38-16.
neath. This is where Malonej j heavyweight champion a "rabAuggies a 8-0 MIAC record.
j
i bit , " changed his tune after
came in handy.
I In other Minnesota college ac', tion Monday night. Minnesota
In other games. St. Mary 's
THE BESPECTACLED Red- I watching Patterson hammer out
1 Morris beat Wahpeton , N.D., 88turned back Macalester 75-69 to
men co-captain weaved into the j a unanimous decision over the
Canadiblood-smeared
!
gallant,
: 70 with Roger Schnaser netting
1
;
take sole possession of a second
Scot defensive middle after his
25 for the winners, and Bethel
with a 7-2 mark, and Duluth j
mates shot from the outside |an champion before a standing
of 19,100 Mon room
only
crowd
defeated Aurora , 111., 83-61.
I
swamped
Concordia
74-40.
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and repeatedly stuffed in tipj
night in Madison Square
Tonight's schedule has CarleThat dropped Gustavus into a j Tuesday. February 2, 1965
in shots. When he wasn 't busy- i day
Garden.
ton at St. Olaf.
third place tie with Duluth at
ing himself at that post, he was j
canning more fielders from the
Working as a between-themiddle of the key or sinking rounds commentators for the
tome of his 13 free throws.
closed-circuit telecast , Clay, at
A 5-10 junior guard proved to ,' one point , said "Floyd would
be the main source of worry ij; have beat Liston fighting like
for Wiltgen. He was Scott John- ' this. "
son, who penetrated the Red- |1 Patterson seemed as happy to
men middle and found (he range ; prove "my chin isn 't made of
enough times to finish with 25!; china " as he was over the verpoints for the night. He re- dict in the savage slugfest that
ceived scoring and rebounding drew constant roars from the
help from Gary Davison , who huge throng. Patterson earned
Jf W **
K^^ H^^^^ fil ^^^^ u
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slopped in 18 on a series of I the decision by landing more
hooks, underneath shots and punches — mostly to the head —
; than his body-bombing foe.
^^^^^ f
^^^^^^H^^^B
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Ehort jumpers.
There
were
no
knockdowns.
It didn 't take the Redmen
long to catch up to the Scots
1,
"I proved I could take a :
^PgSpli*^
^aBHKa^H^WPWfc- .
i
mgLw "\ 1 4s
after returning from an obvious- punch and come back fighting '
ly spirited Wiltgen halftime talk. although be hurt me at times ," j
Sharp-eyed Jerry Sauser buck- Patterson repeated over and ,
eted two quick long jumpers over to the fresh waves of news- j
after Johnson had added Macal- men entering his dressing room, i
ester 's 39th point on a free
The virtuall y unmarked vie- J
throw , tying the score once lor , first man ever to win and
again. Another basket by John- lose the heavyweight crown J
son and then a three-pointer hy twice , said he would like to fight I
Marvelous Mike (Maloney ) gave Clay right off but that if he had
St. Mary * s a short-lived 44-43 to wait he would like to fight ,
Chuvalo again first.
i
advantage.
another
1MOST OF THH action start- : "He deserves
i
THRKE-WA Y STRUGGLE . . . Referee
action came in the second round of fight
ed to develop with six minutes chance, " said Patterson.
left. Maloney sank a corner i "I'd like it more than any- j Zach Clayton moves in to break George Chuin New York Monday night. Chuvalo , who
' thing else," said the crestfallen i
jump to knot thn score at fil-fil ,
valo away from a clinch with Floyd Patterlost the 12-round fight on a unanimous de(Zach I
before Davison rammed home a ; Canadian . "The referee
son and gets a grip on Chuvalo ' s right arm ,
cision , said after the fight that the referee
'
t
let
me
Clayton
)
just
wouldn
[ but Chuvalo breaks free and takes
drive shot. Jim Buffo ' s I OII R
a swipe
'
wouldn 't let him fight his fight and broke
clutch jumper wit h four min- I1 fight my fight. Every lime I
, started to get going, the referee I at the head of Patterson before Clayton can
him up every time he started to get going.
utes remaining, plus two Malgrab arm again and end the clinch. This
"
would
break
us
up.
(AP Photofax )
oney gift tosses pave St. Mary 's I
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a f>,r>-<">3 lead.
Patterson couldn 't floor tlir
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Johnson then connected on a rugged, :!7-ycar-oId Chuvalo but
hook and Hog Pytlewski of th« he bombed his head with everyMarians pushed Ihe Hodmen thing he had
and of( ten. He
ahead again with ;i goal before cut him over the left feye and
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AMERICA'S LARGEST SOLING BRAND

BELTS CH UVALO IN 12

Floyd to Get
Title Fight?

Easy, Fellas , Easy!...

Augsburg Keeps Rolling
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Hot-Shooting Wisconsin
Stuns Irish by 98-90

Youcan taste why it 's TheSure One

MOTORCYCLE

ROBB BROS.

State Matn.en Sheldon Wins
Rally Stops
Chess Tournament
Test Wartburg
Cotter Frosh
TUMMI IT, February I, IMS
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WHAT IS THE well dressed bowler wearing these days?
The answer, which applied to everything but the Bub's
Beer team from the Red Men's Club Saturday, is anything
stylish in kegling wear .
So, if you want to work around that assumption, the Bub's
boys were right in style. Competing in the
bowler-ama sponsored by the brewery, the
Red Men's team showed up in burlap shirts
brightly lettered with the word BUB's in red
paint.
Were they original? You darn right they
were original. The bags were obtained by
team members Al Thiele, Steve Belisle, Fred
Brust, Herb Hurlburt and Robert Nelson Sr.
from the brewery. They once held hops.
Which reminds that the brewery sponsors
10 teams in the city. No less than nine of
Lornbardo
them were on hand at Westgate Saturday to
drink a little Bub's, eat a little bratwurst and bowl.
. The Knights of Columbus team won first in the team division, with a 2,854 total. Joe Lombardo had the high handicap
series with 667 and John Sherman took the high scratch series
with 628.
Oh, yes, there were prizes for boo-boos too.

•

•

•

IT WAS COLD SUNDAY , so doggone cold that If anyone
was outdoors if he didn't have to be , he'd
^
^^^^^^^ have to be classified as a bit whacky.
HH9RML1
But driving up Fifth Street shortly after
lunch Sunday, we saw some whacky ones.
Several boys were making use of Athletic
Park to practice their Goophy Golph. Nine
irons, snow drifts and golf balls , plus shivering competitors, made quite an interesting
pattern.
In case you didn't know, they were practicing for the Goophy Golph tournament to
be held at Westfield Feb. 14. It is sponsored
Sherman
by the Cotter Booster Club .
But you other golfers can rest at ease. The weatherman
Is going to have to come through with some 20 degree temperatures or the meet will be delayed until he does .

•

•

•

•

•

•

BEST DRESSED BOWLERS . . . It might
not be the garb for every bowler, but these
five keglers were right in style at the Bub's
bowler-ama Saturday afternoon in shirts
made from burlap cloth from sacks which
contained hops. The bowlera are, from left,
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Mabel has taken over first
place in the Root River Dartball
league with a 41-10 record. The
Highland Prairie Twins , league
leaders for much of the season,
are one game behind.
In games played Jan. 25, the
Twins won three from Highland ,
Garness took three from the
Aces , Blackhammer two from
M abel and Rushford three from
the Spring Grov e Hawks by forfe it. I,. Svehatig of Blackhammer was 15-for-16 .

ROOT KlV 'I '.n DARTBALL

Mabtl
H.P. Twlni
Ruihlord
Bl'khammar

W
41
40
14
14

L
It)
II
17
17

W L
daman
19 3}
Spr/rta GrOva 17 J4
11 40
H.P . A c e j
Highland
a 41

7 Players, Coach
Join Hall of Fame

Basketball
Scores

i

COLLEGE
CAST
71, Wailmliiler il.
SOUTH
Duka t}, Maryland 44 .
Tenncuaa 7S, Florida 41.
Kentucky »a„ Georgia 44.
Waka Foreit t2, Clemton 71 ,
Wtit V* . Ill, Oto. Wath. «0.
Okla. City »l, Loyola La . II.
Tulant 71, Mil* Slat. 70.
LSU it, Miaiiaslpp) J»
Wm. t, Mary, 41, Furman 4-4.
Grambllno 107. Wllay 74.
MIOWSST
Tula* SI, San Franclico SI.
St. Johri 'i »i, Loyola , III. 17 .
Wlsconiln •! Nolra Damt M).
Draka 74. Crei^titon 67 (OT I.
Oklahoma 17, Mluourl 74.
Staubenvllla 17, Phil. Text. a0.
SOUTHWEST
Ariz . Stalt fl, Bradlay tl.
FAR WEST
Mtmphli St . 114 , Pepprrdlnt *t
Saattls 101, Mont. Slata I).
So. calif . 15, Hawaii Jl.
San Jota 11, Mavada 14.
Portland n, Alaska 44.
WISCONSIN COLLEOaU
La Croitva 14, Rlvar Fall! 10.
North Dakota
Stat* 11, Wli com If
Milwaukee 7B,
Stout td, Superior ti,
Pitt
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Here's your opportunity to get Goodyear Snow Tires ai Bargain Clearance
Prices! All First Quality merchandise good foi many seasons to come! Clear-

,
$||.95
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Tub«l«»* Soburbanit*
StCOnd

*Plus tax and old tire off your car
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Second

I

Ice, snow, mud, and go, go, go! Cleare price for Nylon Cord Suburbanite

*

plus, ta*and your old tire

NYLON SURE-GRIP HAS TUFSYN,
the toughest auto tire rubber in Good-

I
I
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IREAL BARGAINS- Quantities Limited H
5.60x15 Winter Black Nylon Tubeless, 2nd .... $12.48

te
7.00x14 Win r Black Nylon Tubeless, 2nd .... $13.14

¦
¦

1
|
«
| 6.00x15 Winter Nar. White Tubeless, 2nd .... $13.95
7.00x13 Winter Nar. While Tubeless, 2nd .... $13.95
|P5
!
$
$14.31
|
^H 6.70x15 Winte r White Nylon Tubeless

7,50x14 Winter White Nylon Tubeless
$14.95
8,25x14 Winter White Nylon Tubeless
$14.35
9,00x15 Win. Nar. White Nylon Tubeless,2nd SI5.67
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PI-US TAX - NO TRADE N ECESSARY
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YEAR ROUND I USED TIRES
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B/ii f' ain
Hunters—look for iyour
size—some
, i .
,
only, a
oiu' of a-kmd« , some sizes ihlackwalls
ti'\v with discontinued tread designs, etc.
Priced for Fast Clearance! Come early so
yo u won 't be disappointed !
6 .50x13 Rag- tread,
<T4A 7A
^AV.J^
black , 2nd
6,50x!4 R... rr-d.
narrow whit. , 2nd
6 50x14 R.g. trtad,
black, tob.1.,,, 2nd
6.70x15 Rtg . frMd,
black 2nd
7.00x14 R.B . 1r#«d,
black, Jub.l.j i

7,50 K 14 R.B. treftd,

narrow white , tubeletl

4 J QIT
J
^JLJ,.3J
C4A QC
1>10.W
(41 QC
J)ll»*lJ
C11 QC
^>ll«i7J

^1
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7.00x13 R.n. tr..d,
lQ
^Ifi
flQalJ
narrow white, hib.l.n, 2nd
PLUS TAX & R ECAPPABLE TIRE
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Every

C-FC Wins, Looks
To Augusta Match

NEW BRUNSWICK , N, J.
(AP ) — Seven players and a
coach are the newest members
of Ihe National Football Hall of
i
Fame .
The new Hall of Famers, I
, Wis . - Aftwhose selection was announced |! COCHRANK-FC
turning the Wojchik brothers
I
er
Monday hy Chet Lalloche , pres- loose for three victories and
ident of Ihe National Football j gobbling up 20 points by forFoundation , are .lark Cannon , [; feit for a 41-8 victory over
Mot re Dame guard l !»27-2fl; Blair here Monday, Jerry FrelIMerlc ('.illicit , Toledo and Ho mnrk'.s CFC wrestling loam
l!i:>5 2fl; prepares for a 7:110 p.m. inb.u t
qunrterbnek ,
Thomas ,1. Hamilton , Navy j|I vasion by Augusta Wednesday
liark. l!)2:i-: >r>; Dr. George i night.
<Tank ) McLaren , Pittsburgh i! Bill Wojchik scored n declI' slon and twins Ron nnd Roger
fullback , 1MI5-I7.
Also , Kric ( The lied ) Tipton , Hot pins ns the l'iratos copped
lliikf back , ItMi-HKIll ; James , their fifth win aga inst two
(Froggy ) Williams , Rice end , losses.
I!I1! )-5I; l)i . Jerome (Bi nd ) Hol - 101—Qary K«iud»on (CI won hy for
fait( 111— Grog Krumholi (CI won by
land , Cornell end , l!i:>6-:ill : and lorlill , uo-D«n Krumm (CI
won by
i
torlall j U7-J<m •agnfawim (CI dec
|
coach
at
North
Carl Snavoly,
I Dan aorreion <»> 4 0 , in- am Walchlk
Carolina , Bucknell and Cornel l (CI altc. Rich Termajion (Ml i l l IIIJ 92fi-52.
| Kan Welch* (O pinned Jrromt Han¦
t aan (B) 4il7f I4S—Racjir Wo|thlk (C)
llanion (B) 4 : ) H
111 plnnad Tom
In 456 races at VonUers , N.Y., ' St.vt
Klltlnon (I) dac, Frarf Nellr.l
K MTway List year , driver Del (CI « 1 . Ill- 001 Brandat IC) wan hy
II; 110—Qary
Lague
(Bl
pinned
Insko scored 70 victories . He lo.lt
Mick Flury (C) HM; Urllmllad-loa
wan second 52 times and third Bauraa (CI p>|nn«rl tab Oratnwall (•)
I: SI.
on 6U occasions.
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Kenyon over Cannon Falls by 12; Stewart.

Mabel Holding
Darfball Lead

f Hwl
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FEBRUARY BARGAIN PRICES!!!
WHILE STOCKS LAST!!!

ville ovcr Kasson-Mantorville by 7;
Spring
Grove over Houston bv 1 < Peterson over
Mabel by 5; Cakdonia over Canton by 4;
Lima Sacred Heart over Hokah St . Peter by
8; 0naiaslca
by 5; Luther over Rollingstone Holy

Blanchard.
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FELLAS. DON'T LEAVE that loose change at home when
you take off for your team shift during the men's city bowling
tournament.
During the team shifts of the city tournament a collection
wi ll be made for the Veterans Victory League . The donations
are used by the American Bowling Congress to devise special
devices for crippled veterans to use in the kegling sport.
The local committee for the collection is made up of "Westgate directors on the WBA—Fran Hengel , Bill Silsbee and Bill
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THE SWA M FELL SHORT of spectacular last weekend,
winding up with 32
to make inhis total 384 of 517 for .749.
He ofhit42the
skids the handicap department,
x^v
scoring
only
XfS&A of 517 toT 20 of 42 to make the total 318
(?^
~V \
^^L JLl£ I
( y ^S ^m \ A
V ^Zm) j /J
__\C/
^^^
by 3Waseca over
K-^MMafl Trinity
Red Wing over West St. PaulOwatonna
by 6;
g^Wabasha
over Pepin by 13; Randolph over Lakeville
by 2; Fall Creek over Fairchild by 4; Eleva-Strum over Arcadia by 13; Gale-Ettrick over Durand by 3; LeRoy over
Spring Valley by 5; Alma Center over Neillsville by 2

In a chess tournament played
Saturday at Winona State, Min- 1
W i n o n a State's wrestling \ neapolis freshman Al Sheldon ]
team, unbeaten but tied once ! took the championship with five Cotter High School's Freak
man basketball team suffered
in eight outings, travels to Wa- ;
j its first defeat after four vfc
verly , Iowa , to meet Wartburg j wins and no losses.
in a match tonight. Coach Bob ; Bill Stockton was second with tories at the hands of tbe W*
Gunner expects a tough time. 3-2 and a 45-point total while ! basha St. Felix Freshmen Mon«
"They are supposed to have Cezar was third with a S-2 rec-l day.
their best team in. quite ord and 57 points. A total of nine ' The Little Yellowjackets used
a fourth-period rally to nip Cotawhile," he said. "They beat ; players competed.
ter 39-37. The Ramblers had led
us last year . We expect a rough
¦
8-6, 22-13 and 32-22 at the quar*
|
time."
ter turns only to be outscored
Once again the Warriors will i
17-5 in the final period,
be forced to give up five points i Back Goes Bailey,
Pete Noll, who finished with
at the 123-pound division be- 13, scored seven points in tha
cause of Larry Marchionda's j Braves Get O'Dell
final quarter for the winners.
fractured hand.
There will be one change in By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Jim MeDonough got 11 for the
the lineup as Larry Wedemeier, The Milwaukee Braves have game. For Cotter, Jack LipinsH
unbeaten in seven matches, moved again — this time toj\ was the big gun with 19 points.
Cotter Freih (H) $f. Felix Froatfi tit)
drops to 191 to make room for strengthen their bullpen.
fg ft pi tp MaNallan l i l t
'
John Zwolinski at heavyweight.
S.ihler
5 8 1 4 wallericti 1 . 1 ?
Completing
their
first
trade ; rhemp»«n a o » • Schu'elwir 0 a 1 J
It will be Zwolinski's first var7 0 1 4 Noll
4 1 1 11
since the end of the 1964 base- Or'iVI
sity match.
Olttrlcrt
2 1 J 1
Sclm'der 4 1 3 *
ball
season,
the
Braves
went
: Lipimkl 1 3 11* McOo'sh _5 _1 _111
Steve Baird will go at 130,
—
Cappa
0 0 0 0
Perry King at 137, Merle Sover- back to dealing with San Fran- : MtAn'
ws t t 1 »
Tolali
14 7 *»
eign at 147, Leo Simon at 157, Cisco Monday and shipped : Bjjjanz ( 1 1 1
Dan Scrabeck at 167 and Tom catcher Ed Bailey back to the Totals It S1J 37
Caron at 177. King is undefeated Giants in exchange for left- COTTE R FROSH
I H « S-W
ST. FELIX FBOSH . . . »
J
handed pitcher Billy 0'Dell.
in six matches.
* lT-lf
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BILL HARGESHEIMER, the retired veteran referee and
junior high coach , sends a note complimenting Bill Allaire on
St. Stan's two championships in the Catholic junior high
league .
"He does a tremendous job in coaching these kids," he
writes. "Not only this year, but in previous years. He has
the makings of a fine coach.
"He's a gentleman both on and off the court and teaches
sportsmanship and fair play. Both are important. "
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Al Tbiele, Steve Belisle, Fred Brust, Herb
Hurlburt and Robert Nelson Sr. The team's
BUb's sponsors in the city were guests of
the brewery at the bowler-ama at Westgate
Bowl Saturday. (See Let's Talk Sports.)
(Daily News Sports Photo)

WINONA DAILY NEWS
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one inspected by our tire experta. Real bargains for eooond car
and sparaa.
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1 WINTER TREADS
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NELSON TIRE SERV ICE
Branches in Minneapolis , Minn.; tSA *di$en, Wis.; Springfie ld, ;
.
I
Fourth & Johnson

Chicago, II.,

and Oakland, Calif.
Phone 2306

Marge Moravec
Cracks 593 Set

Marge Moravec has done it
again — or rather she hasn 't
done it again.
Miss Moravec , who has been
making personal shambles of
the women 's series department
this season , tied herself for third
Mond ay night , but missed the
coveted national honor count
Winona keglers have been shooting at with little success.

THE WINONA STATE College
physical education instructor ,
who owns second place with a
595 hit for Winona Insurance in
the Hal-Rod Powder P u f f
League Sept. 17, belted 593 in
t n e westgate
P i n Topplers
circuit Monday
night.
She waxed the -.
series for Wat- '
kins Mary King
on games of 197,
183 and 213 to
tie with herself
p l u s Irlen e
Trimmer a n d
Shirley Squires.
Helen NelsonMarge Mora vec
has the only 600 on record with
a 6L7 hit in the 600 Club tournament Nov. 22.
The gals in the league went
on a point spree Monday night.
Betty Englerth labeled 223—551
for Main Tavern , Lakeside Cities Service belted 953 and the
Mary King team 2,693.
ELSIE DORSCH fired 201—
564, Olga Stever 550, Leona Lubinski 548 with an all-spare
185 game, Irene Trimmer 554,
Yvonne Carpenter 531, Vivian
H. Brown 530, Delores Wicka

528, Esther Pozanc 521. Eleanore Stahl 201—517, Helen Englerth 513, Orlane Kittle 502 and
Betty Schoonover 500.
The top men 's count of the
evening came from the HalRod
City League where John Drazkowski spilled 249 on his way
to 627 for Oasis. KWNO Radio
smashed 1,032—2, 805. Ray Beeman ti pped 621 and errorless series of 541 and 538 came from
Wally Dubbs and John Grams.
The Community League at
Westgate found Bob Schossow
rattling 232—589 for Schmidt' s
while Rich Mohan , subbing for
Miller High Life , came up with
233—615. Bub' s Pilsen totaled
978 and Sunbeam Bread 2,847.
WESTGATE BOWL: LadiesPeggy Jacobson ' s 195 and Esther Kelm 's 508 paced Grulkowski Beauty Shop to 909-2,574.
Alley Gaters — Ruth Buerck 's
199 led Williams Hotel to 2,522.
Gerry McLaughlin of Fenske's
and Sue Plait of Cur ley 's each
had 488s. Jeanette 's Beauty Salon slid 886.
HAL-ROD LANES: Park-Rec
Jr. Girls — Debbie Kaehler and
Mary Leaf led All-Stars to 743
with 156 and 290. Beatles socked 1.404.
VFW — Dean Sanden rattled
216 for Abrams Furnace Co. and
Norb Thrune 581 for Jones &
Kroeger. Bernie's DX counted
1,012 and Winona Milk Co. 2,744 .
WINONA AC: Monday — Al
Felta' 213 paced Schlitz Beer to
985—2,879. Jim Jumbeck totaled
578 for Polly Meadow and Rich
Chuchna 571 errorless.
Go Getters — Ceil Bell rattled 167—434 for Graham — McGuire. Orvilla Cisewski' s 434
paced E.B. 's Corner to 2,478
and Circle G Ranch came up
with 882.
BED MEN S CLUB : Mondaynite — Steve Belisle shoved Bub's to 965—2,651 with his
214. Kenneth Jandt totaled 491.

Council OKs
New Plan on
Vets Center

Michigan's Wolverines forged
Into first place ahead of UCLA
in The Associated Press' major-college basketball poll today
while Davidson, Duke, Indiana
and Vanderbilt gained ground.
The Wolverines climbed to
No. 1 after beating Michigan
State 103-98 in overtime and
Purdue 98-81 for a 13-2 record.
UCLA dropped its second game
of the season , 87-82 to Iowa.

Michigan collected 21 firstplace votes and 373 points in the
balloting by a special panel of
40 regional experts . UCLA
polled nine votes for the top position and 314 points , the latter
on a basis of 10 for a first-place
vote, 9 for second etc.
UCLA , which rebounded from
its Iowa setback to beat Chicago
Loyola , has a 14-2 mark. The
voting was based on games
through Saturday, Jan. 30.
St . Joseph's, Pa., 17-1 . held
third place although it collected
three first-place voles to seven
for unbeaten Providence which
remained in fourth spot.
Duke and Indiana moved up
although neither played last
week. The Blue Devils climbed
Irom 10th to sixth and the Hoosiers from ninth to seventh.
Duke has a 10-2 record and Indiana is at 12-2.
Vanderbilt, unranked a week
ago, soared to ninth place. The
Commodores lead the Southeastern Conference with fi-0 and
are 14-2 over-all.
The Top Ten , wilh first-p lace
votes in parentheses , and total
points:
I
I.
3.
4.
5.
a.
7.
6.
t.
10.

Michlnan 111)
UCLA (9)
St Joseph'!, Pa. (J)
Provldrnce (7)
Davidson
Dukf
Indiana
Wichita
Vanderbilt
San Franclico

373
3H
79S
37?
209
ni
113
91
91
5t

GERALD LORGE , B e a r
Creek , and Edgar Becker , Appleton , represented Arsansaw
district in the appeal. The case
was argued before the Supreme
Court at Madison .Ian. 6. Propert y owners in the district involved were represented by Fugina , Kostner & Ward , Arcadia
and Osseo.
Members «( the school board
attended the hearing, including
Arthur Drier , Ernest Erickson ,
Paul Barber , LeRoy Krawelski
and Warren Patnode.
Lands of Ronald Hartung,
.lames Brunner , Robert Laschinger , Clarence licit , Ralph
Schlosser and others were involved in the original petition
to leave Arkansa w district and
join Durand
Equalized value of the 17
properties involved is some
$400 ,000 or $500,000. Equalized
value of tlx v Arkansaw district ,
officially known as the Town
of Wateivilli * district , is more
than $4 million.
Arkansaw High School was a
union free high school until it

Sports Scores
NBA

MONDAY'S R E S U L T S
No game- scheduled
"TODAY 'S GAMES
St.
Louis vs.
Philadelphia al Nw
York.
San Francisco at New Yoik
Let Anyelft vi. Delroil .1 Cleveland

Mil.

MONDAY'S RE'. U L I S
No garnet scheduled
TODAY'S G A M E S
No games scheduled.

¦

STOCK SIMMS
ST. PAUL M'
Stockholders
of the Minni'M>t ;i Twins Amen
can League hnscliall rlub voted
Monday to split the more than
JB .OUfl shares of slock on ;i 2 lor
1 basis .
They «ilso approved a $5 per
share dividend.

' became a common school district in September ltlli:!. Kf forts
have been made since that lime
lo dissolve Ihe district but with
! out success.
Till' : DISTRICT based its ap

, peal on one point : That the
I clerk of the Town of Kan Calle
I hadn ' t been notified of the
j school committee hearing KM
( petition lo detach from Arkan 1 saw and a t t a c h to Durand
Last fall some members of
the Durand district petitioned
for a referendum on whether
or not the joint school commit
Ice order should stand. The petition for referendum was denied by ,1 udge Va inum on the
grounds he already had made n
decision on it in court .

make
agreements fixing percentages of
such service costs between
counties and cities. The legislation would apply to counties
containing cities of the second
I
class.
Other business:
• Aldermen authorized a
payment of $1,500 to the State
College Board toward costs of
a sanitary sewer beneath the
new Winona State College food
service building, according to
prior agreement.
• A letter commending the
council , city engineering, street
and water departments was
read. In it the Winon a Industrial Development Association
lauded the council for "listening with intelligence and interest and rendering fair and just
decisions" in industry expansion questions. It was signed
by Kenneth A. McQueen , president of WIDA.
• An ordinance banning parking on the east side of Huff
Street between Sanborn and
Howard streets was adopted.
No objections were raised to
creation of the two-block clear
zone.
• Permission was granted
the Tops Club (Take Off
Pounds Sensibly) to use the
public health nursing offices as
a place for weekly meetings,
subject to discretion of Mrs.
Mary Crane , nursing supervisor.
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Meet Gophers

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)—Northwestern, with an eye on the
future , hopes to puts its promising talent to work tonight and
drop Minnesota out of serious
Big Ten basketball contention.
The Gophers are 3-1 and are
favored to turn back the Wildcats , who have a 2-2 conference
record. A victory could put Minnesot a in a second place tie with
Iowa behind top-ranked Michigan.
But it could be a tough one
for the Gophers , as Northwestern has been improving respectably under its young coach , 30year-old Larry Glass .
"We 're getting belter ," he
said in reference to a couple
of close victories ove r Michigan
State.
Glass plans to start three
sophomores: Jim Burns , Ron
Kozlicki
and
Walt
Tiberi.
Rounding out the first team are
Jim Pitts and Don Jackson.
With a building job that includes six sophomores , Glass
figured the early Big Ten season this way:
"With four of our first six 15iR
Ten games on the road , 1 tolci
Ihe boys before the race began
we would be title contenders if
we could win four of (hem; we 'd
still be in the league if we broke."
even , and we 'd he scrambling
with anything worse-. "

Mayor Among
Opponents of
Tax on Boats
By GEORGE McCORMICK
Daily News Staff Writer

The question of whether to
reinstate the household goods
tax here brought another crowd
to the Winona County Board
of Commissioners meeting Monday.
About 35 persons — all but a
few opponents of the tax —
were in the board' s meeting
room earl y Monday afternoon .
LAST MONTH, about 30
members of the Winona County
Township Officers Association
came to the board 's meeting
to ask that .
the tax be rek f '.X.
instated . AcV*ll y
tion on the
request w a s rn„nr :|
delayed then |V.OUnCH
in order to
give opponents of the move an
opportunity to be heard.
That opportunity came Monday, and foes of the tax took
advantage of it. The board had
taken no action by this noon ,
however .
Mayor R. K. Ellings, acting
as an informal spokesman for
the group , sounded a theme
that was to become dominant
in the resulting discussion:
Boatowners spend money here,
thus helping the city's economy ;
they should not be penalized
by a tax on household goods.
During last month' s discussion of the tax , the township
officers made clear that while
they were asking for reinstatement of the tax on all household goods , their principal target was the boatowner. Boats
have been placed in Class II
of personal property — household goods — since the tax was
abandoned in Winon a County in
1960.
contended
that
ELLINGS
boatowners from many surkeep
communities
rounding
their boats here, thus contributing to Winona 's economy. He
noted that Whittaker Marine &
Manufacturing, which makes
boats and operates a boat harbor , pays $7,500 a year in property taxes and employs 51
persons throughout the year.
"We have the Mississippi; we
should use it , and it does have
a certain bearing on our economy," the mayor asserted .
Donald O'Deu , Winona city
assessor , was one of those to
point out another principal objection to the tax . It is unfair ,
he contended , and is difficult to
assess .
HAHOI I) BHII.SATH. City
Council president , read a prepared statement in which he
contended that in 1959, the
household goods tax netted $47 ,lit>7 , or 1 .75 percent of all property taxes collected.
A total of 7,000 .'lousehold as 1"
sessments were made that year ,
he said , and 1,500 of these households paid nothing. To do this
work , the city bad to employ
four vxlra persons for Vn
months .
"If this were to be done ngnin ,
it would be absolutely necessary
lo call on every household and
list all personal property with
date of acquisition and cost , "
the councilman said.
"It would be a tremendous
undertaking, " he d e c l a r e d.
"Think of the tremendous cost
to the city. "

Assistant <,(>) )lii r Coach Dan
Spika regards I hi- Wildcats '
Hums as the best sophomore in
tl. Hig Ten. lie leads the team
with a lH .fi scoring average.
I' aul I' restluis is expected t o
sec quite a bit of acti on for the
Gophers , who 'll start Lou Hudson , Don Yates , Archie Clark ,
Mel Korthway and Dennis Dvoracck
The game starts at (I p.m. A
high school pi eliminu ry at fi.lfi
p.m . mulches licinidji and Stillwater.
¦
IMH.I.INS , l'l.KIS, SIGN
ST. I'AUL <A°i
Third baseman H ich Kolliii "- . and relief
pitcher Bill Pleis have rcluriiH
si gned contracts J'or th e 1!M>!>
ALVIN (' . BKHG. proprietor
baseball .seasons, the Minnesota of B & B Klectric Co. , said that
Twins announced Monday.
n household goods tax is levied

MARK TRAIL
_ ^C

]

b o d i e s to | council

¦

ARKANSAW, Wis. — The
Wisconsin Supreme Court today
affirmed an appeal by the Arkansaw school district from a
decision by the joint Buffalo,
Dunn and Pepin County school
committees detaching 17 farms
and other properties in Big and
Little Arkansaw valleys and
placing them in the Durand Unified District.
Previously the school committee decision of Oct. 29, 1962, was
carried by Arkansaw district to
Dunn County Circuit Court.
Judge Robert Varnum there upheld the committee's order.

DENNIS THE MENACE

A resolution asking the Legislature to increase authorized
city and county shares of veterans service expenses w a s
passed Monday night by the
City Council.
The council asked that the
city 's share be raised from
$4 ,000 maximum to $5,000 and
that the county contribution be
increased from $8,000 to $10,000.
Also recommended by the
» _.
council was a
ClTV
p r o vision to
allow the two /" _ , , _ . *|

Michigan Is
No. I College
Quintet Again Decision in !
Arkansaw Land Wildcats Eye
Case Affirmed i Future, Will
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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mainly on appliances because
they cannot be hidden , as can
many other valuable personal
possessions.
Berg said, too, that he represented the Minnesota City Boat
Club, and that its 360 members
unanimously oppose reinstatement of the tax here. He noted
that about 75 percent of the
club's members live in rural
areas.
Fayette 0. Ehle, representing
the Coast Guard Auxiliary, said
a personal property tax on boats
"will cause a lot of hard feelings." A lot of persons who keep
their boats here would move
them to harbors elsewhere, he
said.
He pointed out that a boat
owner already pays a license
fee for his boat, as does the
owner of a motor vehicle.
DONALD STONE, manager of
the Winona Chamber of Commerce, said that his group's
governmental affairs committee
had not yet discussed the question of reinstating the tax, but
that it had opposed the levy in
1959, when its discontinuation
at county option was authorized
by the Legislature.
Reinstatement of the tax on
household goods, Stone contended, would be a move away from
tax reform.
W. E . Morse, executive director of the "Winona Industrial Development
Association , also
spoke of the need for tax reform , and he, too , contended
that reinstatement of the household goods tax here would not
be a step toward it .
Morse said that the New Holland Machine Co., a division of
Sperry-Rand , decided against
locating a plant here because of
Minnesota 's tax climate. Bringing back the household goods
tax , he declared, would keep
others out and , possibly, drive
away firms and individuals already here.
HOWARD W. Clark , 519 Chestnut St., said he had ta lked with
seven boatowners from Rochester and one from Eau Claire,
all of whom now keep their
boats here. Were the household
goods Lax reinstated here, Clark
maintained , these boatowners
would move their crafts to
Wabasha — even though Wabasha County levies the tax — because it would be closer to their
homes.
Letters and resolutions irom
two cities , two villages , an organization and a taxpayer were
read and placed on file. All opposed the reinstatment of the
tax .
The communications c a m e
from Winona , St. Charles , Minnesota City. Rollingstone, the
Winon-a Civic Association and
Mr. and Mrs. R. W . Thaldorf ,
Winona Rt , 1,
T1IF ONLY person to speak
in fnvor of the tax was Gerald
Simon , last year 's president of
the town ship officers group. He
contended that Ihe household
goods tax is not Ihe state 's only
unfair tax .
He rjue.stioiiefj further , "Does
the city of Winona Ret more income from the boat: clubs or
from the rural people? "
Ellings , in reply, said he could
not make any comparison , and
that all money spent here is
needed and welcome.
The board told those assembled at the meeting that it would
reach a decision before tlie end
of this month ' s meeting.

Indians Kee p
Unbeaten Loop
Streak Alive

By THK ASSOCIATED I'ltKSS
La Crosse continued unbeaten in the Stnte University Conference race , Stout strengthened its hold on second place nnd
the University of WisconsinMilwaukee bowed again on the
road Monday night in Wisconsin basketball action.
At La Crosse, the Indians
bounced back from two nonlenjjur defeats Inst week to
boost their WSUC record to 9-0
by edging River Falls (14-110 on a
late fliirgo led hy Terry Schmidt.
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Stock Prices
Ease, Trade
More Moderate

NEW YORK (AP) — Stock
market prices eased as trading
was moderate early this afternoon .
The decline was irregular,
¦with a minority of favored issues rising from fractions to
about a point.
After s e v e n straight daily
gains by the Dow Jones industrial average, Wall Street analysts saw stocks as heading for
a period of rest and "correction."

There was no particular eagerness to unload.
General Motors sank as much
as 1% as traders expressed disappointment that directors Monday proposed no stock split, although they did raise the dividend. The stock declined to 100,
then recovered partially to show
a net loss of about a point,
Rails, electrical equipments,
tobaccos , coppers and utilities
were mostly lower. An irregular
pattern prevailed among most
stock groups.
The Associated Press average
of 60. stocks at noon was off .4
at 336.7 with industrials off .5,
rails off .3 and utilities off .2.
The Dow Jones industrial
average at noon was down 1.15
at 902.53.
Other auto stocks did very little. Ford eased. Chrysler lost a
PRODUCE
fraction. American Motors and
CHICAGO (AP) — (USDA) — Studebaker were unchanged .
Steels were unchanged to a
Live poultry : wholesale buying
prices unchanged to 1 higher ; shade higher .
roasters 23-26; special fed white
¦ Amon g wider-moving issues,
rock fryers 19-20.
Xerox fell 2 and IBM (ex dividCHICAGO TAP) - Chicago ; end) 1. Losses of around a point
Mercantile Exchange — Butter ] were taken by Du Pont and Insteady ; wholesale buying prices ternational Harvester.
Johns-Manville, up fractionalunchanged ; 93 score AA 57% ;
92 A 57%; 90 B 56; 89 C 55; ly, continued in demand.
cars 90 B 56% ; 89 C 56.
Corporate bonds were mixed .
Eggs steady ; wholesale buy- U.S. government bonds edged
ing prices unchanged ; 70 per j upward .
cent or better grade A whites
28; mixed 28; mediums 24%;: WINONA MARKETS
standards 25%; dirties unquotSwift & Company
ed; checks 22.
Buylno hours ere from t a.m to 4
NEW YORK (AP) - (USDA.)
— Butter offerings ample, demand irregular, prices unchanged.
Cheese s t e a d y , prices unchanged.
Wholesale egg offerings light
on large brown, adequate on
balance; demand fair.
(Wholesale s e l l i n g prices
based on exchange and other
volume sales. )
New York spot quotations follow : mixed colors: standards
28-29%; checks 21 %-23.
Whites: extra fancy heavy
weight (47 lbs rnin) 31%33;
fancy medium (41 lbs average)
26^-27%; fancy hea vy weight
(47 lbs min) 30%-32; medium < 40
lbs average ) 25-26; smalls (36
lbs average) 24%-25 ; peewees
(31 lbs average) 19%-20%.
Browns: extra fancy heavy
weight (47 lbs min) 34',z-36;
fancy medium (41 lbs average)
27%-2S%; fancy heavy weight ,
(47 lbs min ) 32-33%; smalls Ci6
lbs average) 25%-26 ; peewees
(31 lbs average) 19%-20%.

.
D.m. Monday through Friday.
There will be no call market! during
the winter months on Fridays.
These quotations apply at to noon
today.
All livestock arriving after closing time
will be properly cared 'or, weighed and
priced the following morning.
HOGS
Top butchers (190-530) . . . .
15;95-U.35
Top sows.
13.60-W.OO
CATTLE
The cattle market: All classes steady.

High choice

2J75

Top beet cows
13.25
Canners and cutlers
IMMown
VEAL
The veal market is steady.
Top cnoica
2J.0O
Good end choice
. . lO.OO-IO.OO
Commercial and boners ..
10.00

Froedtert Malt Corporation

Hours: 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.; closed Satur
days. Submit sample before loading.
INew crop barley)
No. I barley
I
l'.ll
No. ? barley
1.05
No. 3 barley
95
No. i barley
M

The last time a Big Eight
team appeared in the Cotton
Bowl (1946 ) , Missouri gained
40fi yards rushing but lost to
Texas, 40-27.

Winona Egg Market

These quotations apply as of
10:30 a.m. today
Grade A (iumbo)
.
}«
Grade A I large)
21
Grade A (medium)
._ . .17
Grade B
17
.11
Grad* C

Bay State Milling Company

No.
No.
No.
No.
No
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1
2
3
a
1
2
3
4
1
2

northern spring wheat ..
1.71
northern spring wheat , .. 1.70
northern spring wheat
. 1.6S
northern spring wheat ... l.ol
hard winter wheat
1.6!
hard winter wheat
1.60
hard winter wheat
1..M
hard winter wheal
1.5?
rye
1.16
rye
.
1.14

LIVESTOCK
Nm.vW0 I* - USDA - Hogs S.3Wj
butchers and sows 35 to SO higher; 1-3
!?ff-2!5 Ib. burchers 17.75-ll.35; mixed
1-3 190-330 lbs. 17.35-17.75; 3-3 "350-370
lbs. li.50-17.O0; 1-3 400-500 Ib. sows U.7514,75; 2-3 5O0-450 lbs. 13J5-14.00.
Cattlt 2,000; slaughter steers sleaxiy;
choice 1,000-1,300 Ib. slaughter stMrs
23.50-34.35; good 31.00-33.75; several loads
choice 85O-1.0O0 Ib. sleuohrer heifers
22.75-33.25; utility and commercial cows
12.50-14.25; cutter to commerclBl bull]
14.00-1B.50.
Sheep 800; wooled slaughter lambs
steady; few lots choice and prime 85-103
fb. wooled slaughter la mbs 24.00-24.50/
cull to good wooled slaughter ewes 5.507.00.
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. I* — USOA
— Cattle 5,500; calves 1,700; slaughter
steers and heifers only moderately active, mostly steady; cows fully steady;
am) slaughter calves
veelerj
bulls,
steady; feeders scarce; 1,0)0-1,340 Ib,
slaughter steers In upper half of choice
grade 23.50; most choice 950-1,250 lbs.
22.75-23.25; mixed good and choice 32.5032.75; high choice 983 Ib. heifers 22.75;
most choice 850-1,050 las. 22.00-22.50;
mixed good and choice 21 .50-22.00; good
18.50-21.25; utility and commercial cows
13.00 to 14.00; largely 13.50 up; utility
end commercial bulls 18.50 to 17.50;
choice vealers 30.00-35.00; good 24.0029.00; choice slaughter calves 18.0021,00; good 14.00-17.00; standard and good
«O0-«C0 Ib. feeder steers 14.50-17.50; good
750 Ib. ste«rs 18.50.
Hogs 7,500; active; barrows and gilts
25 to mostly 50 higher; sows strong to
25 higher; all other classes fully steady;
1-2 190-230 Ib. barrows and gilts 17.2517.50; mixed 1-3 190-240 lbs. li.75-17.25l
240-2oD lbs . 16.50-17.00; medium 1-2 160180 lbs. 15.25-16.50; 18O190 lbs. 16.35.
17:25; 1-3 270-300 Ib. sows 14.00-14.50;
300-400 lbs. 13.50-14.35; choice 120-160
Ib. feeder pigs 14.0O-14J0.
Sheep 3,300; all classes active; wooled
slaughter lambs strong to 25 hlgheri
shorn kinds and other classes steady;
choice and prime 80-114 Ib. wooled
slaughter lambs 33.75-24.00; choice 131
lbs. 22.00-- good and choice 70-85 lbs.
23.00-23.50,- choice and prime 86 Ib.
shorn slaughter lambs with No. 1 pelts
23.50 ; utility and good slaughter ewes
7.00-8.00; choice and fancy 60-80 Ib.
feeder
lambs
23.50-24.25;
good
and
choice 50-60 lbs. 22.00-23.00.
U.

The New York Giants still had
three more home football games
when they were eliminated from
t h e 1964 Nati onal Football
League race.
(Pub. Date Tuesday, Feb. 2, 19<5)
NOTICE OF INCORPORATION
OF
PLAS TECH CORPORATION

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, Pursuant
to Chapter 301, Laws of Minnesota for
the year 1933, end laws amendatory
thereto, that a corporalion was Incorporated under the Minnesota Business Corporation Act with the name Plas-Tech
Corporation and that on the I5lh day of
January, 1965, a Certificate of Incorporation was duly Issued to saM corporalion.
The purposes, ob|ects and general nature of the business to be transacted
and the powers ol the corporation shall
be as follows:
To engage In any kind of business permitted by law. Including, but not limited
to, the following:
To make, manufacture, produce and sell plastic articles of
every kind and nature;
to buy, sell,
convey,
lease, pledge, mortgage, exchange, assign or otherwise acquire, hold
and dispose ot, handle end otherwise
deal In and wllh real and personal
property or any interest therein of whetever n»me, nature or. description, and
wherever the same may bt situated,
either within or wllhout the State of
Mlnnesola, and to exercise unllmltedty
all rights and powers Incident to the
acquisition, holding or disposition of such
interest; to lend money, credit or property to guarantee or assume Interests
In, or contracts or obligations of, and
otherwise aid or assist In any other
manner corporations, associations and
persons; to do all things necessary or
desirable to protect or enhance directly
or indirectly the value ot any Interest
owned by tha corporation or In which
It may have any beneficial Interest or
rights; to borrow money, credit or property, to make contracts to Incur obligation s and to secure the same by mortgage or pledge of all or part of Its assets or franchises; to act for others In
any capacity or manner; to participate
with others and to consolidate or merge
with other concerns in any business,
enterprise or transaction which the
company Is authorized to engage in, in
any m-anner and on any terms; and to
do any and all further acts consistent
with the purposes hereinbefore set forth,
as now or hereafter aulhor iied by law
for a corporation, II being Ihe Intention
thai fhe enumeration of specific powers
shall not operate to limit In any manner the general powers conferred upon
corporations by the laws of the Stale
of Minnesota.
The location and post otfice address
ot this corporation shall be 1012 West
Filth Street, Winona, Minnesota.
The name and post office address of
each of the Incorporators and first board
of directors Is:
Albert W. Eddy, Route 1, -Winona,
Minnesota;
Richard
H. Darby, 414
Dacota
Street, Winona, Minnesota.
t. A. Sawyer, 437 West Fifth 5lreet,
Winona, Minnesota;
all of whom are residents of the said
Countv of Winona, Stale ol Mlnnesola.
Dated this 28th day of Jan uary, 1965.
PLAS TECH CORPORATION!
Sawye-r 5, Darby,
207.21"; Exchange Bldg,,
Winona. Minnesota.
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When business calls, call NOR TH / V~^V
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Want Ads
Start Here
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FREE PICKUP end delivery when we
Instell a hew battiry ln your car.
FIRESTONE STORE, SOD W. 3rd.

Builn*** Strvicu

¦:

NOT IC1
Tttli niwstMptr will bt responsible
for only en* incorrect insertion of
an/ cMoWod advertisement pubHstiM In Hie Went Ad section. Check
your ed and cell 3331 H • corree.
tlon mult be mid*.
-

BE CHOOSY! Insist on experts to clean
your expensive carpeting. Insist on
WINONA RUG CLEANING SERVICE,
lie W. 3rd. Tel. 3132.

Plumbi ng, Reefing

21

FOR THAWING troim water pipes, Tel.
St. Charles ?32-3640. St, Cherles We IdIns & Machine.

BLIND ADS UNCALLED FORA-3, S, 1, •» 10.

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER

~

t

14

INCOME TAX RETURNS prepared by
qualified accountant, 201 w. Broad
way. Tat. MOM

*>

4

10 Horses, Cattle, Stock

For clogged sewers and drains
Tel. 950? or 6436
1 year guarantee

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

Card of Thanki
EROMANN We wish lo exprese our eincerest "Thank
You" lo Or. John Peterson, Dr. FlnKelnberg, Or. Curtis Johnson and Or.
Louis Wilson far the good care Kathy
received during her stay In the hospital.
W« ilso thank ill the nurses; the
friendJ who visited and sent cards.
Miss Kathy Erdmann,
Mr. & Mrs. Victor Erdmann
& Family
HOHAAEISrERWe wish to express our sincere thanks
to Rev. Merlin Wegener and the Brettlow Funeral Horns, our neighbors and
kindnesses
many fr iends for their
during the recent loss ot our husband
end Hitter.
Mrs. Fred Hohmelster & Family
KELLEY—
We desire ts convey to our many
friends nnd neighbors our most sincere
thanki for their kind sympathy and
for the oeautlful floral and memorial
tributes sent during the illness and
death of our beloved father. We espeRekstod for his
cially thank Rev.
comforting words, the pallbearers" and
all whose kindness made our bereavement easier to bear.
Hirriet J. & Merrltt W. Kelley
NICHOLS I wish fo express my sincere thanks for
the many cards and gifts I received
while I was a patient at Methodist Hospital, Mpls. I would also like to say
"thank YOU " to my relatives and friends
who visited me while-1 was at my parent's home.
Mrs. Boyd N ichols
SPALDING A sincere thank you to all who visited
me »f 1he hospital, lor Ihe cards, gifts
and flowers, to Rev. Koepsell. Rev .
Meratlckce,
Dr. Boardman and the
nurses, and ell who brought food at
heme.
Mrs. George Spnldlng

In Memoriam
IN LOVING MEMORY of our beloved
wile and mother, Mrs. Bert Gile.
Three years havo passed and gone.
Since one we loved so well
Was taken from our home on earth
Wllh J«sus Christ fo dwell.
The flowers we place upon her grave,
May wither and decay,
But the love for her who sleeps beneath
Shall never fade away.
Sadly missed by
Husband &, Children.

Lost and Found

4

LOST—black suede slipper. Reward. Reward. Tel. SI38.
HEREFORD COW—strayed to my farm.
Henry Lacher, Rt. 2. Winona.
BASSET HOUND—4 months old. brown,
black and while, while tip on tall, J
white front paws, red collar. Strayed
from t24 W. Howard . Reward. Tel. 612?.
LOST—since Jan. 23. medium sij e dog,
black with while on throa t , answers to
Lucky. Tel. Rollingstone «BM344.
REWARD to anyone knowing whereabouts of Hertford cow, strayed from
Nodlne, Lest seen In Pine Creek area.
Ross Papenfuss. Tel . Dakota 643-2841.

BEFORE A "Little Drip" becomes a
bis problem, let us tend to your plumbing needs.

Frank O'Laughlin

PLUMBING t, HEATING
Tel. 370S
207 E. 3rd.

Jerry's Plumbing

Tel. 939t

«7 E. 4th

Htlp Wanted—F«m«U
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YOU can bank on us for dependable
watch and clock repair. Rainbow Jewelry, next to Ihe new 1st Nat' l Bank .
ARE YOU A PROBLEM O RINKER? _
Man or woman your drinking creates
numerous problems. It you need and
wesnt help, contaci Alcoholics Annony
mous. Plonoer Oroup c/o General De
livery. Winona, Wnn.
ATTENTION EARLY R IS E R S
ITART the day right with a henrty breakfast at RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 126 E.
3rd. Open 24 hours a day, except Mon,
REMEMBER lasl summer when it was
100 plus,
And we ranted and raved and made
such s fuss?
VVe thought It was awful, ware ready
to call It nulls.
Well, the heat wave It broken, It's
shattered to bits .
WILLIAMS
Innkeeper,
Ray
Moyer,
HOTEL.
"~"
TRUSSES-ABDOMINAL BELTS
SACROII IAC SUPPORTS

GOLTZ PHARMACY
Tel.

2 74 E. 3rd

2347

GRAIN
MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) -Wheat
receipts Mon. 254; year ago 633 ;
trading basis unchanged; prices
% lower; Cash spring wheat
basis, No 1 dark northern 11 to
17 protein \.W, <*-\M%.
No 1 hard Montana winter
1.71M.-1.7Q ',k
Minn. • S.D. No 1 hard winter
1.70'/»-1.76Vii.
No 1 hnjrd amher durum ,
choice 1.73-1.75; discounts , nmb«r 3-5; durum 7-10.
Corn No 2 yellow 1.20H-1-22.
Oats No 2 white litMi-OG^; No
3 white 57V<-84'/4; No 2 heavy
white «5V<-68Ve ; No 3 heavy
white C3'/«-05%.
Barley, cars 154, year ago
284 ; Rood to choice 1.011-1.38 ; low
to Intermediat e 1.03-1.34 ; feed
barley 95-1.02.
Rye No 2 l.W-Ti-I.ZO^.
Flax No 1 3.17.

Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.Dili.

FRESH Holstein COW3 and hellers. H C.
Halema, Independence, Wis, Tel. 98J3331.

New from Beebe

KORTA-MAST
For Mastitis

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal

Health Center

ARE YOU LOOKING?
For a good paying part-time lob? Avon
oilers a marvelous opportunity. Write
Helen Scott. Box 761, Rochester, Minn.
PART TIME. Age 30-40. No exparlence necessary. Demonstrate Tuppervtart. world's besl known plastic
houseware, at home parties. Make
your own hours.
Fun, profitable.
Should have c«r. For Interview In
privacy of your own home, call your
nearest distributor.
M «. M SALES
1M S. Wabash, St. Paul
Tel. 227-J668
RAINBOW SALES
3206 Bloomlngten Ave., Mpls.
Tel . PA 1-3411

Htlp Wanted—Male
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MAN TO CALL on restaurants and Institutions, must have good meet background and references. Call or write C.
M. Hooley, Wholesale Meats, Stillwater,
Minn.

WINON A AREA

No travel necessary. Sales experience
desirable but not required. Company
will train right man. Liberal guarantee
and future income substantial. Send
resume to A-ll Daily News.

Train for PRINTING
-fo Hand Composition
Linecasting and Presswork
Write
GRAPHIC ARTS
Technical School
for Catalog

LEW ISTON
LIVESTOCK MARKET
Afternoon Sale

Thurs., Feb. 4
1:30 P .M.
On consignment :
10—1st and 2nd calf Holstein
heifers , springing.
8—3rd and 4th calf Holstein
heifers , springing and
fresh.
5—Holstein heifers , vaccinated, approx . 650 lbs,
6—Holstein heifers, vaccinated , approx. 800 lbs.
7—Black heifers , approx.
400 lbs.
0—Holstein steers , approx.
500 lbs.
Registered Hamp hoar.
A top market for good dairy
cows and heifers.
A top market for butcher
cows and veal.
DAILY HOG MARKET
Check With Ua
Before You Sell!
Last Week :
Springers sold up to $245.00.
Veal sold up to $33.25 cwt.
Holstein heifers $14 .00 cwt.
Holstein steers $14.50 cwt.
Bulls , $17.25 cwt.
Butcher cows sold up to
$13.25 cwt., generally from
$10.88 to $12.75.
^
Boars sold up to $10.25 cwt .
Small pigs, $8.00 per head .
Large pigs, $14 ,00 cwt .
Lnmbs, $22.50 cwt.

LESLIE GARRISON
& SON, INC.
Owners and Managers
Tel, Lewiston, 2667

•

44

*

ROWEKAMP'S Chicks, Ghostley Pearl 43,
While Rocks. Day old and started up
to 20 weeks. ROWEKAMP'S HATCH
ERY, Lewiston, Minn. Tel. 5761,

Wanted—Livestock

46

HOLSTEIN SPRINGING COWS and heifers wanted, also open and bred heifers. E. E. Gremeisbach. Inc., Lewiston,
Minn. Tel. 4161.
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A real sood auction market tor your
livestock . Dairy cattle on hand all
weeks, hogs bought every dev. Trucks
available Sale Thurs. Tel. 2667.

Farm Implements

48

USED CHAIN SAWS
'64 Wright saw, like new.
'63 Wright saw, A-l condition, U7.50.
Strunk chain saw with 20" bar, $25.
Us«d Simplicity snow blower, demo.
Used Homellfe 420 chain saw, 20"
bar, reconditioned. Perfect.
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
Tel. 5455
2nd & Johnson

TERRAMYCIN
ANIMAL FORMULA
Soluble Powder

Suggest
l
i

Ib

Price
Our Price

$375

S2.M

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health

Center

SPREADER APRONS
New Idea , John Deere,
Schultz, IHC, Kelly Byan,
and other models. Al! at
discount prices.

FEITEN IMPL. CO.

113 Washington

Tel. 4832

BUY
WITH CONFIDENCE
when you buy MINNESOTA
farm implements. See the
Minnesota Manure Spreaders on display, especially
the 110 single beater spreader. Coming soon, the new
160 single beater manure
spreader. Check today for
details.

:. A. KRAUSE CO
"BREEZY ACRES"

South on New Hwy 14-61

Frozen Silage
a Problem?

Leech Silo Unloader ,
5 years old.
Badger Silo Unloader ,

Catalog Desk Phones
Will Be Open

For Order-Taking.
Tel. 8-3695
For emergencies
Tel, 3393

59

LULLABfH CRIBS, full panel, adlustabte
spring, large casters, plastic teething
rails. Choice ol white or chestnut finish. «9.M BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE, 302 Mankato. Open evenings.

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel

63

SLAB WOOD—8' fo 10' lenshtjTdelivered,
$8.50 cord ; sawed length s to tit your
stove, S13 cord delivered. Tel. 9305.

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

64

BEDROOM
BARGAINS
at
BURKE'S
FURNITURE MART. Solid hardwood
triple dresser with tilling mirror, chest
and cannonball bed- Salem maple finish. JI30 at BURKE'S FURNITURE
MART , 3rd & Franklin.

Good Things to Eat

65

LAZY A BURBANK Russets 50 lbs. for
51.50; cooking and earlnq apples 51.50
per bu. WINONA POTATO MARKET,
11B Mkt.

Guns, Sporting Goods

66

BUY NOW
SAVE MONEY!
New prices on guns and ammunition have advanced.
While our present stock
lasts, we will sell at the
old prices .
NEUMANN'S
BARGAIN STORE
121 E. 2nd St.
Tel . 8-2133
Household Articles

IT'S terrific the way we 're selling Blue
Lustre for cleaning rugs and upholstery.
Rent electric shampooer, St. H. Choate
8, Co.

Musical Merchandise

70

We Service and Stock
Needles for All
RECORD PLAYERS

Hordt's Music Store
Hi E. 3rd St.

Refrigerator s

72

n^LVINATOR & GIBSON

-

REFRIGERATORS, all sizes In stock.
WINONA FIRE 5. POWER CO., 54 E.
2nd . Tel. 5045. (Across trom the new
parking lot.)

Typewriters

73

74

Tel. 2953
57

77

Wanted to Buy

81

HIGH CHAIR wanted. In good condition.
Tel, 9113 alter 5.
CHINA CLOSETS wllh curved glass, will
also u»o demaoed ones. Carniva l filnss
vases , bowls, olssses , oranjjo, green or
blue. Ray 's Tradlno Post, 214 E. 3rd .
Tail, «33.

SAVEI SAVEI SAVEI Hamilton electric
clolhes dryer. Regularly SU9.95, discount
price
S139.95.
SCHNEIDER
SALES,, 393? 4th St.. Goodview.

See Ua For Best Prices
¦crap Iron, Melal. Wool, Raw Fun
W & W IRON 8. METAL CO.
JOI W. 2nd St.
Tel. 3004

WRAP-ON HEAT TAPES and flber lnsulntlon thaws out Iroten pipes end prevents pipes from treeilno, This a hot
Item! BAMBBNEK'S, 9th 8. Mankato.

WrA. AMLLER SCRAP IRON 8. METAL
CO. pays highest prlco* for scrup
Iron, metals, hides, wool and raw fur.

IF YOU ARE oolno to gel married . , .
or are married already and need furniture to complete your homo, wo will
furnish the cash. For n lowcost, easy
to arrange personal loan sea tha friendly personnel In tho In-.tnllrnml Loan
Department of the MERCHANTS NATIONAL DANK OF WINONA.
WINTER A R T I C L E S wnnted buck must
be picked up hv ( oh. 15. hnrgnln
Center , JJ3 E. 3rd.

IDEAL FOR 2 worklrHl men. Partly furnished' Including stove, refrigerator end
sink combination. Write Central Apis.,
t« Huff. Tel. 5376 or 8-234C.

92

122 W. 2nd.

Closed Saturdays

Tel. 206?

HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
raw furs and wool I

Sam Weisman & Sons

450 W. 3rd

INCORPORATED

Garages for Rant
GARAOE FOR
Tel. 4717.

94

Farms, Land for Sale
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1. Select location
2. 148 ft. dairy barn
3. J3 stalls, stanchions & watsr cups,
new.
4. Jamesway pipeline milker complete, new.
5. Solar bulk tank Grade A milk
house, Chicago market.
6. Berg barn cleaner enclosed loading dock.
7. Paved barnyard.
8. (2) 50 ft. sitae, with unloader.
9. Large loafing shed
10. 40x80 Quonset machine shed.
11. Steel corn cribs
12. Several other good buildings.
13. An all modern fa rm house.
14. F.H.A. financing to a qualified
buyer.
15. May be purchased with or without
complete line of new and nearly
new machinery and 55 Hl-grade
Holstein cows plus young stock.
The owner must sell now
(Doctors Orders)

No asking price on this
farm , just one selling
price
$40,000
Machinery & cattle at inventory value —
approximately
$35,000

MIDWEST
REALTY CO.

Robert Brockus, Broker
Tel. Osseo 597-3659
Strum 695-3157
99

BY BUILDER. New 3-bedrooms, large
kitchen, built-in stove and oven, dining
area, ceramic Hie bath and shower,
gas forced air heat, attached 2-car garage, Tel. 9745 or 8-25W for appointment,

Tel . S847

4-door hardtop, V-8, radio, heater,
power steering, like new throughout.
A low mileage beauty that you will
like. Medium green. Practically new
tires.

$1395

NYSTROM'S
Chrysler - Plymouth
Open Friday Nights

HOME-OWNED 8-room bungalow, 3 bedrooms, hot water heating, 3car garage. By appointment. Tel. 5S22.
THREE OR FOUR bedroom home, by
owner, 3 baths, carpeted and drapes,
ceramic tile, double garage, screened
porch. Immediate occupancy. Tel. 4059.
HOMES FOR SALE: Ready to finish
homes save you thousands of US In
building costs. The home of your choice
Is erected with guaranteed materials
and construction labor. Prices from
$3355. No money down, financing available to qualified buyers. Visit or write
today for complete Information.
FAHNING HOMES —Watervllle , Minn.
E. 2 YEARS OLD. 3-bedroom. 1-floor
home. All hardwood flooring and trim.
Best of construction. G»s fired hot
water heat. Attached garage . West location In city. Main line bus on the
corner.
Ovwvr
transferred,
ABTS
AGENCY, INC., Realtors, 159 Walnut
St. Tel. 8-4365 day or night.
TWO-BEDROOM year around log house
nearly new, overlooking the Mississippi
near Brownsville, 200' frontnge , full
basement, large fireplace, unusually
nice for under $18,000.
THREE-BEDROOM unusually nice home
on the Mississippi near La Crosse,
wllh double garage and also a boat
oarage, firep lace, $22,000.
CORN FORTH REALTY
La Crescent, Minn.
Tel. 895 21M

Quality Homes

Brick home situated on beautifully
landscaped lot, 130x300' . Carpeted living and dining room, master bedroom
with fireplace , sitting room and full
bath, lamlly room end Irultwood panelled kitchen on first floor. Two large
bedrooms and bath upilalri.
-ft

Three-bedroom stone rambler In Lake
Pork area. Large carpeted living
room, ceramic bath wllh vanity, lovely kitchen, finished lower level wllh
fireplace In recreation room.
•> '':
i'r
ft
The unusual 15x26' living room of this
home features a fireplace on a mirrored wall nnd picture window looking
toward backyard patio. Dining room.
very
convenient
kitchen,
ceramic
bath. Additional finished room end
half balh In basement.
RESIDENCE PHONES:
E. J. Hartcrt . . . 3971
Mary Lauer . . . 4533
Jerry IJerlho . . . 823;/
Philip A. Bnumann . . . 9J40

*oi Main st

Lots for Sale

Tel. 2l4t
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CHOICE L A R G E building lots nn1 acre
age on blacktop hwy. In Ulult Siding,
country living and rnly S minutes from
Wlnnn». Wide price ranoi. John Mar
ROO/MS FOR
rAEN, with or wllhou l
solek. Tal. Fountain City 687 6341.
houscketpM privileges. Tel 4659 .

Wantod—Reel Eitate

Mobile Homas, Trailers 111
HOUSE TRAILER 8x33 ft., will flnenci
part. Gale Brlerly, Harmony, M'nn,

msns.

RENT OR SALE - Trailers and Campari. LEAHY'S, Buffalo City, Wli. Tel
Cochrane 243-2532.

Auction Sales
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER. City and state licensed
end bonded. 2S7 Liberty St. (Corner
E. Jth and LI6er«y) Tel . 4980.

CHEVROLET — I960 2-door, eVcyllnder
with standard transmission . 1-owner. AUCTION I I I Household, Livestock or
Here Is one lust like new. Only $895.
General. LYLE L. BOB0, Rl. 3, Houston, Winn. Tel. Hokah 894-7103. Licensed & Bonded.
165 E. 2nd
Tel. 8-1678 or 6B17

Don's Auto Sales

OUTSTANDING
BUY of the week!!!!
1959 CHEVROLET
4-door
Economy 6 cylinder, s t a n d a r d
transmission , radio, h e a t e r , tutone fitiish. SpotV less condition .

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Friday Evenings

Don's Auto Sales

Rooms for Housekeeping 87

BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL nnd enloy Ihe
comtort ol automatic personal care.
Keep full service - complete burner PRIVATE BEDROOM In large nwhIU
home, Kitchen. TV , lull privileges, lincore, fjuduet planned and goamnteed
ens provided. Want someone present
price. Order todoy from JOSWICK'S
when owner travels. Man, 30 or over,
EAIT END COAL & OIL CO ,. Wl E.
^el . t-4331,
•It). Tel 338>

Bel Air

D. IDEAL HOME for a couple. Modestly
priced at S6.50C. l floor. 2 bedrooms, FORD—196 1 Fairlane 500 4-door sedan, 6cyllnder , automatic transmission , Just
shower bath. Nice cupboards. Oil heat.
perfect In every way. 1-owner. Only
Full lot. Garage space for two cars
$895.
or workshop. Short walk to bus. Northeast location. ABTS AGENCY, INC.,
Realtors, 159 Walnut St . Tel. 8-4365, or
165 E. 2nd
Tel. 8-K78 or 6817
after hours: E. R. Clay 8-2737; Bill
Zlebell 4854; E. A. Abts 3184.

-ft

105 Johnson
Tel . 2396
Open Friday Night Until 9:00

Tel. 8-1578 or 6817

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

Everett j. Kohner
158 Walnut , rei. 8-3710, after hours mi

FEB. 4 — Thurs. 12:30 p.m. \Vi miles
Leroy 5tre»l, owner;
E. of Hesper
Carl L. Wennes, auctioneer; First Nat'l
Bank of Mabel, clerk.
FEB 4 — Thurs. 10 a.m. 620 State
La Crosse, Wis. Camtron Molnr
Auction; Schroeder 8, Kohner,
tloneers ; Community Loan fc Fin.
clerk.
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CASH In 7 days lor your home
II II meets our requirement* .
Tel, JJ4»
HOME B U Y E R S, INC.

90
IT'S NEW) IT'S MAOICI A <terK plastic Apartments, Flats
WILL P A Y HIOHLSJ CASH PRlCeJJ
TV set becomes a beautiful modern
POR YOUR C I T Y PROPERTY
blond wood with Old Masters Liquid VOliNOER BUILDINO- opposlte post otWood . PAINT DEPOT, 167 Center St.
flcn, Living room- dinette wllh pullman
and kitchen, halh. Ideal for bachelor
(Wlnone't. Only Reel Eetate Buyart
ICE SKATE Exchange , new and used.
or working girl . Tel. 3K4J.
Tel, i)M and 7093
P.O. Box ]4|
Skates sharpened.
KOLTEK
Bicycle
Shop, ]0] ManKeto. Tel. 5465.
THIRD E. WV-4 rooms end hath, modern, oil snnce heeler furnished . Tel.
Motorcycles, Bicycles
107
SPECIAL- wrInner washers, l»9. f5; autn
2H5 or Mii!.
matlc wishers, JI79 .95 . F K A N K LILLA
A SONS, HI E, III). Open evenings .
T I I R E C H O O f A APT ., nrnr downtown , I USED MOTORCYCLES-!* we don't hive
hettronm. Available Mar . I. IP! per
what you w«nt In our W/lnoiM Store, we
H-6 OUR S E I E C T I O N ol used retrlaera
month. Slovn, relrlgernlor , heat end air
will git II trom our E»u Clnlre or Le,
¦ors, TV sets and nnaes. B l> B
conditioning lurnlshed.
Inquire lJ lrit
Crosti shop, ROBe BROS. Motorcycle
iLiCTHIC. IU I. trtt.
Nej llonel Sank , Trust Dent.
Shoo, 57) £ . 4ih.

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

ROOM FOR
A LARGE FAMILY
IN THIS
1962 VOLKSWAGEN
MICROBUS
Sunliner top, 4-speed transmission , radio, heater and
auxiliary gas neater , whitewall tires, tu-tone red and
white, curb opening doors
and many other extras . The
price is right at only

$1500

WALZ

St.
Cc
auc
Cc.

FEB. 5—Frl., 1:30 p.m. S miles N. ol
Mondovi on "H" to "Albany J Road ,"
then I milo E. Dale Johnson, owner;
Johnson & Murray, auctioneers; Gat«
way Credit, Inc., clerk .

$895

Houses for Sale

¦ft

N«tC^CHEVR0lET<7<0.

Don's Auto Sales

I960 CHEVROLET

FEB . (-Sat.. 1:39 PUT,. IVt rflllaa N. «
RWgefend en Hm-jr. IS to "A." tttan
1 mile W. to lit road N-, let farm.
Phillip wirth. own**) Johnsen a% Murray, auctioneers Qereway Credit, lne*
clam.
FEB. t-Mon., 10:38 a.m. * mlMa S,
of tau Clalra en Hwy. ft ta "HH,"
then E. 3 mllei and W mile S. an all
weather read, la* Woodford, owneri
Johnien I Murray, auctioneers; Oataway Credit, Inc., clerk.

^oom

Tel.

CHEVROLET - 1960 4-door, 4-cyllnder
with Powergllde, radio, heater. 17,000
actual miles. Here Is a 1-owner and a
beauty. Only J895.
165 E. 2nd

FEB. •—Set. U:tt aj n. Jeft Autejten*Ice Auction, Wtbaaht Transfer BUr,
lne) St., WebeHie. Minn. JM Thihv
mann, ewnari Den Ttffa.iv, eucttanaari
Halt Realty, Inc., clerk.

A real nice car at a substantial savings . Hurry and
see this one.

FORD-19&3 Galaxie 500 4Kjoor , Crulsomatlc, radio, heater, snow tires, A-t
shape, low mileage. Gerald Beures, Rt.
2, Fountain City, (Bluff Siding).

RENT et 321 Main St.

FEB. e.-Set. 11 M«n. 1 mflM W. at
Mondovi, Wli. en Federil Hwy. 10,
Etxrf Alme Jr.. property; J«me» Helkfc
•uctlonMrj Northern Inv. Co., etarfc .

1959 Volkswagen
2-door

CHEVROLETS, J 1f5tl. 1 ttr»loht Itlck,
1 automatic; 1-1957 station wegon i i
1953, straight stick . Will take trade-ins.
Inquire Mankato Deep Reck. Tel. 975].

CORVAIR - l»40. Low mlleege.
Altura 7521 liter 6 p.m.

CARL FAIJH. JR.
AUCTIONEER. Bonded end Lteemed.
Rushford, Minn.
Ttt Ie*7t1l

STOP IN AND
SEE
THIS ONE

CHEVROLET-lfM Meer Sedan, evcyllndlr, automatic
transmission, power
steering, tinted windshield, front teat
covers, floor mat, 7,000 actual miles.
Perfect condition. $2200. Including 1965
license. Tel. Houston 694-1842 or 8963150.

Prompt Service
Real Estate Sales
& Loans
FRANK WEST AGENCY
75 175 Lafayetl*
Tel. 5i<0 or 4tO0

TYPEWRITERS
end adding machines
lor *ale or rent. Reasonable rates ,
free delivery. Set us for all your office supplies, desks, files or otllce
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel, 5222.

RAY SPELTZ
& SONS

EFFICIENCY APT., furnished, privete
bath, half block to bus. Tel. Ki5 attar
5.

Auction Sales

109

TIRED OF
SLIPPING
AND
SLIDING?

KING E. 247—Ideal ground floor apt., Used Cars
109
completely furnished, suitable for 1 or
2 people, private bath, private entrance.
Rent reasonable and heated. Inquire 267 PORD-l»eJ XL-5C0, A-1 condition. TeL
5307 between 5 and 5:30.
E. King.

THREE-BEDROOM home, newly redecorated, garage, centrally located, Tel.
8-1683.

FAMOUS ALADDIN blue tlame kerosene
hunters. No smoke, no smell, burns JS
hours on 1 gallon. Alto ranges, oas or
oh heaters . Service and parts. RANGE
OIL BURNER CO., W E. 5th St. Tel.
747V. Adolph MIctialowsM.

2 years old.
Badger Silo Unloade r ,
5 years old.
250 ft. Berg Barn Cleaner
Chain.
JA H .P . motor .
1 H.P . motor .
Surge Seamless Bucket.

91

IF YOU WANT to buy, sell or trade
be sure ro see Shank, HOMEMAKER'S
EXCHANGE, 557 E. 3rd.

67

Stoves, Furnaces. Parts

1 year old ,
Badger Silo Unloader ,

Articles for Sale

Until 4 p.m.

Used Cars

TRAILERS
Built . . . Repaired , . , Rebuilt
BERG'S, 3950 W. 4th,
Tel . 4933

310 ACRES

Thu rsday, Feb. 4

Baby Merchandise

FORP - l«j l,.tan F100 pickup, M.OOfl
miles, excellent condition. Palmer Halverson, Houston, Mfnn.

Located in the town of Garden Valley, fl miles N.W. of
Alma Center. The type of
farm seldom offered for
sale.
Consider these features :

ON HAND NOW—Commodore hand adding machine, 9 column list and total,
direct substractlon, credit balance, compact site (site ol telephone base). Also
available In electric model. WINONA
TYPEWRITER SERVICE, 1«1 E. 3rd .
Tel. B-3300.

Also available
Used Equipment

Lewiston, Minn.

WILL BE CLOSED
For Inventory

Specials at the Stores

Silo Unloader

Apartments, Furnished

S2V> E. 3rd
Tel. «0M er 234>

USED ELECTRIC Singer portable, good
condition, guaranteed. Only $30 . WINONA SEWING CO., 551 Huff St. Tel.
M48.

PATZ

WEST END-S rooms and bath, 3 bedrooms. 1st floor apt., full basement, oil
heat, cjarage Available ef once, Completely redecorated. ABTS AGENCY,
INC., Realtors. Tel. - M36J.

PRIME DOWNTOWN LOCATION - Retail and office space. Available now.

Sewing Machines

It's Not Too Late
To Install A New

90 Trucks, TracP* Trailer* 108

~
"^"
DA ILY NEWS
Business Places for Rent
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Stirneman-Selover Co.
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS

[WARD S!

79c
Save 10% on cartons of 12

DEKALB 20 week old pullets, fully vac
clnaled, light controlled, raised on slat
floors. Available year around. SPEL TZ
CHICK HATCHERY. Rollingstone, Minn.
Ttl, 8419-1311.

LOANS tX

LOFTY pile, tree Irom soil Is the carpet
cleaned wllh B lue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer , Jl. R. D. Cone Co.

PUREBRED ANGUS heifers, bred to calf
In early spring. $160 each. Marlyn Burt,
Utlca, Minn. Tel. Lewiston 4780.

EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER-wented, to live In end care tor elderly couple. Write A-11 Dally News.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that an
application
tor
renewal
of
Radio Business Opportunities
37
Broadcast license has been filed with
the Federal Communications Commis- TAVERN-RESTAURANT and living quarsion by the Winona Broadcasting Comters overlooking the Mississipp i al
pany, a Minnesota partnership operatBrownsville, across from the Myirlna.
ing Radio Station KAGE. Stockholders
Owner-operator retiring atter 16 years.
of YWInona Broadcasting Company are
Will
finance with y> down . Beer and
Jamais B. Goelz. holding M1' < ; Merlin
liquor llcenst off and on premises.
J. Meythaler, holding 25';, and Rex
Books open to qualified buyer . La
h. Eyler, holding 25%. Radio Station
Crosse Realty, 1923 State Road. La
KAGE broadcasts on a frequency of
Crosse, Wis., Tel. 4-8080.
1380 kilocycles. The name ol the applicant lor renewal of Radio Broadcast
Money to Loan
40
License Is Winona Broadcasting Company. Tho application ol this station tor
a renewal of Its license to operate this
station In the public Interest was tendered for filing with the Federal Communications Commission on Decembe r
PLAIN NOTE—AUTO-FURNITURE
31st. Members ot the public who desire
170 E. 3rd
Tel. WIS
to bring to Ihe Commission 's attention Hre. » a.m. to 3 p.m.. Set. 9 e.m. to noon
tacts concerning the operation ol tho
station should write io the Federal
43
Communications Commission, Washing- Horses, Cattle, Stock
ton 25. D. C, not later lh,in February
28th. Letters shou ld set forth in detail LARGE HEIFERS, 2, bred i 1 Guernsey ;
Ihe specific facts which the writer
1 Holstein; also 5 heifers open,; 4 Hotwishes Ihe commission to consider In
etelni 1 Guernsey; 1 Guernsey cow
passing on this application.
bred. All vaccinated, artificial breeding,
from good producing cows. Danie l StollBORROW HAPPINESS! Then, repay onpllug, Trempealeau, Wis.
ly Ihe money that brought it about.
Pu* a stop to worry with an eesy-to- FEEDER PIGS—10. Mrs. Mary Mussall,
Altura, Minn. Tel . 6542.
arrange, low-cost loan from the Installment
Loan
Deportment
ol the
MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK OF SHETLAND PONY - yearling filly colt,
S50. Tel. 8687-6362.
WI NONA. Tel. 2637.
CLOTHING altered to tit Ihe new you.
and measurements nre kept confidential, too. W. Belslngcr, Tailor .

SANITA RY

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

SUPER MARKET CHECKER-tull time
|ob replacing 10-yaar employe. Good
working conditions. Paid vecetlon, hospitalization Insursncs. Experience preferred but not essential. Our employes
knew of this ad. Give complete details
plus two references. Write A-3 Dally
News.

57 Apartments, Flats

FOUR SOWS-due Feb. to with second WANTED-eeMIng machine. Hank Olson,
litter. Ray Peterson, lit. 2, Houston,
900 E. 7th. Tel. S017.
Tel. ltt-3iao.
WEDDING DRESS-taliete, tloor-lengrlh,
SPRINGING HOLSTEIN tellers; Holstein
chapel treln, 1 year old, cleaned. Tel.
bull for sale or lease, from 800 ib. dam .
6321.
Spell! Bros., Lewiston. Tel. 2953.
a
OK USED FUBNITUllE STORE
PUREBRED Duroc boira, also Lendrace
V3 E. Jrd SI,
boars. Clifford Hott, Lanesboro, Minn
We Buy
We Sell
(Pilot Mound)
Furniture—Antlquss- Toelt
and
other
'term.
PUREBRED spotted Poland Chine boars,
Tel. S-3701
priced (or quick sale. Lowell Babcock,
Ullca, Minn. Tel, St. Charles 932-3437,
PLUMBING FIXTURES TO SUIT
ALL BUDGETS
BLACK
POLAND
CHINA,
Berkshire
cross-bred brood sows, bred to Hampshire for second lifters, start farrowing
PLUMBING & HEATING
Feb. I. Logan Petit, Plainview, Minn.
148 E. 3rd St.
Tel. 2737
CHOICE ANGUS STEERS, 8, 400 lb].; 5
vaccinated Angus heifers, 600 lbs. Logan Pagtl, St. Charles, Tel. »32-317».

COCKTAIL WAITRESS. Write A-13 Dally
News.

Approved for Veteran Training
7 1104 Currie Ave., Minneapolis

Personal*

43 Article, for Sal*

ANOTHER THORP SALE
Located 2 miles south of
Westby , or 5 miles north of
Viroqua on Highway 14 to
Smith School , turn east and
go Vh miles, then south 1
mile to farm, on

SATURDAY. FEB. 6TH

Sale will start at
12:00 O'clock Sharp
Lunch on grounds.
51 HEAD OF HI-GRADE
DAIRY CATTLE - 7 Holstein cows, springing; 2
Holstein cows, fresh and
open; 6 Holstein cows, fresh
and rebred ; 3 Guernsey
cows , springing, many more.
LARGE QUANTITY FEED.
TERMS : Sums of $15.00 and
under cash. Over $15.00, V*
down, balance in 6 equal
monthly payments with li
of 1% time charge per
month , plus filing fee. Longer terms can be arranged
with the clerk before the
sale. All property must be
settled for on the day of the
sale. No property is to be
removed from the premises
before making settlement.
WILLIAM C. BROWN and
HILMER HARRIS, OWNERS
Viroqua , Wis . — Rt. Three.
Thorp Finance Corp.
Russell Schroeder & Wayne
Huntzicker , Auctioneers .
LaVerne Hall , Auction
Specialist , Westby, "Wis.

AUCTION

S

fi
U
I
I

Since I' m discontinuing larming, i win sen me iouowing
described property at my farm lVz miles east of Hesper ,
5 miles southeast of Mabel , or 15 miles north of Decorah
on the Locust blacktop, then one mile west. |

is;

Listen to KDEC Day of Sale |
Starting at 12:30 P.M.
|
Lunch to be served by Ladies of Friends

1

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 4

Missionary Society.
1951 Ford tractor; Ford Dearborne 2-14 plow ; Ford
1; Dearborne 7-ft. tandem disc ; Ford Dearborne cultivator ;
Rap id Digger power post hole digger for Ford tractor ;
1 pulley for Ford tractor ; power takeoff adaptor for Ford
I tractor; 2 swinging drawbars for Ford tractor ; manure
I loader for Ford tractor , rear mount ; Case 10-ft. grain
I drill on rubber , grass seed attach. ; 1-row pull type corn
|
picker ; Case 7-ft . mower 3-pt. hitch; 7-ft. swather for
I mower; Lindsey 3-section drag with iron folding drawbar;
Ii Minnesota tractor manure spreader ; J.D. 2-row corn plantI er, with 3-pt. hitch , fertilizer attach.; Cross corn sneller
tired
P with belt power cob stacker; hay loader; rubber
loading
1 wagon with flat bed ; iron wheel wagon with box ;|
i chute ; Model 200 Foley saw filer; electric motor and other
bales of
1 articles too numerous to mention. 2,000 square|
i hay, clover and alfalfa , more or less, in barn.
I

USUAL TERMS.
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LEROY STREET , OWNER
Carl L. Wennes , Auctioneer
p
First National Bank of Mabel — Clerk
p
Mmlk
" -.A .: <-,.,,-.. -wanms

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Friday Nights
Because of other employment I have decided to discontinue dairying and will sell the following at Auction
located 8 miles north of Mondovi on "H" to "Albany J
Road" then 1 mile east or 12 miles south of Eau Claire
on Highway 37 to "Town Line Road" then west 2 miles
-and south 1 mile. Watch for Auction Arrows on

STATION
WAGONS
'63 Pontiac Wagon ... $2495
'63 Rambler Wagon .. $1095
'62 Chevrolet Wagon . $1495
'62 Valiant Wagon ... $1195
•60 Ford Wagon
$1095
'59 Ford Wagon
$ B95
'59 Rambler Wagon .. $ 695
'58 Dodge Wagon .... $ 595
'57 Ford Wagon
? 395

Cg&mDg)
^

40 Years In Winona
Lincoln-Mercury-F' iilcon
Comet-Fairlane
Open Friday Evenings
and Saturday p. m.

TWO
SURE STARTERS !
19C1 DODGE
Polara
4-door sedan , V-U , automatic transmission , radio ,
tiros,
honter , whitew.-ill
{lower s t e e r i n g , power
>rakes , local one owner
enr , real sharp. Owner ' s
name on request.
1956 CHEVROLET
2-door sedan
fi cylinder , automatic transmission , radio , h e a t e r ,
whitewall tires , real sharp.

W INON A~ UTO "
HAWlLf •' [

\ OCDOB

iX SALES ft

if
\,

FRIDAY , FEBRUARY 5

Many to Choose
From

_
-* We Advertise Our Prices

t
:

Open Mon . & Fri . Eve.
3rd & Manknto Tel. 8-3640

Sale Time 1:30
Lunch will be served .
25 HEAD OF HI-GRADE HOLSTE1NS - 1 close-up
springer , possibly fresh by sale date; 1 close-up springer ;
10 just fresh and open; 10 fresh and bred back; 2 heifer
calves ; 1 bull calf. These are above average cows that
show high production , the creamery records indicate this.
They are well uddered , typey cows that would make
excellent herd replacements. This herd 100' i clean tested
by Doctors Simpson and Paulson , Mondovi . Owners will
care for cattle for 48 hours free of charge.
TKRMS: Under $15.00 cash , over that amount V«
down , balance in 6 equal monthly installments , 3% added.
DALE JOHNSON
H. O. PETERSON , OWNER
For A Top Dollar Auction — See Us Before You Sign ! \
Clerked by Gateway Credit Inc.
.lolinson & Murray, Auctioneers
11. 11. Seyer , Rep.

The following pL'rsotuil property will be sold at Auction
lociili 'i! I 1 - miles north of Kidjj,cland on Highway 25 to
"A" then 1 mile west lo 1st road north — 1st farm Oil
III miles south of Barron on Highway 25 to "A" then 1
mile west lo 1st road north
1st' farm — Watch for
arrows.

SAT URDAY , FEBRUARY 6

Sale Time l: ,'ifl
m 111(111 l'UODUriNd HOLSTKINS - 4 cow*, springers; 17, fresh and open ; 10, fresh ami bred back. The
eiitiri ' herd is all official {,'alfhood Vaccinates, 100' ,.
clean , tested by Dr . Kenister. Owners will care for cattle
for -III hours lice oi charge. This is an excellent herd of
well hi ed cows , they arc hu ge type , well uddered . high
producers. Mr. Wirth has used artificial breeding with
this herd and thron e,!) his care and management , has
built tip litis liiL ilt producing herd.
MACHINERY
- i:»H bu . CunmylKim l'T'O manure
spreader . 2 years old; .John I)eer«t Ift-ft . tandem disc,
John Deere 10-ft . single disc.
DAIRY I-;y\ ) lI> MKNT -- 2 Debavul milkers , 1 .ye ar
old; pails; strainers , etc.
TRUCK ¦- l!i.V,i Ford ' -Ion truck , with laiR e box and
(jnod rubber.
TKRMS: Under $15 (M) cash , over that amount '.« clown ,
b.ilnnce in ii equal monthly installments , Ti ndried.
IMUUll 1 WIUT1I , OWN Kit
For A Top Dollar Auction - See Vs Before Y«u Sign ! J
Clerked by (lateway Credit lne ,
Johnson & Murra y , Auctioneers
11. il . Sever . Hen .
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BUZ SAWYER

BY Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

By Mort Walktr

BEETLE BAILEY
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BY Hanna-Barbera

THE FLiNTSTONES
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REX MORGAN, M. D.

NANCY

LI'L ABNER

By Al Capp

,, i fam f, _ ¦ .
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^

By Alex Kotzlcy

APARTMENT 3-G
¦

By Don Sherwood

By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON

-i

DAN FLAGG

BY Cnic Young

>-

BLONDIE

tM*.

By Roy Cran«
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By Dal Curtis

By Ernie Bushmiller
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We Are Now
^fc>^
^
^
W CLOSED for
Mf
Vacation and
mKT
^^^
,.Vig§| Remodeling Work.
ML^
'^ $L

^P^^
^^^MMmx

WARY WORTH

See You Again
T uesday, February 16,
With a Few Surprises!

P"

^Lwij lih,.
W/wfa *'

By Saunden and Emit
t^mtf,

t^LwKL ^L^L^L^L^LwmK
im\
^

(Mtteit 2to$ w
SUPPER CLUB
Fountain City, Wis.

SsJ^.C
TOM

